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Abstract

Three regions in Alberta were studied to explore their response to the transfer of
certain governance responsibilities for Services for Persons with Disabilities fiom the
provincial government to the regions. The purpose of the study was to develop a theory
of community driven decentralization.

A multiple case study approach with an

embedded grounded theory methodology was used. The study found that the partnership
groups formed in each region responded to a series of government decentralization
initiatives by forming regional governance bodies and processes based on one of two
modes of democratic participation: participatory or representative. The study found all
regional groups wanted to expand their role in decision-making yet circumscribed their
role to a formative Function that worked in a complementary way with formal governance
bodies. The evidence on community driven decentralization found a non-linear
relationship between regional characteristics, community scaIed groups, purpose of the
groups and type of decision-making determined how decentralization unfolded.
Two regions seemed "wept up" or driven along by the changes while one region
efficaciously navigated the various challenges associated with accommodating change.

The study found three properties of community governance characterized the regions:
focus of attention on community or individual stakehoIder groups, unifying or
fragmenting systemicness and self or other directedness. These properties were mediated
by actualizing, aligning and influencing strategies and these strategies emerged in a
sequence that formed a model of change for regional groups. One region formed a double
loop system of planning and implementation that formed a virtuous cycle that increased
participation and recursively modified common purpose.
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Chapter 1

THE STUDY CONTEXT
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to examine the responses of consumer groups,
service providers and others to "reforms" initiated by the Government of Alberta in the
early to mid-1990s. Specifically this study examined transformations in governance of
services to persons with disabilities that occurred as part of broader reforms to the
Department of Family and Social Services. In turn, reforms to social services were part of
a much broader change in the nature of government's role in Alberta as initiated by
Premier Ralph Klein.
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the context of the study and derive
specific research questions that resulted h m the changes in governance of Services to
Persons with DisabiIities that consumer groups were responding to. This chapter will
describe the history of the formation, enactment and operationalization of provincial and
regional boards for Services to Persons with Disabilities. The particular history of interest
are those to governance which began in 1988 and ended in the fall of 1997 when this
study was concluded. Chapter Two will consider the broader forces shaping public policy
and conceptual foundation to the changes in governance for Services to Persons with
Disabilities in Alberta.
Before proceeding with the provincial overview, Frequently used terms and the
abbreviations will be explained. Services to Persons with Disabilities or SPD refers to the
program unit within the Alberta Department of Family and Social Services, which was
responsible for policy, was government run and contracted services to persons with
disabilities. When the research for this study was completed, SPD was the titIe of this
department but when the boards were created, this department was transferred to the
boards and renamed Persons with Developmental Disabilities. SPD will be used
throughout to avoid confusion in terms. Alberta Family and Social Services (AFSS) was
the department responsible for SPD at the time of the study. AFSS will refer to the larger
department that included SPD and other social services such as Child Welfare, Family
Violence and Income Support. Between 1997 and 1999, the government departments

started to use the term ministry rather than department but for the purposes of this study,

the term "department" will be used to refer to the relevant ministry.
The names of each region and district have been assigned a pseudonym to prevent
the identification of any participant through their association with the region.
Pseudonyms created problems with the references as some documents were authored by
the name of a regional or district group. The references have been changed to match the
pseudonym but any individual who wishes to obtain copies of the originals through the
author of this study after agreeing to maintain the confidentiality of the source location.

The subject of this study was the regional partnership groups or regional and
district Councils in the three regions of Littleton, Middletown and Barry. RC will refer to
regional councils and DC will refer to district councils which report to the RC. Two of
the regions in this study had DCs reporting to the RCs (Littleton and Middletown) while
in Barry there was only a RC. LRC refers to the Littleton Regional Council, MRC refers
to the Middletown Regional Council and BRC refers to the Barry Regional Council. DCs
will be referred to as a group (DCs) or individually by their name (Waverly DC). The
term "council system" is used to refer to the total system of councils in the region.

"Regional board" will be the term used to refer to the boards created by the government
to manage SPD. The term "participant" refers to the persons interviewed in the study.
Finally, the tern "reforms" was frequently employed by participants in this study to mean
the changes in governance to SPD and other government services (Health and Children's
Services). The term reform(s) will refer to changes in governance of SPD through the
creation of regional boards.
The Provincial Context - A Context of Change
The reforms to SPD started officially with the announcement in January of 1996
that SPD wouId be transferred to provincial and regional boards (Alberta Government,
1996a). The boards and their authority were established in legislation that was tabled in
the spring of 1997. The recent history of the r e f o m can be traced back to 1989-90 when
the Premier's Council recommended the Community Supports Model (CSM) for services

to persons with disabilities (Premier's Council, 1994).

Pre-

. .

Prior to the election of the Klein government, there already was 'Yelt" pressure to
transform services to persons with disability. This was evident in the various committees
estabtished during this period. There was interest in promoting enhanced opportunity for

persons with disability and this was made visible during the government of Premier Don
Getty with the formation of the Premier's Council on the Status of Persons with

Disabilities in 1988. The Council, after studying the matter, recommended the
Community Supports Model (CSM), an "umbrella" program that would integrate all
services from four government departments through four different government acts and
approximately eighteen different programs (Premier's Council, 1994). The Council
actively promoted it, but, not all consumer associations were supportive because of its

focus on the management of health versus community rehabilitation.
At about the same time the government was looking for ways of devolving its
large provincial residential institution called "Michener Center". In 1993, it introduced
legislation for a board to oversee Michener Center. There was widespread opposition to
this legislation from community living groups who believed the act would permanently
establish Michener as a service. Community living groups had worked hard towards
deinstitutionalization and believed the bill would permanentIy prevent complete
deinstitutionalization of the Michener Center. Because of this opposition, the government
dropped their legislation but formed the Michener Center Advisory Committee to
determine the future plans for Michener Center.
Both the Community Supports model and the problem of Michener Center raised
the question of governance of SPD.The CSM reorganized services within government by
forming one integrated program responsible for all services to persons with disabilities.
Michener Center legislation devolved governance h m government to a community
board while enshrining institutional service in legislation, Both attempts to reform,
proposed changes in the oversight of responsibility and authority to services with
disabiIity.

The w
-

. .

-C

w in Gove-

In 1993, the government called a provincial election under its new leader Remier

Klein and was re-elected in the spring of that year. Subsequently, the provincial
government took a radical path towards deticit reduction and governance, tn the fall of
1993, after the election, the government announced plans for reducing all government
department expenditures including funding to social services and health. tn 1994, health
services were reorganized through the formation of seventeen regional health authorities
(RHA). Each RHA was managed by a board with members selected fiom the respective

regions and appointed by the Minister of Health. The RHAs developed service and
business plans to guide operations that were submitted and approved by the Department
of Health. It was the government's intention to hold the RHA boards accountable to the
service and fiscal operations they each oversaw.

In the spring of 1994, the new Minister of AFSS, the Hon. Mike Cardinal,
unveiled his ministry's business plan that described the ministry's program and financial
objectives for the next three years (Alberta Government, 1993b). The business plan
outlined the ministry's shift in three key result areas: safety and security of children;
safety and security of disabied people; and independence and self-sufficiency of
individuals and families. The business plan reinforced the government's change in
philosophy and practice of governance to "steering" h m "rowing". For AFSS, this
change meant supporting and strengthening families; encouraging individual and
community responsibility, reducing duplication of services and focusing on outcomes
rather than on input. The business plan laid the foundation for reforms in three major
programs of the department: Child Welfare, Supports for Independence and SPD. The
business plan outlined financial objectives for the next three years that included
reductions in department and program spending (Alberta Government, 1994b).

In the following year, AFSS unveiled its plan to reorganize Child Welfare through
the creation of eighteen regional authorities (Alberta Government, I994a). Like the
RHAs each regional authority wouId be overseen by a board with the operational

responsibilities of managing a communityderived service plan that was actualized in a
business plan (Alberta Govemmenf 1994b).

A Reg~pnseto-D

-n
?-

of

1993-1994

Changes in governance (shifling responsibiIity to community), financial and
program areas led to the formation of various regional partnership groups that eventually
led to ongoing regional councils (RC). RCs were formed in Barry and Littleton at this
time to plan for the cuts to spending for their respective regions. At a corporate level in

AFSS, a Program Management Committee was formed to advise the AFSS about issues
for SPD (Alberta Government, 1994~).The committee inctuded members from AFSS
(corporate and regional), the Premier's Council, the Alberta Association of Rehabilitation
Centers (AARC), the Alberta Association for Community Living (AACL) and Michener
ee
a partnership between AFSS
Center. The Program Management C 0 ~ ~ t t represented
and the provincial community.

In the regions, RCs started to plan changes to services because of the financial
cuts but many evolved into long-term planning and advisory groups to the regions. Some
of these councils and planning groups began developing alternative models of services
for the regions while others became involved in community decision-making with SPD in
the region. In this study, three of these RCs (Barry, Littleton and Middletown) are
described in detail. In Barry, a partnership group was formed in 1993 to advise and plan
for the cutbacks to funding. This group recommended the formation of a RC to continue
to advise the SPD on services, so in 1994, the Barry Regional Council (BRC) was
formed. In Littleton, the Joint Planning Committee was formed in 1993 to advise and
plan for the same cutbacks in funding. This committee evolved to design a regional plan
for governance and services. h 1996, the Joint Planning Committee recommended the
formation of a RC with DCs to implement the changes in its plans and the plans for
reforms to SPD.

In Middletown, a regional team, "the Dream Team" was formed to advise on
cutbacks to funding. The Dream Team did not M i l l its mandate but it recommended the
formation of the Hi Hopes committee to develop plans for regional and district planning.
This committee designed the plans for the RC and DCs that were endorsed in the fall of
1995. A RC with eight DCs was established in 1995 and continues until this day. Since
the subject of this study are the RCs, each of these councils will be descnibed in more
detail in subsequent sections.

e Chotce of a Gov-e

Mod-

SPD

The Premier's Council continued under the Klein Government to advance the
CSM and, in 1994, a new committee was formed of assistant deputy ministers fiom four
government departments (Health, Social Services, Education and Municipal Affairs),
members of the Premier's Council and community representatives. This committee
recommended that the CSM proceed under the Department of Health.

In January of 1995, the CSM task force was established to draft plans for
implementing the CSM. This committee was chaired by HeaIth and comprised of the

ADMs and community representatives. From January to June of 1995 there was vigorous
opposition to the CSM by provincial groups such as the AACL and AARC who
mobilized their members in a very aggressive letter writing campaign. The Minister of
Social Services received over 4,000 letters From persons who opposed the creation of the
CSM under the Department of Health.
People believed that SPD services, currently under AFSS, would be diminished
and emasculated if the Department of Health administered these services. These fears by
community groups were based on three beliefs about the transfer. First, community living
groups believed the transfer to Health would result in a return to a medical model of
services to persons with disabiIities. Ttus in turn would lead to the re-institutionalization
of services. Second, community groups believed that SPD would be a low priority for
Health and, consequently, Health would transfer new h d i n g h m SPD to other health
services because of budget pressures. Third, as a consequence of the two preceding
beliefs, community living groups perceived the move to Health as a threat to community
based services which had been developed over the past ten to twenty years. In the face of
strong opposition and increasing difficulties with achieving consensus on the CSM with
the task force, the CSM task force mandate expired in June of 1995 without a change in
governance.

In response to the threat of the transfer of governance to Health, the RCs
increased their efforts to advance aIternative models of governance. RCs moved their
plans forward through provincial meetings sponsored by the AARC and the AACL. At
least one RC (the Littleton p u p ) advanced their model directly to the corporate office of

SPD.RCs h r n Littleton and Barry organized opposition by distributing information on

the negative impacts of the Community Supports Mode1 and encouraging all stakeholders
to write the minister and Members of the Legislative Assembly (MLAs). These groups
also presented their vision of governance to the newly created Michener Advisory
Committee.
The Michener Advisory Committee

In the fall of 1994, the government created the Michener Advisory Committee,
ostensibly to recommend on the governance for Michener Center. In the face of the
opposition to the transfer of SPD to Health, the committee broadened its
recomrnendations to include a propssal on the governance for SPD. During its term, the
Michener Advisory Committee heard submissions fhm community groups (including
some regional partnership groups) and individuals throughout the province. Through this
process, the advisory committee formed its recommendations about Michener Center in
the context of provincial services.
In May of 1995, the Michener Center Advisory Committee recommended the
formation of six regional boards for SPD, a community board for Michener Center, a
Foundation board to oversee the capita1 assets of SPD and a provincial overseeing board
(Michener Advisory Committee, 1995).

The report was submitted to cabinet for

consideration. In July of 1995, the M C L met with the standing policy committee and
presented a similar model of reforms, however it recommended an elected board and
advocated for elections from parents or guardians for persons with disabilities (Alberta
Association for Community Living, 1995).
With the Michener report completed and the dissolution of the CSM a reality, the
minister moved to advance the Mchener Advisory Committee recommendations. This
proposal was taken forward and approved by the Standing Policy Committee on
Community Services in September of 1995. The model of the reform of SPD was based
on a greater involvement and responsibility by the community in decision-making for
SPD and the withdrawal of govemment from direct services. The reforms embodied the
move from "rowing" to "steeringn.

Creation of R-ds

for Persons with

.

...

In January of 1996, the Honorable Mike Cardinal, Minister of AFSS announced
plans for the transfer of SPD to the community through the creation of provincial and
regional boards (Alberta Government, 1996a). This was foIIowed by a centrally managed
consultation and planning process (some of which was largely invisible), the
development of legistation and board selection.
Centrally Managed Provincial Consultation on the Governance Changes to SPD

From February through June, the SPD corporate office of AFSS centrally

managed a consultation and feedback process on the changes to the governance of SPD.
In February of 1996, a provincial retreat of stakeholders from each region was held in

Barry to gain input on the reforms fiom stakeholders (self-advocates, parents, service
providers and SPD staff). SPD presented the reforms and di the consequent changes at
the retreat while delegates gave feedback about the process and content of the reform.

Members from each region developed a plan for distributing information about the
reforms and gathering input through RCs from the regions to corporate.

Each region held information sessions to distribute information and gather
feedback on the reforms but the feedback process was structured around a "Discussion

Guide" which was developed by SPD corporate (Alberta Government, I996c). The guide
provided information on the reforms, including impIernentation, time lines, participation,
outlined questions on guiding principles, mandate, appointment of directors, the role of
government, the provincial and regionaI boards and appeals (AIberta Government,
1996~).Regional and corporate staff coUated information h m the guide, and prepared
written submissions to AFSS and used the feedback for drafting the Persons with
Developmental Disabilities legislation. A summary report was distributed in January of
I997 (Aiberta Government, 1997a).

In the next Welve months, SPD created or revised a number of other policies.

These included: the Community hcIusion Supports (a policy document that d e s c n i
and defined community services for contract and individualized finding); the official

definition for policy and [egislation of OeveIopmentd Disabilities and the poky for
financial accounmbiIity for individuaIized fimding. SPD solicited feedback on each of
these initiatives through a community codtation process. Also, in the spring of 1996,

the Foundation Act was introduced and passed in the House (Alberta Government,
1996b) and the department began recruiting for the Michener Center Board.
Internal Department Planningfor the Boards - The Period of Invisibility
Between July and December of 1996 the reform process moved from a centrally
managed public consultation to a centrally managed internal process. The legislation was
drafted and reviewed internally by SPD but there was little communication and the
process was largely invisible until January of 1997. During this period, consuItation,
information and dialogue with the community ceased. SPD was not entirely silent or
invisible as representatives h r n corporate AFSS continued to attend RC meetings and
present information on the progress of the reforms. But, specific information on the
internal planning process and province-wide distniution of information on the changes
did not occur during this period. In the meantime, the Michener Center Board was
appointed in September of 1996 (Alberta Government, 1996d). In November of 1996, the
Honorable Minister Mr. Mike Cardinai resigned as Minister of AFSS and was replaced
by Mr. Stockwell Day. The new minister supported the reform program so there was little
change in process.

of Boa&
Fast- Tracking the Recruitment of Board Members
A possible winter election posed a threat to the proposed reforms to Persons with

Disabilities legislation. The proposed legislation was ready for introduction to the
legislature by January of 1997 but, rather than introduce legislation during the winter and
then have the bill die at dissolution, SPD corporate developed a contingency plan
whereby the boards could be formed without the legislation. This back-up plan involved
the use of Section 7 of the Govement O r g e t i o n Act to appoint the regional and
provincial boards. In January of 1997, Corporate SPD 'Yast-tracked" the formation of the
boards by starting to recruit board members for the regional and provincial boards

through province-wide advertisements (AIberta Government, I997b). In the same month,
the election was called for March 1997.
The public advertisements for the board nominations stated the eligiiility criteria.

Any member of the public, except service providers and current board members of nonprofit community organizations, was eIigi%le. Service providers and associations had

opposed these exclusions but, in the end, the government used these restrictive criteria for

the selection of board members in the advertisements in January of 1997 (Alberta
Government, 1997b). Service providers opposed the exclusion of paid staff of agencies
and service provider companies. The AACL and other groups advocated for the election
of board members and the exclusion of community board members. In the end, AFSS
retained their process and criteria although there was a commitment to review the
selection process in the future.
The recruitment of board members was accelerated by setting the deadline for
submissions to March IS, 1997.

This deadline was eventually extended four times

because of complaints from the community that it was unreasonably short and needed to
accommodate persons wanting to appb. The final date for submission of nominations
was March 3 1, 1997, but there was still some dlowance beyond this date. The Klein
government was easily re-elected and corporate SPD slowed the pace for board selection
while returning to their original pian of introducing legislation in the spring sitting of the
LegisIature.
IntetvimmngNominees to the Board - The Visibility of the Selection Process -

Between April and June of 1997 b a r d members were screened and intemiewed
for the various boards. Initially, AFSS planned to screen and interview applicants in each
region through an internal pmcess but yielded to a suggestion to include a comrnunity
member who was seIected by the RC. The interview panel was comprised of AFSS staff
(the Regional Director, SPD corporate staff person and a personnel stafi member) and a
community representative nominated by the community councils in the region. The
community member represented community stakeholders, at least in a limited way, in the
selection process and the process was visible by proxy.

PDD Board Announcements
In July, 1997, a List of recornendations for the boards was submitted to the
Minister of AFSS for approval. It took until October for the minister to appoint the
members of the regional and provincial boards (Alberta Government, 1997e). It is of note
that a number of RC members h m the three regions who were appointed to the boards.
In Barry, three members were appointed to the regional board and one to the provincial

board. In the Littleton, two RC members were appointed to the board and in Middletown,
three RC members were appointed to the board

Legiilationfor the Persons with Developmenral Disabiiities Board
On June 12, 1997, Bill 5: Persons with Developmental Disabilities Community
Governance Act was passed in the Legislature (Alberta Government, 19976). The
legislation moved through the three readings with few amendments. Some community
stakeholders wanted the legislation to embed entitlement to sewices and supports to
persons with developrnenral disabilities in the legislation. Bill 5 did not enshrine
entitlement for services but rather focused on the authority of boards and their reporting
requirements.
A more detailed history of the changes to governance to SPD for the province and

each region in this study are summarized in Appendix B,

Summary of the Provincial Context
The changes in governance began before the Klein government but the actual
reforms to governance were implemented in earnest by this government - first through
the Community Supports Model and then through the creation of provincial and regional
boards. Regional SPD stakeholders responded to the initiatives by the Klein government
by fonning regional and district partnership groups to participate in and influence the
proposed changes. When the government settled upon a governance model, the
implementation of the changes to governance was centrally managed with public
consultation through existing regionai and district groups. The pace and course of change
was driven in part by the size and the scope of the task and by political events, such as the

election, changes in ministers.
The actual changes to the governance structure of SPD were significant. The
creation of regional boards separated the management of s e ~ c e sh m policy
formulation and monitoring, in Line with the KIein government's model of rowing versus
steering. Regional boards were created to accept responsibility for the day-today
management of SPD services while government retained the responsibility for the broad
direction. The planned changes were consistent with similar models used in the formation
of RHAs and the plans for regional authorities for Child Welfare. These changes in

governance RRHAWSThis represented a significant ideological change in the role of
government and community.
R e s m h OuThe initial purpose of this study was to examine how consumer groups, service
providers and stakeholders responded to the changes in governance of SPD. After a

review of the literature a more detailed purpose and set of questions will be articulated.
Furthemore, because this study explored a novel phenomenon and, it will be shown in
the next chapter, there were few studies to guide the study, the research questions evolved
with the context.

The evidence presented in this chapter showed how these groups responded to
changes in governance by organizing RCs to participate in and influence changes. RCs
bad been working since 1994 to plan for changes in the governance of SPD. RC were
formed by stakeholders of services (self-advocates and agencies) in response to financial
cutbacks of the current government but have evolved into community decision-making
organizations' for planning and overseeing services in their respective communities or
regions.
The announcement by the Minister of Family and Social Services to create
provincial and regional boards to assume the responsibility for management of direct
services to persons with disabilities (Alberta Government, 1996a) offered an opportunity
to observe RCs during the formation, enactment and implementation of this legislation.
The primary research question was: how did the RCs responded to the transfer of
authority from the government to regional boards. The current study intends to examine
the intersection of the changes in governance (transfer of authority from government to
community boards) and regional stakeholder organizing to influence and adapt to the
transformation of governance. More specificalIy, the current study intends to d e s c n i
and explain:
the role of RCs;
1

Comamity decision-making organizations(00's) ace orgzmimiorn IegitimiPd for making decisions and or Qldng
action on bthaIfof the commmity for specific sectors of concan (Wamn, 1967; Warran, Stepban &
Bqtmdm.1974). These organizations arc usually inter-organi;Lationa(u h e mcmbas come from various
O+O~~S
and c o n s t i ~ c i e sin the community but the 00's arc legitimized both by their constituencies and the
formal power s r m m

I

how RCs organized themselves for the task;
reached their decisions and recommendations and
perceived the transfer of authority through the legislation

Based on this information, the study intends to construct a theory of community
governance that was formed by the actions and interactions of RCs with the formai
changes in governance advanced by the government. The study will examine the
operations, decision-making and the actions of RCs in at least three regions. Each region
will be a single case study with each case study serving as a theoretical replication in a
muitipIe case study design.
Earlier it was stated that the formation of regional boards represented a significant
ideological shift in governance. Before the research question can be completely stated,
the actions of the government to decentralize or devolve services to community must be
considered within the context of political and governance forces shaping rnodern
government. The next chapter examines and links the broader political framework to
these changes in the governance of SPD by looking at the literature on decentralization.

Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
The changes in governance to SPD though the creation of 'quasi' government
boards or "quangos" (quasi-government bodies such as government-created boards or
authorities) (Ferlie, Ashburner, Fitgerald, & Pettigrew, 1996) to oversee services are not
unique nor the invention of the KIein government. In Canada, there were exampIes of
regional boards for social services in British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba
and Ontario during the 1970s and before (National Institute on Mental Retardation, 1982;
Wharf, 1992). In England, numerous quasi-government boards were created during the
1980s to encompass a spectrum of government services fiom Driver and Vehicle Registry
to Regional Health Authorities (Ferlie et al, 1996; Metcalfe & Richards, 1990). The
practice of transferring authority for government services to community boards has been
called the decentralization or devolution of government to community (Ferlie et al, 1996;
Peters, 1993).
Devolution is the transfer of authority, responsibility and decision-making across
organizational boundaries (Ebllitt, 1995). Specific techniques of devoIution include the
transfer of authority Erom one Ievei of govemment to another or to "quangos",
privatization, contracting out and deregulation. Decentralization has been used as the
broader t e n to defrne the transfer of authority, decision-making and power from the
center of government to the periphery or across the boundaries of government (Aucoin,
1995; Handler, 1996; Lindquist, 1997; Pollitt, 1995; Savoie, 1994). Decentralization has
been characterized by the horizontal and vertical dispersion of authority, services and
decision-making. Vertical decentdization has been defined as the transfer of authority
within the hierarchy, between the levels of government and devolution across boundaries

(Handler, 1996; Pollitt, 1995). Horizontd decentraliitioii usually refers to the
geographic dispersion of services (McKenzie, 1994; Soreusen, 1997)' transfer of
decision-making to non-managers (PoiIitt, 1995) or to bureaucrats at the periphery of
government departments (Hander, 1996).
Governments in Canada, the United States and England in the 1980s and the
1990s have used decentdbtion to reverse the trend "towards bigger government" or a

centrist state. Governments have increasingly turned to decentralization as a technique to
redefine the role, organization and relationship of government with the private sector and
its citizens.
This chapter will first examine the forces that have shaped the trend to
decentralize or "roll back the state". Next, the concept of decentralization will be
reviewed and government decentralization in practice will be compared to the principles
of decentralization. Finally, based on this survey and the current example of the change in
governance in SPD,the purpose of this research study will be formulated.
Decentralisation - Rolling Back the State
Over the last two decades there has been a trend towards the decentralization of
government in Canada, England and the U.S. as the result of fiscal pressures, political
ideology and the perceived inability of government to solve complex problems
(Jorgensen, 1993; Peters, 1995; Savoie, 1994). This trend began in the mid-1970s with a
decline in public support for a state that increasingly expanded its scope and
responsibility for social programs and services (Lane, 1993; Savoie, 1994) "Big
government " was increasingly vilified as the cause of social, economic and political
problems (Aucoin, 1995; Savoie, 1994). Diminishing public support for "statist"
government has been attributed to the mounting financial problems of government
(public debt and deficit budgets), skepticism about the effectiveness of welfareinterventionist policies and concern about the competitiveness of nations within a
globalized economy (Aucoin, 1995). The welfare-interventionist state has been vilified

by neo-conservatives for being "Big Government" (Aucoin, 1995; Savoie, 1994) and by
cornmunitarians who advocate for community governance (Handler, 1996). These two
social trends - neo-conservativism and communitarianism - have led to similar
conclusions but with very different solutions.
Neoconservative ideology is a variation of classical liberalism which stresses the
role of individual choice, fkedom and the market in modem society (Brooks, 1998;
Watson, 1994). The market, rather than the state, it is argued, is the best instrument to
distribute wealth, reward success, punish failure and accrue wealth (Friedman &
Friedman, 1980). Government must remain neutral to the ends of the individual (within
legal limits) and provide minima1 constraints on individual rights and choices (Sandel,

1996). The role of the state is to safeguard rights, property and public space but only
through minimal public institutions (Hayek, 1988; Nozick, 1974) While this is a
simplification of neo-conservative ideology, these principles have underpinned the
political agenda of conservative as well as liberal governments in England, the United
States and Canada.
Neo-conservative ideology has been most effectively articulated in public policy
through public choice theory (Brooks, 1998; Wowlett & Ramesh, 1995). Public choice
theory states that self-interest guides the decision-making of public servants and elected
officials. Public servant's self-interest is to maximize budgets and programs to expand
their position while elected official's self-interest is be re-elected and promote their
policy agenda (Niskanen, 1991). The two sets of interests overlap when elected
representatives wish to meet voter's expectations by approving new program initiatives
which happen to meet the goals of public servants. The net result for government is a
continuously expanding "big government" that must be constrained to prevent this selfinterest dynamic from spiraling out of control (Niskanen, 1991).
The growth of government services in the last half of the twentieth century was
not solely driven by the self-interest of politicians and the public service but was driven
as well by the public who expected an increasing number of government programs and
transfers (Resnick, 1994). Neo-conservatives argued that the increasing public demand
signaled another problem with the welfare-interventionist state: the growing dependency
of citizens on the state fostered by a paternalistic attitude of government (Friedman &
Friedman, 1980). This line of argument states that expanding government services and
entitlements undermines individual self-sufficiency and creates an artificial dependency
that in turn reinforces social needs (Friedman & Friedman, 1980; Mumy, 1984). These
authors argued for a return to individual responsibility by reducing the size of
government services. EconomicalIy, neo-conservatives asserted that the increasing size of
government reduced the wealth producing capacity of business and individuals because
increasingly large proportions of wealth were diverted to taxes rather than to investment
in capital. The re-distribution of wealth through taxes prevented the investment in capita1
that created and expanded wealth (Friedman & Friedman, 1980).

Another line of argument supporting neo-conservatives was propounded by the
neo-institutionaiists who argued that modem governments had a principal-agent problem,
with the public service reducing the authority of the principal role of elected officials
(Aucoin, 1995; Lane, 1993). According to this theory, the public service has an
information advantage (due to greater lcnowledge about issues and policy) over
politicians and, therefore, the public service can manipulate elected officials into public
policy decisions and obtain a de facto authority (Aucoin, 1995; Lane, 1993). The
distorted principal-agent relationship, when combined with the maximizing behavior of
public servants, resulted in an "administrative elite" or the domination of public policy by
the public service (Aucoin, 1995).
Each of these policy theories, in combination with public fatigue for the costs of
expanding government, contniuted to the perception of a big government that was out of
control. In the late 1970s and early 1980s this perception created " a widespread shift in
the climate of opinion against expanding the scope of public sector and towards reducing
the interventionist role of the state. Whereas a few years ago it was fashionable to argue
for the extension of government activity ... the tide of opinion has turned decisively. It is
now government failure for which remedies are being sought." (Metcalfe & Richards,
1990).
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The election of Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher in England in the late
1970s, President RonaId Reagan in the United States and Prime Minister Brian Mulroney
in Canada in the early 1 9 8 0 ~signaled
~
a reaction to the perceived failure of big
govenunent and the implementation of neo-conservative policies (Savoie, 1994). In fact,
President Reagan in 1980 and Prime Minister Muhoney in 1984 campaigned for eIection
on reducing "big government" (Savoie, 1994). Prime M i s t e r Thatcher, President
Reagan and Prime Minister MSoney set about to reform the governance model in their
respective countries by applying a corporate model to the public service.

The corporate model incorporated a number of related strands of neo-conservative
thought including a revitalized principal-agent relationship, a redefined public
management and the decentralization of government. The term "corporate model" is used
to describe these changes in governance because of the similarity with corporate

governance in the private sector. in fact, these three governments extensively borrowed
and applied private sector management theory and practices to reshape public
governance.
the

. .

Each of these leaders attempted to re-establish a principal-agent relationship
between elected representatives and the public service by separating the powers of
elected government and public service for poIicy and operations (Aucoin, 1995; Savoie,
1994) and, practically, by the partisan appointments to key leadership positions (Savoie,
1994).
The separation of powers of executive and operations is a bdamental technique
in both government and private sectors to increase the independence of the principal from
the agent, reinforce the separate roles and functions of each party and provide checks and
balances for each party's organizations (Daniels & Morick, 1995). More importantly, the
separation of policylstrategy from operations reinforces the policy or principal role of the
board as opposed to the operationslmanagement role of the agent (the executive) (Ferlie,
Ashburner, & Fitzgerald, 1996). The separation of these roles reiforces the principal as
the prime director of the agent (Daniels & Morick, 1995).
Separating policy and strategy from operations was expressed popularly in the
1990s by Osborne and Gaebler (1993) as the "steering" (policy and strategy) versus
"rowing" (operations and management) metaphor for contemporary govenunent. Ranson
and Stewart (1989) proposed this separation by retaining a poLicylstrategyimonitoring
role for overall direction and decentralizing operations to the periphery of government.
These authors maintained that reducing central government hctions to strategy and
policy strengthened the public purpose and decision-making of elected officials while the
transfer of operations to the periphery, closer to citizens, promoted opportunities for
access to and participation in government. Conservative leaders such as Prime Minister
Thatcher and Muhney, President Reagan and Premier Klein in Alberta actualized the
separation of these governance roles in their respective governments (Savoie, 1994).
Earlier, it was argued that the neo-consewatives presented the impression that the
principai-agent problem between elected representatives and the public service was due
to the information asymmetry between these two parties. Up to this time, the practice

within the public service, at least in England and Canada, was to reward policy-making
through promotion and appointment to senior positions. Conversely, management and
operations were considered less important and, hence, carried less status (Metcalfe &
Richards, 1990; Savoie, 1994). These thee leaders each set about to reverse this practice
by moving control for policy to elected representatives and redefining the role of public
service to manage or implement the policy of elected officials (Savoie, 1994). This
resulted in the principal's role in policy formation and the agent's role in management.
These government leaders asserted the principal role practically by making
partisan appointments to key leadership positions for policy and implementing a
comprehensive change in public senrice management (Aucoin, 1995; Savoie, 1994).
Often these appointments were persons with broad business experience and with
sympathetic political viewpoints. This was intended to import business practices into the
public service and transform the public service culture with business management
practices. The application of private sector management techniques to public
management is the subject of the next section on redefining the management of the pubtic
service.
Service - The New Pub-

In the 1980s. conservative governments in England, the United States and Canada
began to reorganize government through managerialism or the new public management

(NPM) (Ferlie et al., 1996; Metcalfe & Richards, 1993; Pollitt, 1995; Savoie, 1994).
Managerialism and the new pubh management is the application of private sector
management techniques to the public sector popularized in the 1980s by Peters and
Waterman's I
n
(1982) and then later in the 1990s by Osbome and
Gaebier's

-U(1993). These management writers emphasized the
need for quality customer service through decentralized organizations where decisionmaking was close to the customer.

In reality, NPM incorporated a number of managerial themes and techniques
(Ferlie et al., 1996; Hood, 1991; Savoie, 1994). Savoie (1994) captured the essence of

NPM under three broad themes that summarized this change in pubiic management First,
there was the empowerment of the public service to make decisions through the transfer
of authority fiom the center to the periphery of government. Second, there was a re-

orientation of a public senrice based on standardized policies to a service organization
focused on solving customer problems. Third, there was an emphasis on strengthening
efficiency of govement though domizing and delayering government and applying
business practices such as business plans, incentives and performance indicators (Savoie,
1994).

NPM was an amalgam of practices that focused the public service on increasing
the efficiency, effectiveness and accountability of government through the use of private
sector management practices such as business plans, performance indicators and
decentralized government departments. Conservative governments in England, the United
States and Canada embraced NPM and attempted to transform public service through
leadership by importing business leaders, promoting extensive management training and
rewarding change (Ferlie et al., 1996; Savoie, 1994; Stewart & Clarke, 1987; Wistow &
Barnes, 1993).
Devoluth
The final policy strategy employed by conservative governments in AngloAmerican countries was the devoIution of government. EarIier devolution was defined as

a technique of decentralization where authority is delegated across the boundaries of the
organization or, in this case, government, Specific practices of devolution include transfer
from one level of government to another, privatization, contracting out and deregulation.
Neo-conservatives argue that the modern state has assumed too much responsibility and
the task is to redefine the role of government by shifting responsibility for the domains of
government from the center to the individd, community or local government (Staeheii,
1997). Neo-conservatives used devolution to reduce the size, cost and scope of
government by increasing individual M o m ; and, allowing the marketplace to deliver
services. Each of the techniques of devolution contributed some way to these ends.
From the late 1980s to the mid-I990s, fiscal pressures to reduce deficit budgets
and public debt in Canada and the United States intensified the pressure on governments
to reduce government expenditures. Financial pressure to reduce government
expenditures led AngIo-American governments to decentralize by transferriug
responsibilities h m senior to local ievels of govemment. Devolution of govemment was
a technique to downsize and reduce expenditures and in Canada, devolution was

mediated as well by ~ 0 m p e versions
~g
of federalism (Crichton, Hsu, & Tsang, 1990;
Lindquist, 1997).
Privatization or the sale of government production and services to the private
sector is a technique to reduce the size of govemment and move production and services
into the marketplace (Handler, 1996). Contracting out moves the government h m a
provider to purchaser of services even though the responsibility for funding the services

remains within the public sphere. This practice reduces the size of the government
workforce but more importantly, contracting out transfers the provision of goods and
services over to the marketplace where competition will yield the best sewice most
economically (Handler, 1996). Deregulation transfers the responsibility for compliance
and standards fkom the government to the private sector which in turn reduces the size
and role of government and permits the invisible hand of the marketplace to regulate

(Friedman & Friedman, 1980; Handler, 1996). Each of these three techniques utilizes the
marketplace to deliver public services to reduce the costs, increase efficiency of services
and achieve higher levels of customer responsiveness through competition (Hood, 1991).
In addition, the marketplace disaggregates and decentralizes govement into the private
sector where it was hoped private services would produce innovative solutions to public
services.
Some governments, most notably the Conservative government under Prime
Minister Thatcher, devolved public services to "quangos" to increase efficiency by
introducing a marketplace component, increase accountability from the community and
transfer government services to a non-government board (Ferlie et al., 1996; Metcalfe &
Richards, 1990). Prime Minister Thatcher created a plethora of "quangos" starting in the
s community-level boards for a range of public
late 1980s to transfer public s e ~ c e to
services (Metcalfe & Richards, 1990). In health care, the creation of "quangos was not

only to strengthen the governance of services through oversight by accountable boards,
but the creation of authorities was also intended to create quasi-market conditions (Ferlie
et ai., k996). The creation of different types of authorities that promoted competition for
service provision was designed to introduce competitiveness through the "quasbmarket"
and, as a consequence, increase efficiency of public services.

It was argued that devolution to the community via "quangos" or to communitylevel governments wouId increase topdown and bottom-up accountability (Ferlie et al.
1996; Leach, 1990). Top-dom accountability is strengthened because "quangos" create
business plans with objective performance goals and indicators. With circumscribed
authority and tangible outcome measures, local authorities are directly accountable to the
government minister for their results. Bottom-up accountability is strengthened because
the seat of authority is cIoser to the community and accessible to citizens (Metcalfe &
Richards, L990).

In summary, neo-conservatism's assault on the state in the 1980s and the mid
1990s resulted in changes to the governance of the modem state at least in the AngloAmerican countries. Neo-conservatives were able to advance the perception that big
government was out of control and drastic measures were needed to roll back the state.
Consequently, reforms to governance such as decentralization and devolution were
welcomed even though the evidence supporting these changes indicates there was a high
"faith to fact ratio" (Pollitt, 1995). First, the assertion that the principal-agent relationship
between elected officials and the public service was characterized by budget
maximization was an over-simplification. Blais and Dion (1991) in a review of studies on
public choice theory did not f i d that bureaucrats were all-powerfuI and budget increases
were probably due to beliefs in the value of services, rather than to self-interest. Second,
the application of NPM to public service management is not we11 researched and the
research that does exist is equivocal about the benefits of NPM (Ferlie et al., 1996;
Pollitt, 1995). Third, the research on privatization, deregulation and contracting out has
also produced equivocal and contradictory results (Handter, 1996). Finally, there is either
not enough research on "quangos" or the research to date is too inconclusive to determine
if they have increased the efficiency, effectiveness and accountability of public services
(Ferlie et d., 1996; McKenzie, 1994).
Devoi-m
Devolution as practiced by neo-conservative governments is an extension of the
consumerist trend in public policy and is based on a belief in what Sandel (1996) calls the
voluntarist approach md Bellah, Madsen, Suilivan, Swidler & Tipton (1985) call
individual utilitarianism. Neoconservative ideology is based on an atomistic view of

society where the individual is the basic unit of society and the market is the primary
mediating mechanism between individuals and organizations. Devolution of government
reduces or eliminates the cmtraI government's rote in citizens' lives and places the
decisions in the hands of those citizens at a local or community level or places choices

with the consumer in the marketpiace.
The intent of devolution and decentralization has been to emphasize individual
choice thmugh 2 consumerist approach to government albeit in the context of returning
power to the community, yet these changes to govwance raise the question about
whether they actuaily empower or weaken communities and individual citizens. On a
broader level there is a debate as to whether then has been a ''retreat of the state" in the
face of global pressures caused by the large multi-national organizations and global
competition (Marchuk, 1991; Strange, 1996). Alternatively, others have argued that the
state is not

retreating but, on the contrary, especially in the fiscal and regulatory areas, it

is increasing in size (Economist, 1997). Sandel (1996) argues that the central anxiety

today is the tension caused by the Loss of the mastery of government to govern in the face
of large-scale forces and the erosion of the community througb the breakdown of family,
work place relations and local associations. Bellah et a1 (1985) similarly descnie the
vacuum between administrative despotism (the forces of large o r g ~ t i o n s )and
individualism,
The weakness of devolution as an approach to public policy is first that
communities are not able to respond to the global or large scale forces as effectiveIy as a
larger state (Kodras, 1997). Inequalities in resources, Iocal priorities and vulnerability to
mobile capital weaken communities and lead to different types and levels of services for

citizens (Kodras, 1997). The need to compete with other communities leads to tax
incentives to attract or retain industries and this weakens a community's economic
capacity to provide services.

Furthennore, there is no consensus about what

responsibilities shouId be transferred to communities and which are more appropriate at a
senior level. Not aIl communities have the same IeveI of need or capacity to respond to
social probIerns nor are alI communities committed to the same priorities for social
action. Senior levels of government are able to establish standards for social programs

through funding or redistribute resources fiom richer to poorer communities or regions
(Kodras, 1997).
Second, on a more fundamental level, there is the question of the rights of
citizenry in the face of a consumerism public policy (Cooper, 1995; Hambleton, 1988;
Pierre, 1995; Pollitt & Rhodes, 1988; Ranson & Stewart, 1989). These authors argue that
citizenship cannot be equated with consumer rights because citizenship includes rights
and entitlements that go beyond c o m e r choice, i.e. the decision to purchase or exit.
Pierre (1995) describes this as "democracy without politicsn or the marketization of the
state. He argues that the notion of citizens as consumers is in direct conflict with basic
notions of equality because not all citizens have the same access to information,
knowledge or services (Pierre, 1995). The fragmentation of communities combined with
inequalities in the "public marketplace" leads to the loss of the citizen's voice, especially
under-represented groups and those to whom the community denies voice (Hambleton,
1988; Kodras, 1997; Staeheli, 1997).
Besides the potential inequities in access to services, decentralization and
devolution have been criticized for the loss of accountability that has accompanied the
transfer of services from government to "quangos" and outside agencies (Ferlie et al.,
1996; Peters, 1993). Peters maintains that when programs and services are moved from
the government orbit to outside agencies or "quangos", the public loses accountability for
those services. This movement of services to quasi-government organizations cofises
the lines of accountability and responsibiIity between the quangos and the elected
government (Leach, 1990; Peters, 1993) and weakens accountability between the
quangos and the public (Ferlie et al., 1996). Feriie et al., (1996) found that quasigovernment boards tended to have a strong sense of upwards accountability to the
minister but an uncertain understanding of downwards accountability to the public. Peters
(1993) advances the position that problems of accountability contriiute to the hollowingout of the state because the Loss of control over public services is an erosion of the state's
legitimacy to effectivety oversee public services.
The Collectivist Trend to Decentralization
To counteract the negative forces of devolution and decentralization, increased
attention has been paid to the revitahtion of citizen participation in governance. In

England, Stewart & Clarke, (1987) Pollitt & Rhoda, (1988), Hambleton, (1988), Ranson
& Stewart, (1989), Wistow & Barnes, (1993) argued that participatory forms of

governance need to be added to IocaI governance to strengthen citizenship in the face of
consumerist and managerial forms of public administration. American writers from the
communitarian and republican democratic school (BelIah et al., 1985; Etzioni, 1998;
1996; Sandel, 1996; Taylor, 1998) argue for the strengthening of intermediary
associations between the individual and the state by participating in self-governance.
Participation in self-governance strengthens community capacity to fill the vacuum left
by the retreat of the state and increases accountability between citizens and the state.
Participation fulfills the formative project or the cultivation of the civic morals of
citizenry through participation because freedom is protected by those civic "habits of the
heart'' found in self-governance (BelIah et al., 1985; Etzioni, 1998, 1996; Sandel, 1996;
Taylor, 1998).
While the collectivist and communitarian trend to decentralize authority is partly
a reaction to the vacuum left by the "retreat of the state", it also is a formative project to
reduce the state's role in specific areas of responsibility and replace it with community
governance (Etzioni, 1996; Sandel, 1996). The communitarian approach has its roots in
the participatory form of democracy that is typified by American republicanism in the
New England "town meeting" governance (Pateman, 1970; Sandel, 1996). Unlike the
neo-conservative approach to devolution, the communitarian trend is collectivist in that
the basic unit of society is not only the individual but the collective community.
Community has a significant role in defining and overseeing governance at a community
level while the individual as citizen is fonned and defined by participation in community
governance (Bellah et al., 1985; Pateman, 1970).
As a trend towards the decentralization of the state, McKenzie (1994) calls this

collectivist approach participatory decenmkzation while Handler (1996) refers to this
trend as a post-modernist, anti-industriaIization grass-roots type of democracy. What
differentiates this type of decentralization from the neo-conservative variety is that
community actively recruits political power for governance.

On a practical level, it is argued that decentralisation of services to communities
improves services through local delivery, increased cost effectiveness and planning
which is more sensitive to community capacity (Hambleton, 1988; Staeheli, 1997).
Decentralisation is said to increase the effectiveness of services because the distribution
of resources is more efficient and resources are better matched to prioritised needs, This
follows fiom local planning that is more accurate and tailored to the needs, resources and
capacities of the community (Hambleton, 1988; Staeheli, 1997). Accountability is more
direct because it is the community and decision-makers who confront the impact of
decisions. As a result, there will be more care on the decision-making process to ensure

an acceptable impact to the community.
Like the neo-conservatives, proponents of collectivist decentraIisation believed it
would increase efficiency, effectiveness and accountability yet, as with the neoconservatives, the evidence suggests there is a high "faith to fact" ratio. The evidence for
these assertions is anecdotal and lacking systematic evaluation (McKenzie, 1994).
Furthermore, although cornunitarians argue that communities possess the best
information to find solutions, other social commentators question whether communities
possess the resources to solve these problems or the perspective to address problems
equitably (Staeheii, 1997). Determining the appropriate domains of responsibility for the
community and for senior levels of government requires consideration on the nature of
the task, resources required and the goals of society.

-E
Empowerment is the use of power to control or make and implement
decisions ar the lowest levels of the organization or society (Handy,1992). Selfadvocates of services for persons with disabilities have advocated for the increased role
of individual and community in the control of services, based on the belief of individual's

or the guardian's right to possess this power (Bradley, 1994; O'Brien & O'Brien, 1994).
The drive to obtain power or control of services is based on the belief that individuals or
their guardians have the best knowledge about the needs, wants and interests of the
consumer of services (RIOUX, 1993, Roeher Institute, 1993). Empowerment is defined as
"the process by which an individual gains mastery and control over their lives."

(Zimmerman, Israel & Schultz, 1992, page 708). In the case of persons with disabilities

empowerment means the process of gaining mastery or control over their lives as an
individual citizen in the community. This is a shift from the hierarchical service systemclient paradigm to an egalitarian paradigm in which the individual has control and choice
over decisions (Bradley, 1994; O'Brien & O'Brien, 1994; Rioux, 1993, Roeher Institute,
1993). Empowerment is the compiement to subsidiarity because the individual claims
back the responsibility for the authority h m the professional and senrice system, while
decentralization is the allocation of responsibility by external institutions.
At a political level, the concept of empowerment has been applied to
communities and organizations to capture self-determination, mastery and control at a
systemic level (Fetterman, 1996; Zimmerman et a]., 1992; Rappaport, 1987; Zimmerrnan
& Rappaport, 1988). At this level, empowerment has been defined as the ability to gain

control, obtain resources and understand the environment (Fetterman, 1996); a process by
which people, organizations and community gain mastery over their affairs (Rappaport,
1987); or the process by which individuals gain mastery and control over their lives and
democratic participation in the community (Zimmman & Rappaport, 1988).
The empowerment construct has been applied to individuals, groups and
organizations to initiate organizationa1 and individual change (Fetterman, 1996; Levin,
1996; Marlett, 1998; Mithaug, 1996), democratic participation (Zimrnerman &
Rappaport, 1988), community development (Wolff, 1987) and human service systems
change (Fawcett et al., 1996). Empowerment is based on the principles of democratic
participation (Zimmerman & Rappaport, 1988) from the bottom-up (Levin, 1996) using
context-specific change processes (Fetterman, 1996; Zimmman & Rappaport, 1988) to
obtain mastery or influence over the environment (Fetterman, 1996; Zimmerman, Ismel
& Schulz, 1992; Zimmerman & Rappap& 1988, WOE, 1987).

Empowerment for community or organizational change is a variant of the
communitarian/collectivist tradition of self-governance. First, empowerment uses

participatory democracj at a community IeveI to develop self-governance. Second,
empowerment works from the cornunity or bottom up to incorporate the contextual
forces into the self-governance project. Thidy, the process is as important as the
outcome because the process of participation is a major force in the formation of the
democratic skills that lead to mastery or self-efficacy.

Swnmarv
Both neo-conservative and collectivist camps claim that decentralization as a
technique of reform increases the efficiency, effectiveness and accountability of public
services. They differ though on the primary decision-maker and the mechanism of
coordination. Neo-conservative leaders believe the individual is the primary decisionmaker and marketplace, as much as possible, is the mechanism of coordination. The
collectivist leaders believe the colnmunity or group is the fundamental unit for
governance decision-making and cooperation between groups and levels of government
is the mechanism of coordination. Neo-conservatives implemented their changes of
government in a top-down direction while the proponents of collectivist decentralization
propose bottom-up change. Finally, both camps have a high "faith to fact" ratio of
assertions to evidence supporting their claims.
Changes in the governance for AngIo-American govemments did not occur in a
vacuum but parallel similar changes and underlying causes in modem organhtions.
Principal-agent distortions were prevalent in private organizations during this same
period of time where managerial eiites were perceived as dominating boards of directors
(Pettigrew & McNulty, 1995; Useem, 1996).

Starting in the mid-1970s, large,

multidivisional organizations (MDOs) were perceived as too centralized and the term
"Fordist" organizations was used to describe this modem organization (Clegg, 1990).
"Fordist" organizations were MDOs that applied standardized work processes with
increasingly differentiated bureaucracies. It is not hard to recognize the similarities with
"Big Government" that was so vilified during this same period of time. These large
organizations suffered as a resuIt of the mid-1970s recession and because of their large
differentiated structures, they were unable to adapt as quickly as their Japanese and Asian
competitors who employed flexible manufacturing targeted to niche markets (Clegg,
1990).
The "Fordist" period was followed by post-Fordism or the downsizing,
delayering, flattening and reoqpkation of these large companies. Decenrralization was
employed to move decision-making to the periphery with the devolution of functions
through contracting out, partnexshqs and sales of divisions. In much the same way that
governments changed citizens into customers, businesses changed their relationship with

employees from lifetime employment to a market-based relationship (Cappelli, 1999).
Some management writers have tenned the changes during this time as the emergence of
the post-mademist organization. Post-modern orgmizations are characterized by

collectivist orientation (i.e. the growth of team-based organizations); a shift to generaIist
fiom specialist (the de-differentiation of organizations); an emphasis on flexibility, niche
markets and quality products (integration versus differentiation); and, a bottom-up,
context-oriented organization (Alvesson & Deetz, 1996; Clegg, 1990). Within this
context, decentralization is consistent with the post-Fordist and postmodem organization
(Clegg, 1990).
The parallels are not surprising since, as stated earlier, governments imported and
borrowed private sector talent and ideas to implement their agenda. Similarly, the

reactions to these changes (colIectivist, participatory governance) p d l e l e d the
emergence of post-modernist forms of organization. The changes in government and
organizations reflect a larger trend in the forms of orgacization.
The Canadian Experience
In Canada, the pressure to decentralize and devolve government has come not

only from neo-conservative ideology and f~calpreswes but also fiom constitutional
tensions within Canadian federalism. The responsibility for health and social programs
lies with the provinces whiIe the federai government maintains the power to tax and
redistribute wealth to finance national programs (Crichton, Hsu, & Tsang , 1990). The
federa1 government increased its central rote in health aud social programs by increasing
funding to the provinces in exchange for national standards (Brown, 1994; Leslie, 1993;

Rioux, 1993). Aiberta, like the rest of the Canadian provinces, benefited fiom increased
funding for socia[ programs despite some loss of autonomy over social policies (Hornic,
Thomlison & Nesbitt, 1988). In recent years, though, problems with the national debt
b v e weakened the federal governments ability to finance national programs, enforce
national standards (Leslie, 1993) and "buy" support for national programs (Lindquist,
1997). Additionally, constitutional discussions have led provincial and federal
government's to reconsider fedd-provincial anaugements. Provinces have argued for

increased decentraiization of heaIth and social policy to the provinces whiIe the federid
government has wanted to retain a role in setting national standards (Rtchards, 1994).

As already noted, Prime Minister Mulroney, initiated conservative-driven
government reforms to reduce the size and scope of government (Savoie, 1994).
Although the Mulroney government was able to privatize a number of Crown
corporations, the government did not achieve the same level of reforms to government
that Thatcher did in England (Savoie, 1994). During the 1980s, conservative
governments in Saskatchewan and British Columbia carried out significant reforms to
government through downsizing, privatization and contracting out (Lindquist, 1997). In
the 1980s. this type of reform was the exception rather than the norm with senior levels
of govenunent in Canada.
In the early to mid-1990s problems of an escalating debt forced the federal
government and most provinces to implement public sector restructuring (Lindquist,
1997). There was increasing interest in different techniques of decentralization, most
notably devolution which involved the transfer of responsibility for some programs
(employment, social services) to the provinces to reduce duplication or redign federalprovincial responsibilities (Lindquist, 1997). Provinces, likewise, implemented a variety
of changes in governance that included privatization of services, contracting out and
devolution to municipal levels of government. These practices helped the federal and
provincial governments reach their fiscal goals and senior levels of governments were
able to control public spending and reach deficit reduction targets by the late 1990s.
Until the 1990s senior levels of government in Canada (provincial and federal)
had assumed responsibility for social programs (Wharf, 1992). Nevertheless, there had
been examples of comrnunity-run regional social services prior to the nineties in Alberta

(MMR, 1982), British Columbia, Manitoba and Ontario (Wharf, 1992). British Columbia
and Manitoba both established regional boards to locally administer Child Welfare
services in the 1970s, and although these boards were successfi~l,they were disbanded
and replaced by a centralized system (Mckenzie, 1994; Rotherty, Gallup, Tillman &
Allard, 1995; Wharf, 1992). In the mid 1980s Manitoba and Quebec created "patch-

based" or community oriented social services that were decentraked to communities of
5-10,000 (Mckenzie, 1994). In Ontario, Children's Aid Societies have been running some

areas of Child Welfare services since 1893 (Wharf, 1992).

The Alberta Experience
In Alberta, ComServ was established in Southern Alberta as a pilot project to
oversee the coordination of services to persons with disabilities between 1976 and1979
(NIMR, 1982). ComServ was formed to provide an overarching, citizen-run board to

ensure a spectrum of services that were coordinated and individuaIly fmused. Although
the project had problems during implementation, due to the radical nature of governance,
the evaluation of the project's potential was optimistic. Even though this pilot project in
Iocalty governed services within the southwestern region of AIberta was moderately
successfL1, the concept of local governance was not adopted by other regions of the
province and provincial funding was discontinued in favour of a regional administration
of services by government (NIMR, 1982).
Except for this one example, the long-term trend in Alberta, until the election of
the Klein government, had been for the province to increase the centralization of social
services, with some regional decentralization and privatization of services wncaide,
1987). The Lougheed government adopted a policy of decentralizing government
geographically by locating government departments across the province instead of the
capital (Masson & LeSage, 1994). The Department of Family and Social Senices was
geographically decentralized through the creation of six regional offices that reported to a
corporate office in Edmonton which retained control of policy (Kincaide, 1987). Despite
this example of geographic decentralization, the provincial government gradually
assumed responsibility for social matters from the towns and municipalities by
centralizing services into a province-wide bureaucracy of services for children, families
and persons with disabilities (Homic et al., 1988; Massoa & LeSage, 1994; Rotherty et
al., 1995). Governments believed centralized services had the advantage of consistency,
common standards and equitable access to services across the province (Rotherty et al,
1995) although various government reviews of Child Welfare have repeatedly criticized
the inflexible and highly centralized system in Alberta (Imperial Order Daughters of the

Empire, 1947; Rotherty et al., 1995).
The creation of one provincial and six regional SPD boards by the KIein
government is an example of the devolution of pubIic services to "quangos" at a
community IeveI. Like the formation of the seventeen Regional Health Authorities in

1994 and the proposed eighteen Child and Family Service Authorities, the devolution of
government to local SPD boards is rationalized on the basis of efficiency, effectiveness,
empowerment and accountability. The announcements surrounding the formation of SPD
boards suggest that SPD services will be enhanced by community management that better
matches resources to needs (the efficiency/effectiveness argument). SPD management
boards will increase community in decision-making, in planning and in impIementing
services based oa need (empowerment argument). SPD boards will increase
accountability to the community through community member representation and
servicehusiness plans will increase accountability to the minister (Alberta Government,
1996~).
While the trends and forces shaping government's application of decentralization
and the issues arising from this technique have been examined, the theory of
decentralization has not been systematicaIly considered. The next section then considers
the theory behind decentralization.
The Organizational Theory of Decentralization
The theory behind decentralization is that with information increasing in quantity
and complexity, managers are less abte to centrally process the amount of information
needed to make decisions (Pfeffer, 1978; 198I; Robbins, 1990). Decentralization reduces
the complexity arising fiom the external environment and from interactions within the
organization or the interactions across boundaries by transferring authority for decisionmaking to smaller groupings within or outside the organization. This has the effect of
"chunking" or patching the processing capacity of the organization to a scale (the
grouping size) that matches the complexity or task (KauEhan, 1995; Pfeffer, 1978).
Decentralizing decision-making distributes organizational hctions into smaller chunks
throughout the organization to maintain the quality and timebess of decision-making, In
this way, information and cognitive overload is prevented by reducing the amount of
information to an effective level (Pfeffer, 1978).

Three factors seem to contribute to the extent organizations centrake or
decentralize authority, activities and decision-making: complexity of the envhument,
complexity or linearity of interactions and the tightness or looseness of the relationships
with the environment.

When external environments a . complex, turbulent and competitive there are
increasing pressures on organizations to change and adapt competently but change and
adaptation depend upon effective decision-making (Kanter, 1985; Wheatley, 1992).
Effective decision-making depends upon knowledge, not only of the technical dimension
of the problem, but of the complex and dynamic context (Emery & Trist, 1965).
Contextualism is a sub-theme of the complexity problem because the local context is a
rich source of information for the organization and, because it is both complex and
changing, the context interacts dynamically with the technical dimension of the problem.
Decision-making must incorporate information about the context but when decisionmaking is one or more steps removed from the interface between the organization's
internal or external boundaries, decision-making is slower or of poorer quality (Pfeffer,
1978; Robbins, 1990). In this situation either the decision-making time is increased to
gather the information from the h n t line or, if the decision is made quickly, the quality
is reduced because of the loss of information. In either case, centralizing decision-making
increases the potential for errors through the relay of information h m the periphery to
the center (Pfeffer, 1978).
The nature of the task of the organization determines the complexity or linearity

of the organizational processes (Child, 1972; Perrow, 1986). Manufacturing, continuous
processing and transportation organizations are examples of linear interactions; whereas,
universities, social services and research are organizations with complex interactions
(Perrow, 1986). Complexly interactive systems are usually involved in transformative
activities while linear systems involve assembling or sequential activities. Complexly
interactive systems are characterized by non-linear interactions caused by multiple units
within an organization with multiple goals interacting (with each other). Because of the

rnultipte opportunities for interaction, there are more intended and unintended feedback
loops and information channels that result in complex dynamics within the organization.
Standardization of routines and decision-making and speciaIization can reduce
comptexity within an organization but not eliminate it (Metcalfe & Richards, 1990;
Perrow, 1986). Decentralization in complexly interactive o r g e t i o n s reduces the
complexity by assigning responsibility to the appropriate sized grouping to manage the

situation. This increases the ability of units within the organization to effectively process
and respond to the diverse and complicated demands of the task and the context.
Tightness or looseness refers to the extent an organization spans the boundaries
between internal or external environment or how the technical core of the organization is
insulated fiom or interacts with an external environment (Scott, 1992). The nature and

tasks of an organization will produce different degrees of openness between the
organization and environment and multiple points of interaction, depending on how
sensitive an organization is to the external environment (Perrow, 1986; Scott, 1992).
Social service organizations and universities have porous boundaries, with multiple
points of interaction that span the boundaries of the orgaaization, while utility companies
and chemical producers have tight reiationships within and between the organization
(Perrow, 1986; Scott, 1992). Decentralization in loose relationship organizations allows
people and units to find unique and creative solutions to the different goals of each unit
while working within a specific context. This ailows the organization with multiple units
to successfully satisfy multiple stakeholders and achieve multiple goals.
Risk of system failure determines how organizations centralize or decentralize.
When there is high risk associated with system failures, such as with air transportion or
nuclear reactors, a slow or ineffective response to a crisis increases the casualties. As a
result, these systems will use centralized systems to prevent accidents. The centralization
or decentralization of decision-making can also be contingent upon the situation,
especially in situations of danger or iisk (Stoner & Wankel, 1986). An organization may
be decentralized but have centralized decision-making for critical situations because the

coordination of the response may require obedient and immediate actions that do not
require local input or information. Contingency theory descnis systems of decisionmaking that depend on the nature of the situation, the relative importance of invotvement
by different levels of the organization and the nature of the task (Stoner & Wankel,
1986).
Returning to the decentdization of government, these principles partially explain
the actions of government In addition to ideological motives, some policy theorists argue
that governments are facing an increasingly complex environment, which is challenging
the "statist" or centralized solutions (Kooiman, 1993). Decentralization is a technique to

reduce the complexity of social-political problems and the problems arising fmm
complexly interactive government bureaucracies (Kooimaa, 1993; Lane, 1997; Mayntz,

1993). Many government services such as social services, education and health are
compIexly interactive when many functional units are grouped in large departments or
ministries (Perrow, t 986).
Decentralizing verticaIIy through devotution into smaller and more independent

groups is a way to manage b e complexity faced by these departments. These same
services are loosely coupled with multiple goals, multiple points of interaction and
interactions that span the internat-external boundaries. By breaking large departments
into smaller chunks (privatized services or quasi-government boards), decentmhtion
will increase their ability to focus on and tailor goals to the unique context that produces

the complexity. Decentralizing within the hierarchy or horizontally to the Front lines of a
department moves the services closer to the context or stakeholders to improve the
quality and timeliness of decision-making. Both of these techniques theoretically lead to

more open systems that produce more boundary spanning interaction through local
invoIvement of citizens in governance (boards) and customer feedback (Mayntz, 1993;
Metcalfe & Richards, 1990).

for

..

Since decentralization is a delegation of authority and accountability arises h m
the act of delegation (Auditor General of British Columbia, 1996; Ferlie et al., 1996;
Institute of Governance, L998), the various fonns of decentralization (horizontal, vertical,
devolution, privatization etc.) are accompanied by differing mechanisms of
accountability. Outcome and results indicators that measure the performance of a
ministry's business plans are techniques of accountability when authority is decentralized

within or across a government department (Cooper, 1995). "Voting with your feet" or,
alternatively, customer IoyaIty is a form of accountability for market-driven services

(Cooper, L995; Pierre, 1995). Upward accountability h m "quangos" to the minister and
downward accountability to the community is a dual form of accountability for devolved

services (Fertie et aI., 1996; Leach, 1990).

There are serious risks (i.e. public services are not provided, are misused or are
ineffective) if appropriate standards are not instituted to monitor the different
accountability mechanisms (Cooper, 1995; Peters, 1993). Contracting out requires a
different type of monitoring than deregulation (Handler, t996). In addition to
accountability, there is also the risk of system failure because of insufficient coordination
when multiple and external organizations are responsible for services (Bobret, 1993;
Metcalfe & Richards, 1993). The role of government in a decentralized world changes to
setting standards and monitoring different service delivery bodies to ensure
accountability (Cooper, 1995; Peters, 1993) and to coordinating sub-systems to ensure
continuity in services (Metcalfe & Richards, 1990).
Decision-making can be delegated to lower levels without the full transfer of
authority if information systems are used to monitor or control critical components of the
decision-making chain (Huber, 1990; Robbins, 1990; Pfeffer, 1978; I98 1). Organizations
can "centralize decentralization" by standardizing decision-making procedures and by
creating an organizational culture to guide decision-making through assumed values,
norms of behavior and organizational paradigms (Metcalfe & Richards, 1990).
Decentralization can vary by the degree and type of authority transferred
(Hambleton. 1988; McKenzie, 1994; Wharf, 1993). Using recent exampies of
decentralization in Alberta, policy making can be decentralized horizontally h r n the
center to regional offices (policy decentralization) or by giving greater discretion to
regional decision-makers to adapt policy to the local context (administrative
decentralization) or by physically moving services closer to consumers (geographic
decentralization) (Wharf, 1993). Regionalization of the AFSS involved differing degrees
of geographic, policy and administrative decentralization between the center and regional

offices (Kincaide, 1987).
Decentralization can also be assessed by the amount of autonomy given to the
local office or body, the extent to which different services are combined under one
administration and the degree of political independence of the local authority
(Hambleton, 1988; McKenzie, 1994). In Alberta, integration of children's services under
one authority is the conceptual intent of the creation of ChiIdren's Services although

Education and other government departments are not included functionally within this
reorganization (Alberta Government, 1994a). When authority is devolved fiom
government to regional authorities, the degree of decentralization is measured by the
scope of political independence and autonomy for policy and financial affairs
(Hambleton, 1988). The Regional Health Authorities and the proposed SPD Management
Boards are Alberta examples of this type of decentralization, although the scope of
authority for the SPD boards was still unknown (Alberta Government, 1996a).
In addition to types and degrees of decentralization, different permutations of
responsibility and authority can be delegated to the periphery £?om the center.
Responsibility can be decentralized but authority retained or both responsibility and
authority can be decentralized. Although AFSS decentralized geographically, the
corporate office retained a most of the authority because policy functions were controIted
Erom this central office. Similarly, the creation of Children's Authorities devolved
responsibility for integrated services to the boards, yet, the government retained central
authority by retaining separate services in different government departments such as
Education and Justice (Alberta Government, 19970. It is unclear at this time whether the
Government will transfer responsibility and authority to the proposed community boards
for SPD although the "steering-rowing" metaphor suggests that authority for direction
(steering) will be retained by the government.
summary
Decentralization is a strategy to adapt to complex environments and interactions
by delegating both or either responsibility and authority to autonomous peripheral units.
Increased autonomy of the peripheral units expands their ability to relate to, adapt and
process information Erom complex internal and external environments. An organization
or government can retain central controt by establishing standard procedures and a strong
culture to guide decision-making. Alternatively, the degrees and types of decentratbation
can be varied to retain or delegate authority that, in turn, determines the appropriate
location for authority and responsibility.

-

The initial purpose of this study was to examine how the RCs responded to the
transfer of authority from the provincial government (through AFSS) to community
through regional boards during the formation and enactment of legislation for regional
authorities for SPD.A review of the literature suggests the separation and devolution of
government functions to the community was the cornerstone of the Klein government's
revolution to transform government's role h m rowing or delivering services, to steering
or policy, strategy and standards (Alberta Government, 1994a; 1994b). The devolution
of responsibility and accountability to the community for services for persons with
disabilities through the formation of provincial and regional authorities was an example
of decentralization of authority for government operations (Alberta Government, 1996a).
Two phenomena, the creation of new governance organizations (regional boards)
and the formation of the RCs for planning fiom the community up, offer an opportunity
to examine the process of governance change. The confluence of the formal, centrally

planned governance changes and the community-based RCs, offers a unique opportunity
to examine the process of decentralization and community action within the context of
governance transition. The RCs have a unique opportunity to influence the design and
distribution of authority for services through their input and responses to the Minister on
proposed legislation and implementation of that legislation. AlternativeIy, the
government has an unique opportunity to consider the work of RCs in the formation of

boards.
The literature on empowerment and communication from the current government
(Alberta Government 1996a) suggests that communities were prepared to take on more

responsibility for governance of SPD. Furthermore, the literature suggested participatory
democracy and intermediary associations were needed as a compensatory mechanism to

fiIl the responsibility and accountability vacuum between the community and the state.
The literature on decentralization suggests contextual factors, such as complexity of the
environment, type of interactions (complex or linear) and the type of relationships
between the internal and external environment, will influence decentraIization. Since
these contextual factors (comptexity, environment and relationships) play a signiticant

role in decentraiization, regional differences should produce different outcomes. Finally,

the literature on decentralization and community action suggests there are different
directions of change during the devolution of governance. The planned decentralization
by the Klein government was an example of neo-conservative devolution characterized
by the transfer of responsibility and authority fiom the center across the boundaries of
government to a "quango" board through a forrndly managed process. The collectivist
decentralization literature suggests that devolution is a formative process characterized by
the construction of community capacity through the development of local democratic
practices.
Based on the questions raised in the literature, the purpose of the present study in
addition to the response of the regions intended to assess the devolution of authority to
determine how devolution occurs and develop a theory on the transfer of authority based
on the experiences in this province. In addition to the question of how RCs responded to
the transfer, the study intends to examine these questions:

-

What is the nature and need for intermediary associations when there is
devolution of authority?
What contextua1 factors influence decentralization and community
governance?

Are the attributes of change similar or unique for government planned versus
community organized change?

Chapter 3

METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Introduction
The decentralization by governments is, on the whole, a relatively recent

phenomenon although Putman (1993) studied the transfer of a range of government
services to regional authorities in Italy during the 1970s and 1980s. Pettigrew, Ferke &
McKee (1992) studied the decentralization of health authorities in England and Ferlie et
al., (1996) examined the transformation of public management and governance in

England in the late 1980s and early 1990s. In Canada, and in Alberta in particular, there
has been limited research on this topic because decentralization of government only
began in earnest in the 1990s (Cooper, 1995; Pierre, 1995; Savoie, 1994).
In Alberta, Rotherty et al. (1995) described how a community in Aiberta
attempted to develop self-governance for child welfare senices in the early 1990s.
ComServ (NUIR, 1982) was short-lived example of community-managed services for
persons with disabilities in Alberta in the late 1970s. In general, the research on
decentralization focuses on top-down changes of formal authority (Pettigrew et d.,1992;

Putman, 1993) or anecdotal examples of community governance (?TIMR, 1982; Rotherty
et al., 1995). There is no systematic study of community response to decentralization.

A Qualitative Approach
A qualitative study is justified in this situation for a number of reasons. First, the

phenomena under study are unfoIding, uncharted and dynamic (Marshall & Rossman,
1989). Second, the process of the phenomena is as significant as the outcome since how
the partnerships organize themseIves (or the process) to influence the proposed changes
reflects on the actual transfer of power (Merriam, 1988; Miles & Hubennan, 1994; Yin,
1994). Third, the meanings that participants generate about their power to inauence
outcomes through decisions and recommendations are vitally important.

Influence,

power, authority and empowerment are constmcts which are idiosyncratic in meaning

and, conversely, the concept of decentralization of power or the transfer of authority in

different regions and contexts requires description, elaboration and flexibiIity in the
method. Quantitative methods are not well suited for measuring the variables which
constitute the process and outcome of this phenomena (Pfeffer, 1981). Finally, each

regional partnership group is different and unique, which makes quantitative comparisons
difficult, if not impossible, to make. They are unique because of their setting (different
regions and communities), the developmental stage of the group and their purpose for
existing.
Multiple Case Study Approach
The case study approach is well suited to research where the phenomenon is
dynamic and unpredictable and where the constructs are not well-established or
measurable (Miles & Hubennan, 1994; Yi, 1994). Pettigrew (1985; 1992) supports
using case studies for the study of social change because these processes are inherently
unstable, discontinuous and changing. The case study can expand the scope of the
investigation in a way that captures the holistic patterns of these processes (Pettigrew,
1992). In this study, the process (change in governance, decentralization) is as important

as the outcomes and the case study approach permits an examination of the processes by
establishing temporal interconnectedness of processes that are embedded in the context
(Memam, 1988; Pettigrew, 1992).
The case study is an appropriate method when the meaning is important because
the case study can explore the meaning through interviews (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994). In
this study, the meaning of the changes to stakeholders is an important dimension due to
the idiosyncratic meaning of the underlying concepts, such as decentralization, authority
and power (Pfeffer, 1981). Finally, context is an important factor as a source of variables
influencing the outcome. Such variables include the complexity of the environment of
each region, multiple and competing goals of stakeholders, which will influence decisionmaking, and the unique community or individual settings of the participants.
Furthermore, the study must assess a number of unique situations that are created by the
events as they evolve in response to the many variables and multiple sources of
information. The case study is well suited to explaining similar and unique interactions
between the context and the influencmg variables (Merriam, 1988; Pettigrew, 1985;
Stake, 1995).
The multiple case study is ideally suited for research where the main question is

how and why a phenomenon unfolds across a number of environments (Merriam, 1988;

Miles & Hubexman, 1994; Yin, 1994). The muItiple case study can compare similar and

different influences and factors across cases to deveiop causal telationships (Eisenhardt,
1989; Yin, 1994). The comparison across cases strengthens categories and concepts that

emerge through the process of contrasting similarities and differences (Eisenhardt, 1989).
Yin (1993; 1994) has developed a systematic approach to case study research to
find explanatory relationships through this method. He distinguishes between exploratory
and explanatory types of case study research by stating that the explanatory case study
method can establish cause and effect relationships. Eisenbardt (1989) and Merriam
(1988) argue that case study methodology with the appropriate procedures can be

designed to test deductive research questions as well as t&eory building or inductive
research. Eisenhardt (1989) incorporates many of the andytic procedures from grounded
theory for theory building. These procedures incIude the constant comparative method,
theoreticaI sampling and overlapping data coliection and analysis (Glaser, 1992; Strauss
& Corbin, 1990). Since this study embeds grounded theory analysis within the multiple

case study design, the methodological considerations of grounded theory will be
reviewed next.
Grounded Theory
Grounded theory is the systematic approach to qualitative research to develop
new theoretical insights inductively. This approach is intended to understand social and
behavioral processes through the immersion of the researcher into the world of the person
or case. By gaining a thorough understanding of the data of the case, the researcher
develops more abstract concepts, categories and eventually a theory to explain the
actions, behavior and interactions of the actors in the case. Grounded theory is an
inductive methodology because the data lead to the theory, rather than theory testing the
data deductively. Grounded theory is particuIarIy well suited to research questions in

areas where there is h i t e d empirical knowledge (Glaser 1978; 1992).
The inductive approach relies heavily upon the data and the researcher works in
an iterative cycle between the data and the theory. The emerging concepts that produce

categories lead to additional sampling to confirm and clarify the emerging categories

until the researcher reaches a point of saturation. The essentid task of the researcher is
coding and the constant comparative technique (Glaser, 1992; Stmuss & Corbin, 1990).

Codine
The three types of coding in grounded theory are open, axial and selective coding
but overall coding is the procedure of reducing a large volume of data into concepts and
theory. While these three types of coding can occur sequentially, hquently the

researcher moves back and forth between these coding techuiques while the theory is
formulated (Corbin & Strauss, 1990).
Open coding is applied first to break the data down analytically into first level
concepts. Events, actions and interactions are compared analytically to other sequences of
actions to ascertain differences and similarities. The concepts are labeled with properties

and dimensions in order to elaborate the concepts and generate new questions for the
tield as a result of the gaps or issues that arise h m this level of coding. Categories then
arise h m these initial concepts by breaking up the data into concepts and repeatedly
questioning the concepts to the data.
AxiaI coding is the process of testing the relationships between categories,
properties and dimensions and relating them to other categories and the data, AKiaI

coding, brings about a further elaboration of the categories. This is accomplished by
using the coding paradigm where the relationships are tested between the causaI
conditions that produce the phenomenon, the context, the actiodinteraction strategies by
which the phenomenon occurs and the consequences of these strategies (Corbin &
Strauss, 1990; Straw & Corbin, 1994). The coding paradigm that directs this process is

as follows:
CAUSAL CONDITIONS - PHENOMENON-

INTERVENING CONDITIONS-

CONTEXT

ACTION~CIION-

STRATEGIES - CONSEQUENCES
Selective coding takes place when all categories are integrated into a core
category. The core category emerges from the existing categories, but the core category
captures the central phenomenon of the study. The core category is related systematidy
to the other major categories and this category explains the data most completely. At this

stage there is integration of the categories and sub-categories, relationships between
categories are validated and further refinement of categories is fished.
hve T e c h n w
The categorization of data is completed by comparing data to emerging categories
to determine similarities or differences that will confirm or enrich the category. Grouping
concepts into higher order categories occurs through the constant comparative process
that guides the theory development (Corbin & Strauss, 1990; Glaser, 1978). Once
categories are formed, hypotheses are generated about the relationships between
categories but these hypotheses are then compared against new data The repeated testing
of emerging hypotheses by comparing new data produces verification or W e r queries
and the need for new data to ensure representativeness of the categories and hypotheses
(Corbin & Straw, 1990).
The procedure of sampling for new data, based on the emerging categories and
hypotheses, is theoretical sampling. Theoretical sampling is guided by concepts,
categories or hypotheses to obtain information to compare against the emerging features
of the grounded theory. Grounded theory methodology alternates between the inductive
data collection and analysis and deductive hypothesis testing of the formative theory. By

overrapping data collection and data analysis, the researcher finds new exemplars to
compare against or verifies emerging hypotheses (Strauss & Corbin, 1994).
Data collection continues until categories are saturated or the point when category
representativeness is reached and the core category is discovered. Sahuation occurs when
new data do not add new information to the category or the relationships between
categories (Glaser, 1978; Straw & Corbin. 199). The identification of the core category
is the fundamental task of grounded theory because the core category is the integration of
the categories and their relationships with the phenomenon under study into a coherent
theoretical model.
Memoing is a critical procedure in the data analysis of grounded theory.
Memoing is the practice of writing conceptual, procechd and descriptive notes during
the analysis to keep track of categories, properties, dimensions and hypotheses (Corbin 8t
Strauss, 1990, S t r a w & Corbin, 1994). Memos not only document the study

deveIopment, they are integral to the formulation of the theory h m open coding to the

discovery of the core category (Corbin & Strauss, 1990). By ordering, sorting and
organizing memos, grounded theory integrates the formative information into a cohesive
whole.

The case study methodology uses these same techniques of the constant
comparative method to build theories (Eisenhardt, 1989; Merriam, 1988). The researcher
constantly compares data, first within the case and then between cases, to discover
emerging patterns that lead to categories and the relationships between categories.
Theoretical sampling is recommended in explanatory case studies to select cases based on
the primary concepts of the research question or to verifL emerging concepts as they
emerge (Eisenhardt, 1989). Overlapping data collection and analysis is recommended for
category development to compare for similarities, differences and verification. Memoing
or organized tracking of procedural, conceptual and descriptive information, is needed in
case studies to guide data analysis because case study methodology does not have
prescriptive analytic procedures (Miles & Hubeman, 1994; Yin, 1994).
An important concept in qualitative research is theoretical sensitivity. Theoretical

sensitivity refers to the personal qualities and experiences of the researcher and includes
the tevel of knowtedge, ability to understand and recognize salient patterns of meaning,
give meaning to the data and interpret results (Glaser, 1978; Strauss & Corbin, 1994).
The trustworthiness of the methodology and the credibility of the findings depend upon
the skills, sensitivity and ability of the researcher.
The researcher of this study had considerable experience working with one of the
RCs in this study and the provincial coordination of these groups. This experience
sensitized the researcher to the field of study but created the potential for bias. A number
of steps were taken to reduce this potential bias, especially as the method for this study
was inductive. First, the researcher terminated all participation with the RCs, except in a
research capacity. Second, prior to the start of the data collection, the researcher
identified potential biases in order to develop compensatory strategies to reduce the bias.
Third, the researcher regularly reviewed potential areas of bias before conducting
interviews in order to be more vigilant about biasing factors such as inter-subjectivity
influence. Fourth, the researcher was careful to ensure that participants provided

explanations and answered questions I l l y during interviews and, at the same time, the
researcher rehined fiom commenting, except to prompt or clarify. Finally, the
researcher reviewed the identified biases when interpreting data to monitor the
contaminating effects of personal bias on interpretation. The researcher had experience
with qualitative research and case studies through work-related projects but had no
experience with grounded theory. In order to compensate for this deficiency, the

-

researcher read extensively about grounded theory, consulted regularly with his
supenisor and talked with other researchers who had experience with grounded theory.
The researcher has extensive experience with interviewing in work-related research
projects and employment interviewing.

The present study employed a combination of case study and grounded theory
methodology to inform the researcher while exploring the phenomenon, Both methods
permit theory development through the constant comparative method in constructing
concepts and categories, determining causal relationships by grounding relationships in
the data and obtaining closure through theoretical sampling (Eisenhardt, 1989; Meriam,
1988). In this study, the researcher faced evolving phenomena in a dynamic environment

that defied any one approach. The context that the data originated fiom was unfolding,

and, the sources of data, while broadly bounded by regions, were muitifarious. It will be
shown later how the phenomena were comptex and the influencing relationships nonlinear. As a result, the methodology needed to be innovative and "multidexterous" to
ably explain the phenomena Therefore, the approach required a guiding methodology
that informed the researcher in the interpretation and construction of explanatory
relationships while administering a rigorous technique to credibly obtain and analyze the
data

The case study and grounded theory method informed the researcher in the
application of analytic tools to understand the phenomena at hand. Each case was
separately coded using grounded theory methods and when substantive codes were
constructed, the cases were compared to elaborate the core concepts. Cases were
compared as weU by using interim anaIytic techniques of context, process and content as
suggested by Pettigrew (1987) to strengthen case analysis. Finally, core categories,

properties and dimensions were articulated and then tested against the data to verify
relationships. The study employed both methods to guide the study method and analysis
to obtain an explanatory model of the phenomena under study.
Contentious Issues with Qualitative Research
Qualitative research is subject to titicism and debate when it is evaluated against
the principles of the positivistic hypothetico-deductive methodology. This is not the place
for a detailed discussion of the merits of each approach except to address the issues that
are pertinent to the methods of this study. A s stated earlier, a qualitative approach is
particularly suited to the research question because the research is exploratory, the
theoretical constructs are not well-defined, the meaning of these constructs are
idiosyncratic and the context is dynamic. Case study research and grounded theory are
suited to these topical characteristics because they are able to penetrate and explain the
context and experience of participants. Furthermore, both of these methods are designed
to organize data that are not easily quantifiable into a fiamework for theory building
(Eisenhardt, 1989; Merriam, 1988; Stmuss & Corbin, 1994).
Unlike experimental methodologies. the case study approach does not have any
agreed-upon canons of conduct although it has been systematized by the recent works of
Miles and Hubeman (1994) and Yin (1993; 1994). Grounded theory methodology is
more prescriptive but still the validity of the research findings h m both approaches are
criticized. In particular, grounded theory and the case study approach are criticized for
their methods of sampling, trustworthiness, subjectivity and generalizability.
Qualitative research designs tend to use small samples that are studied in depth
and which are purposefully chosen for the information they might yield. In contrast, the
positivistic approach uses random samples of cases to obtain a representation of the
population under study. The case study and grounded theory methodoiogy purposefully

look for cases that provide opportunities to contrast similar and different cases while
information pertinent to the study is gathered. Sampling is guided by the emergent
concepts that arise b r n data analysis in order to test, elaborate or compare. Sampling is
purposeful to the theory that emerges h m the research.

At the beginning of the research, the case study and grounded theory cannot
precisely identi& the number of cases that wilI be needed because that number depends
on the point of category saturation. Glaser (1978) and Strauss & Corbin (1994) suggest
five to ten cases for grounded theory, but this depends on the number of cases needed to
achieve saturation or the point when any additional information does not add to the
theory.
to Trustwortbng$s
Trustworthiness encompasses validity and reliability, the traditional concepts of
research integrity. Trustworthiness is used more commonly with qualitative research as it
is a broader concept that addresses the value of the truth of the fmdings, the basis for
obtaining the fmdings and the external criteria for evaluating the approach (Erlandon,
Harris, Skipper & Allen, 1993). Trustworthiness includes credibility, transferability,
dependability and confirmability of the fmdings. Credibility and transferability will be
considered in this section while the other two sub-categories will be considered in the
data analysis section.

Credibility is the convergence between the constructed realities of the participants
and the coastructed findings reported by the researcher (Erlandon et al., 1993).
Credibility for the case study and grounded theory is the extent to which the theory is
grounded in the data, and is plausible and comprehensive in relation to the data
(Eisenhardt, 1989; Glaser, 1978; Smuss & Corbin, 1994). Threats to credibility are
subjectivity and the validity of verbal reports as sources of data.

WiWidY
Case studies and grounded theory have been criticized because their methods are
too subjective and, consequentIy, the results are invalid and unreliable. Traditional
experimental methodology controls for subjectivity through experimental design,
quantifiable measurement, and impersonal relationships between subject and researcher.
Despite these techniques to reduce subjectivity, qualitative researchers argue these
techniques omit contextual and personal information that contriiutes valuably to the area
of study (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; Marshall & Rossman, 1989). Subjectivity is addressed
in case studies and grounded theory by documenting the link between the data and the

emergent categories and justifying the evidence for the reader of the research report

(Glaser, 1978). In addition, consensus with the participants to the emergent and fully
formulated theory is another test of the credibility of the theory (Corbin & Strauss, 1990).
V e r b w o r t s as Dm
Another source of criticism is the veracity of the participant's verbal reports.
Verbal reports are contingent upon the participant's recall of past events in conjunction
with current experiences. The truth of these reports is questioned when there are no
external criteria for evaluating these reports. Grounded theory attempts to understand the
participant's world and the meanings they ascribe by immersing the researcher in that
world. Prolonged and repeated observation and contact with the participants of the study
and checking the meaning with participants reduce the threats posed by credibility
(Erlandon et al., 1993). Trianguiation is used to increase credibility in both case study
and grounded theory by verifying meaning across participants. Multiple sources of data,
in addition to verbal reports (observation, documents etc.), increase the convergence of
meanings and reduce the threat to credibility (Edandon et al., 1993; Marshall &
Rossman, 1989)
Transferability is the analog to generalization or the ability to apply the results of the
study from one context to another (Erlandon et al., 1993). Grounded theory and case
study methods rely upon a small number of cases and participants but this limits the
extent the results can be generalized to other situations. Both the case study and grounded
theory approach sample to understand the context or the conditions under which the
phenomenon occurs and the factors that determine the behavior of the phenomenon. By
focusing intently on a limited sample within a specific context, the results are less
transferable to a broad range of contexts (Giaser, 1978; Merriam, 1988; Miles &
Huberman, 1994; Yin, 1994). The case study approach for theory building and the
grounded theory are intended to initiate the development of theory upon which later
research expands generalization and M e r validation.

Chapter 4
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
Purpose of the Research
The purpose of this study was to examine how the regional partnership groups
responded to the transfer of authority fiorn the provincial government (through the
Department of Family and Social Services) to community (through the regionaI
partnership groups) during the formation and enactment of legislation for regionaI
authorities for Services for Persons with Disabilities. A simultaneous goal of the research
was to descnie and explain the intersection of the two forces of change to governance decentralization and community response - during the period when regional boards were
being created.
As discussed in Chapter 3, a case study approach with a nested grounded theory
was used for this exploratory research. The population under study was comprised of the

regional partnership groups or RCs and DCs in the Province of Alberta. From this
population of six RCs, three RCs were chosen for this study based on their geographic,
demographic and service complexity characteristics. If the three RCs had not yielded
sufficient information, additional RCs would have been added to the sample until
sufficient information was reached to obtain saturation.
The subject of the case study is the region as the transfer of authority is to the
regional management board. While there is overall transfer to a provincial board, it is not
practical at this point to consider a provincial unit of analysis because it does not yet exist
and the regions and regional partnership groups do. The regions are the current, common
unit of analysis that can be used to study the phenomena. Within each region the RCs
share similarities such as purpose, activities and composition of stakeholders. The RCs

are therefore, one of the primary sources of data for the region or the unit of analysis. Of
the six regions in the province, this study will concentrate on a minimum of three cases or
regions. The sampling of regions will continue, as required, through replication sampling

or until the addition of a new case does not yield auy significant or additional information
(Yin, 1994; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Straw and Corbin, 1990; Merriam, 1988).

sQuwwm&
The sources of data for the study are:
1.

Regional Councils (RC) - The RCs have been involved in ptanning and decision-

making over the last two years and are targeted for a central role in the input and
feedback process for the proposed legislation. The central and organizing role of the RCs
will facilitate participation in focused feedback during the input stage, but the position
and history of the partnerships will increase their role in influencing the process and

output to the government. Members of the partnership group will be sampied for
interviews according to theoretical sampling procedures (Glaser, 1992; Cohin and
Straws, 1990).
2.

Secondary Stakeholders - Secondary stakeholders were i n t e ~ e w e dto corroborate

information arising from the RC or for theoretical sampling arising fiom the coding and
analysis. The secondary stakeholders are the other stakeholders who participated in the
process directly through a decision-making role or indirectly to verify information.
Secondary stakeholders interviewed during the course of this study included members of
provincial associations such as the AACL and the AARC, Department of Family and
Social Service (AFSS) staff and parents.
3.

Minutes of Meetings

-

The minutes of meetings of the RC provided

documentation for the decisions and information on the organization and procedures of
the group and participants. This source of data was important for background inta the
development of the groups and as a record of decisions and recommendations and the
contextual themes of the meetings.
4.

Reports and communications - Reports and letters were generated by the p u p s

on their recommendations and publicly stated positions on the changes. Examples of
documents gathered included reports from AFSS on the proposed changes in governance
to

SPD, data on the numbers of persons with disabilities in each region, funding

information, reports generated by each council, workplans and terms of reference for
each of the councils.

hformation from secondary stakeholders, minutes of meetings, reports and letters
were important not only as a source of data but also to confirm or triangulate Sonnation
from interviews with participants.

5.

Draw an Organizational Chart

-

A further source of information on the

participant's perceptions of the transfer of authority was obtained through a "draw an
organization chart" of the authority structure between the center or corporate body and
the regions. Organization charts represent the authority relationships, the structure of
positive law in an organization and the command structure of responsibility and
delegation (Barger, 1967; Koontz, 1967; White, 1963). Despite their widespread use,
organizational charts are not recognized as reliable measures of rank, authority and
decision-making (Pfeffer, 1978; 1982; White, 1963) nor are they trustworthy procedures
for analyzing these visual maps of the organization (Pfeffer, 1992; White, 1963).
For this study, the "draw the organizational chart" was used as a metaphorical
representation by participants of the current and proposed changes to the arrangement of
authority. The charts were anaiysed as a visual metaphor, treated as any other source of
data and encoded within the data analysis methodology. The charts were an instrument
for capturing the authority schema of participants in this phenomenon of change. The
"draw an organization chart" is used to assess the perception or meaning of the

distribution of authority for participants under the present arrangement of authority and
under the proposed arxangement of authority,
Selection of the Regions
In Chapter 3, it was hypothesized that the characteristics of each region may
contribute to the cornpiexity dimension of decentralization. Complexity is one factor that
influences decentcalkation (Perrow, 1986) and regional characteristics, such as
geographical dispersion, urban versus nual population, the breadth and the hierarchy of
services, contriiute to the complexity of a region. Based on this hypothesis, three regions
were chosen as separate case studies to represent the different geographic areas of the
province, dispersion of services and population (rural, urban aud mixed) and the breadth
of services. The three regions chosen were Littleton in the northern area of the province
with a highIy dispersed rural population, Middletown with a mixed rural and urban
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population and Barry, a southern urban region. The demographics of the three regions are
described in Table A1 in Appendix A and in the beginning of each case study in the
results section.
Study Guide

A study guide was developed to track all contacts during the study fiom the initial

contact with the regions, information provided to the regions and participants to the
interview guide with participants. The study guide established the sequence of contacts
fiom the beginning to the completion of the study,

Initial Contact

The sequence of contacts started with a meeting with the Executive Director of
SPD services at AFSS. At this meeting, an outline of the purpose and scope of the
research project was reviewed and permission was asked to proceed with the study,
contact and interview SPD regional managers in the three regions and obtain public
information, generated by AFSS, which was relevant to this study. Shortly after this
meeting permission was granted to proceed with the study, interview AFSS staff and
obtain information as required.
Once permission was received, regionaI SPD managers and RC chairs were
contacted in order to set a date to meet and review the study. Information was sent with a
letter in advance to each manager and chair to prepare them for the meeting. After
meeting with each SPD manager and RC chair, a presentation was made at the Littleton
and Barry RCs and at each of the four DCs who participated in Middletown. The
presentation included an overview of the study, the purpose, commitment required of the
participants and confidentiality safeguards. Each council agreed to participate in the study
and the next step to interview each of the RC chairs. It was decided to start with the
chairs and the SPD managers in order to gather background information on the RCs and
to seek advice about approaching participants from each RC. A separate interview guide
was prepared and included in the protocol for these interviews to ensure basic
information was obtained in addition to the information for the content of the study.
Once the interviews with the chair and the SPD manager were compIeted,
individual participants were approached by phone. After verbal consent had been given, a
consent and confidentiality agreement was mailed to each participant and a date set for an

interview. The interviews were scheduled ftom January to April of 1997 to ensure that ail
initial interviews were completed within a relatively short period of time and were
subject to the same external SPD governance changes. The initial interviews were all
face-to-face interviews and the follow-up interviews were completed by phone on
average three months after the first interview.
The interviews were sequenced by region (except for the interviews with the
chairs and managers) with Littleton first, Middletown second and Barry last. On the
whole this sequence was followed, however, in several cases in Middletown, interviews
were conducted at the same time as Barry interviews.
Participants in Barry and Littleton were all members of the RC although five of
the six participants in Littleton were also members of DCs in their respective regions. In
MiddIetown, participants were selected li-om four different DCs. The ratiode for
focusing on the DCs was that DCs in Middletown were the main body for planning and
activities whiIe the RC was a coordinating body. The DCs had been operating for six
months but were just completing their work plans while the RC was waiting for the
district plans before proceeding with its plan. Finally, the RC tended to have a more
migratory membership (different members fiom district councils came at different times)
while the DCs had continuous and regular members. This would ensure continuity and
consistency of content for the interviews. Five of the fourteen participants (incIuding the
two co-chairs) regularly attended the RC so there was sufficient overlap to gather
information about the regional council through interviews at the district level.
The participant information contained in Appendix A, Tables A2

- A5

lists the

stakeholder group, length of time on council and membership on prior councils. Twentyseven persons fiom the three regions and one person from corporate SPD were
inte~ewed.There were six interviews in Littleton, fifteen in Middletown and seven in
Barry. The greater number in Middletown was because four DCs were included in the

study. Each of the three regions had representation h m three stakeholder p u p s
although in Middletown, there were non-SPD stakeholders on three of the four DCs in
this study. The three stakeholder groups were AFSS

M,
parents, guardians and self-

advocates, and service providers. The representation h m these three p u p s was
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relatively equal although the pmnt-guardian-self-advocate p u p had the highest number
of representatives. Five of the participants were chairs of their respective councils and
sixteen of the twenty-seven participants had participated in previous councils or groups,
Most participants had been involved in the councils from the beginning although a few
had joined recently.
Interview Guide

Two interview guides were developed for the initial interviews with the
participants. The first guide was a set of questions directed to the SPD managers in order
to gather background and general information on the RCs. The second guide was for all
participants and included a broad range of questions to cover the topics pertinent to this
study. Both interview guides are appended. The interviews were semi-structured,
fotlowing the interview guide, but as interviewing proceeded and themes emerged,
interviews with subsequent participants within the region focused on those themes. In
this way interviewing proceeded with theoretical sampIing according to the procedures of
grounded theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).
Interviews were audio taped with permission From each participant and
subsequently transcribed by a paid administrative support person. After each transcript
was completed, I reviewed all the transcripts against the audio tape to check for

transcription errors. The error rate was calculated at 0.001 (the rate of word errors in
proportion to total number of words) using a sample of eight of twenty-seven transcripts.
All completed transcripts were converted From the Word format to ASCII for entry into

the software program that was used to code for grounded theory. All tmscripts, records,
audio tapes and computer disks were stomd in a locked cabinet in the rwearchers office.

One audiotape broke during the interview which left one-half of the interview
unrecorded A follow-up telephone interview was arranged to reconstruct the interview
from written notes kept by the researcher.

I!rw&hE
Interview Rehearsal

An interview rehearsal with a work associate, who was a member of a DC, tested

the interview questions and the guide. The associate gave feedback on the content and
interviewer, which resulted in an adjustment to the sequence and wording of the
questions.
Initial interview
An initial interview with each participant covered the content of the guide. With

subsequent participants, interviews focused on portions of the guide that related to
emergent themes. Interviews varied in length tiom one hour and fifteen minutes to two
hours and thirty minutes. Each interview started with a review of the purpose of the study
that had been given in the letter sent to each participant. This was followed by the review
and signature of confidentiality and release agreements. Finally, each participant verbally
gave hidher consent to be audiotaped so that a written transcript could be produced. Once
these administrative tasks were completed, the main interview began.
Draw an Organization Chart
Each participant was asked to draw two organization charts during the interview.
The f i organizational chart described h d i n g decision-making with the current
organization, the U S S ; the second chart was to depict the future organization of h d i n g
decision-making once the regional boards were operational. Standardized instructions
h m the interview guide were given as each participant was asked to draw the current

and future finding decision-making for services for persons with disabilities. The
instructions, questions asked by the interviewees and the clarifying comments were taped
and transcribed to support the information on the charts.

This procedure proceeded as planned in Littleton and Middletown but changed in
Barry. In Littleton all participants drew a current and hture chart. In MiddIetown eleven

participants drew a current chart and thirteen drew a hture chart. One person did not
want to draw a chart but d e s c r i i the process verbally while two other participants drew
only a future chart because they were later participants and a current chart was not
important for the interview. In Barry, the nature of the future model led to a greater focus
on the model, rather than on the future board system. Nevertheless, four participants drew

a current chart, five a future chan, one refused to hypothesize about the future and one

participant wanted to describe verbally rather than draw.
Follow-up Interview

AAer each interview had been transcn'bed, a written summary of the interview
was completed based on the first round of coding and analysis. The written summary was
mailed to each participant and a follow-up interview was made to verify the summary and
ask further questions that may have arisen from the interview or the analysis. The foliowup interview was completed over the phone with handwritten notes of the conversation.
These notes were then transferred to a Word document, transformed into an ASCII file
and entered as a document into the anaiysis sohare file. After the major categories were

established and the grounded theory was constructed, the results were reviewed with a
sample of participants in each region.

of DO Collecbon
The trustworthiness of the data collection was achieved by the following methods:
1.

Case study protocol - A case study protocol (Yin, 1993) was used to maintain a

consistent focus by outlining the objectives of the case study, field procedures
(procedural reminders, information sources), and case study questions (general questions
to be kept in mind, data tables for summary and organization of information).
2.

Multiple sources of data - The study used many sources of data to confirm or

triangulate the facts in the study. Memoing was used in data analysis to link, note and
document connections between data sources. Convergence of data was accomplished by
using the document data in combination with the interviews in a reciprocal method until
the meaning was stable.

Interview information was triangulated by confirming

dormation between informants or through the use of secondary informants to
corroborate information from interviews or documents.
3.

Confirmation of interviews - A summary of each interview was completed and

reviewed with the interviewee to confirm the meaning or interpretation of the interview.
hterviewees were asked to review the rneaabghhess of categories generated through
the coding procedures to check for the vaIidity of the interpretation.
4.

Case study database - The software program, ATLAS-ti (Muhr, 1997) was used

as a central database for each case study. The software program stored all documents,

including case study notes, evidence from documents, interview responses and researcher
narratives or summaries. The sohare included both coding and memo functions that
established the chain of evidence fiom anaiysis, coding and interpretation.
Data halxsk
The case study method does not prescribe an anaiytical method but rather
recommends a range of techniques to elicit information h m the data, develop
meaningful categories and causal relationships (Eisenhardf 1989; Miles & Huberman,
1994; Yin, 1994). The researcher designs the analysis of data to match the research
question and the data produced fiom the research design (Yin,1994). In this study, where
grounded theory was a nested design within the multiple case study approach, the case
study provided the overall framework for data analysis. The grounded theory analysis
with recommended methods of analysis (Glaser, 1992; S t r a w & Corbin, 1990) produced
the meaning categories and abstract concepts, while the case study analysis organized the
"'within" and "between" case analysis.
"Within" case study analysis for each region was completed on two levels
(grounded theory and case study analysis) to accomplish the goaIs of the nested design.
The case study analysis started with a descriptive analysis by constructing a history of

each region and the provincial context for the SPD from the interview information,
records collected and secondary sources. The summary of the history is in Appendix B
while the narrative history is provided in Chapter Five. The next step was an analysis of
the agenda information including content, participation information, issue development
over time, sources of agenda items and patterns of communication. Information was
obtained from agenda records, secondary documents, interviews and verification by
participants. Various charts were produced (Appendix C, Tables CI

- C2 and C7) that

described the content of the agendas, frequency and votume of council business and
sources of agenda business. Participation information anaIysed from the minutes of
meetings, interviews and related documents was used to d e s m i the participation rates
by stakeholder groups and per capita participation in each region (Appendix C, Tables

C5,C6 and C8).
The information from agendas. participation and council documents was used to
construct Communication Charts (Appendix D) that showed the pattern of

communication within the councils and between the councils and the e x t e d system
(community and AFSS) over time. Structural characteristics of the councils were

analysed in several ways and inciuded a determination of the participation rates of
stakeholders at various levels of council and the external system. Structural d y s i s was
performed by examining the sources and flows of information to and from councils and
the routes of communication between the councils and the external system.
The '4draw-an-organization" chart was analysed to compare structural
characteristics and decision-making functions between the current system (AFSS) and the

future system (the regional boards). The analysis of structural characteristics included the
number and types of organizations; the roles, position and levels of the bodies within the
structure; the types of communication/decision-making routes (direct and indirect);

or "bi" directional); and the extent to
direction of information/comrnunication ("miuni"
which the organizational processes were Iiear (sequential, hierarchical) or non-linear
(non-sequential versus hierarchical). The decision-making hctions were categorized
(based on categories volunteered by participants) into financial, programs and services,
policy and the process of policy making. The current and future systems were compared
to identify expected changes as a result of the changes in governance to SPD.

Finally, there was a preliminary categorization of each case by looking at the
contextual (internal and external), content (focus of council activities) and process
(decision-making, planning etc.) attnlbutes of each region following Pettigrew's approach
to the analysis of change (Pettigrew, 1985; 1987). This was a useful framework for
organizing substantial amounts of information from the grounded theory categories and
the descriptive information cited above. After this h e w o r k was completed, the coding
for grounded theory was continued to develop the next Ievel of abstraction.
The goal of grounded theory is to create abstract concepts and explain causal
reiationships so concepts explain the variability of actions within the area of study
(Glaser, 1992). This accomplished by the iteration between data collection and anaIysis
until the data were categorized within concepts through coding. The levei at which
coding is completed can vary (Strauss & Corbin, 1990) but both Glaser (1992) and

S t r a w & Corbin (1990) recommend h e by line analysis. In this study, coding was

completed line by line using a software program,

.Assti(Muhr, 1997) where the first

phase of codings yielded fairly descriptive codes.
By using the comparative method of analysis to identify similarities and
difference between participants, categories were developed, instances were assigned to
the categories and new categories developed for cases not explained by the existing
categories. Once the preliminary stage of the "within" case study analysis was completed,

as explained above, the analysis of the categories was broadened to include both the
information from the "within" case study analysis and the first level of analysis of
grounded theory h r n the interviews. The amalgamation of these two analyses led to a
more abstract level of categorization and concept development. This occurred through the
re-grouping of existing concepts, categories, dimensions and strategies until saturation of
codes and categories curr red.
Categories, dimensions, causal relationships and strategies were reworked
throughout the analysis by comparing the data to the concepts, generating hypotheses
about the relationships between categories and strategies and recomparing the causal
relationships. The emerging categories, concepts and causal relationships were checked
with a sample of participants in each region at various stages of the analysis. Once the
"within" case study analysis was completed, cases were compared with each other to
identify similarities and differences across regions. The categories, dimensions and
concepts were reworked to explain variability across cases while retaining the integrity of
the concept to the "within" case data. The data analysis moved iteratively between
inductive and deductive reasoning to ensure causal relationships were grounded in the
data (Strauss & Corbia, 1990).

Tn'aneulationvu
The research design was strengthened by the use of a number of validation

procedures. First, the initial coding and subsequent category development were reviewed
by the researcher's supervisor. The review provided a check on the validity of
interpretations and tests for inconsistencies in concepts and causal relationships.
Feedback h m all participants on the summary of their interview and general feedback
f7om a sampIe of participants improved the integrity of the interpretation of categories
and concepts.

&om a sample of participants improved the integrity of the inrerpretation of categories
and concepts.

Multiple sources of data were used to confirm or triangulate data to ensure
information was correct and to develop convergence on the meaning of that information.
Interview information was checked against information from other interviews, records
(minutes of meetings, reports), secondary stakeholders and follow-up inquiries.
tnterpretation emerged from the convergence of data from interviews and the analysis of
data h m diverse sources within cases and then between cases.

Finally, the existing literature that was relevant to the results of this study was
used carehlly in the methodology of the study to inform the researcher before and during
analysis. A fuII review of the research on a topic of study is not necessary or desirable for
this methodology (Glaser, 1978; 1992). The research review for grounded theory is
intended to sensitize the researcher to the gaps in knowledge in the area of study but too
comprehensive a review can bias the researcher to the phenomena under study (Glaser,
1992, Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The literature is critical in comparing and contrasting
emerging categories and developing concepts to reiated concepts in the field. Because the
literature is contingent on the discovered phenomena, rather than a priori concepts, the
literature that is used for the results may be different h m the literature used to develop
the research question. The existing literature, then, can be a source of knowledge to

validate the emergent theory or, conversely, the literature can be a complementary
standard to highlight the contributions of the findings of the research (GIaser, L992;
Stmuss & Corbin, 1992).
Before the resuits are discwed, the next chapter will d e s c n i the deveIopment of
RCs in each of the three regions.

Chapter 5
DESCRIPTION OF REGIONAL COUNCIL DEVELOPMENT
Introduction

In the following chapter the development of each regional council will be
described from inception to the end point of this study. The chapter will start with
Littleton fmt, then proceed to Middletown and Barry and conclude with a summary of
the similarities and differences.
Littleton Regional Council

The Littleton Regional and District Council system was formed in June of 1996
to assist communities with the m i t i o n hrn the current system of Services for Persons
with Disabilities (SPD) to the new provincial and regional boards. The long-term intent
of the council system was to develop community-level governance for SPD across
Littleton with a RC and eight DCs that wouId be l i e d to the Littleton Regional Board.
This plan was created by a partnership group of the parents, service providers and
regional AFSS staff and endorsed by the LittIeton Interagency Council (LIC), as weil as
the regional office of AFSS.
Littleton has the smallest population of any region in this study, yet it covered the
largest geographic area, Its popuIation of 136,613 people is spread across 114,056 s q w e
miles (refer to Table Al, Appendix A). The largest city within Littleton wis 35,000
people while the smallest has a population of IOOO people. This region is best described
as rural with agriculture and petroleum industries in most parts of the region.

The region also had the smallest m y of senices for persons with disabilities,
with an overall budget of roughly 5% of the provincial SPD budget (AFSS, 1997). There
were 140 persons receiving services through individualized funding and 285 persons
receiving services through contract funding (AFSS, 1997) fiom eleven service providers
across the region. The average cost of services per person was slightly higher than the
provincial average and the average cost of the other two regions.
AFSS organized the region into eight AFSS d i h c t offices with authority to
oversee and fund local services. The eight dismct offices reported to the regional office
of AFSS headed by the regional director who in turn reported to the deputy minister-

Council (1 .IC]
LIC was founded in 1986 to develop a better working relationship and improve
communications between private agencies delivering services for persons with
disabilities and the AFSS. The membership of LIC incIuded at1 agencies, self-advocates
and representatives from all district offices and the region. LIC met quarterly throughout
the region. LIC initiated and completed a number of partnership projecl (regional needs
analysis, regional planning project with families, setf-advocates, agencies and AFSS staff
and the Empowerment Conference) h m 1986, when it was formed, until 1996 when it

disbanded.
Response to Changes in Governance - Littleton Joint PIanning Committee

In 1993, when the Klein government initiated changes in AFSS through financial
cutbacks and reforms to governance, LIC struck the Littleton Joint Planning Committee

(UPC)to advise regionat AFSS on funding cutbacks. The U P C was a committee with an
qua1 number of members from each of the three stakeholder groups: Parendself-

advocates, service providers and AFSS staff. Representatives were picked from districts
across the region and AFSS selected two district office managers and two regional stafK
Initially, the IJPC advised the Regional AFSS on spending cuts to programs but

moved into longer term planning for services for the region as the committee decided that
cutbacks would be better managed within the context of an overall plan for services. This

action was also prompted by government plans to reform the governance of AFSS
(Alberta Government, 1994b). Between February, 1994 and January, 1996, UPC

developed a plan for the LIC to comprehensively organize services in the region in a way
that accommodated budget pressures while offering an improved service delivery system.

During this pIanning period, various partnership projects such as special projects or
unique funding requests, were spun offby the WPC.
Service M

u

The LPJC designed the Littleton Service Model (LSM)with a council system
(Littleton Joint Planning Committee, 1995). Each of the eight district office areas had a
DC comprised of SPD stakeholders who would work collaboratively with the board in
the future and a RC during the transition period. Figure I, presents the orgmbtional
structure of the council system, with a RC during the transition and the Littleton Regional

Board after they were formed. The purpose of each DC was to plan at a community level
,
by identitjring needs in services, make local decisions about community s e ~ c e sand
increase community participation in SPD governance. DC membership was open to any
community member to encourage participation in a process of DC-Regional Board
collaboration that was characterized by bidirectional communication. Through a
collaborative policy making relationship between the board and DCs, decision-making
was transferred to a community level while community ownership of SPD was increased
through community membership and participation on the counciI.

In this model services were changed through the addition of a service broker who
worked directly with persons with disabilities and their families in a "one stop shopping"
case management service. Brokers managed all facets of case management tiom referral
to advocacy for the individual and guardian. The broker spanned service sectors such as
education, employment and socid services by working independently of any one
government department but reported to the DC and the regional board. In comptex cases,
the DC supported the broker by filling gaps in service with advocacy, problem solving
and collaboration through diverse council membership.
The Littleton service model anticipated plans for regional boards by designing the
mode1 around a regional board but expanded the community's participation in
governance through the DCs. The Littleton Model was complementary to the reforms to
governance effected through the creation of regional boards.

..

the T m o n P a h i

In February of 1996, the UPC recommended the formation of a RC and seven
DCs to assist with the transition from the AFSS-run system to a board-run system. The

LIC drafted a terms of reference for the RC with a mandate and goals. The mandate was
to include aU stakeholders in the process of community initiatives in response to changes

in SPD and ensure that information about the changes was sent throughout the region to
all stakeholders and feedback was directed back to the minister. (LIC,1996).
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Figure 1 : Littleton Service Model - OrganizationalChart

The goals for the regional counciI were: to ensure stakeholders in each of the
communities had a broad understanding of the changes in governance; ensure the

inclusion of a broad range of clients, families, stakeholders and agencies in the DC
system; ensure feedback on the changes to governance was collected and given to the
minister of AFSS; maintain current stakehoIder linkages and build as requid, and
support the formation of DCs (LIC,1996). Gods were deliberately dehed in broad
terms to encourage DCs to defme and direct their community mission and role [LIC,
L 996).

'The role of the Littieton Regional Council is an interim advisory and
coordinating body prior to the establishment of the Region4 Authorities...to serve as a
vehicle for the district to be incIuded in the pIamiag and input of the proposed changes."

(LIC, 1996, page 2). The work of the RC was finished once the board was o p t i n g ---t

By the time the LIC accepted the recommendations of the WPC for the formation
of the RC and DCs, AFSS was asking for consultation and feedback on the changes to

SPD. The formation of the RC and DCs provided a forum for feedback on the reforms

while the Littleton council system was starting up. The plans for the transition and the
ongoing roles of the council were organized at the provincial planning retreat in February
of 1996 and the plan was presented to the LIC in April of 1996.
Between April and June of 1996, the Littleton AFSS Regional Office assisted
with the public consultation and councii set-up through the appointment, in April, of a
program consultant to oversee these two tasks, At the same time, the AFSS consultant
organized the DCs and a representative member from each council was chosen to sit on
the RC. The AFSS consultant gathered feedback fiom all districts by using the corporate
guidebook of questions related to the reform issues.

AFSS provided resources to the RC and DCs by lending the support of AFSS staff
to chair, organize, and distribute minutes of the meetings and paying the travel costs for
parents. AFSS District Ofices mailed out meeting minutes, notices of meetings and
notified community members of meetings.
The membership structure of the RC was based on a representation model with
one parentheif-advocate representative chosen by each DC (total of eight); two agency
representatives chosen by the Littleton Council of Service Providers and three AFSS
representatives chosen by the regional AFSS. Permanent members were finally sekcted
and a chair elected at the December 1996 meeting. Four members on the RC had been
members of the Littleton Joint P l e g Council. This overlap helped to bridge the prior
work on service planning with the new RC. The membership of the DCs was open to any

community member who wanted to participate and each DC elected a chair.
From June of 1996 to June of I997 (the period of this study), the LRC met six
times twice by telephone conference and four times in face-to-face meetings. Since
distances were a financial and temporal barrier in such a large geographic area as the
Littleton region, the RC did not establish regular meeting dates and meetings. Instead,

AFSS staff organized meetings in response to identified issues. The average number of
agenda items per meeting was 9.6 (Table C7, Appendix C) and the number of agenda
items declined h m 15.3 to 4 per meeting from the fim half of the first year of operations
to the last half of the year (Table CI, Appendix C). While the RC attempted to establish a

template for meeting agendas witb regular DC and AFSS reports, agendas over time were
structured around the issues that triggered the meetings.
At the initial meeting in June of 1996, the RC undertook to orient members,
organize the operations of the council system and develop the mandate and terms of
reference of the council. The terms of reference approved by the LIC at the April 1996
meeting were given to members to discuss and distributed to DCs for feedback. The RC
accepted the terms of reference at the December 1996 meeting. The RC met again in
October and continued to organize RC business, update members on district issues (the
problem of participation was an ongoing topic), circulate information on reform
developments and consider the mandate of the RC. At the October meeting, the regional
AFSS office added additional tasks, such as selection of representatives to committees
reporting to the AFSS regional offrce. AFSS viewed the RC as an advisory council to
regional AFSS and an extension of the WfC which performed similar functions. At the
October and December meetings AFSS asked the RC to choose representatives for
several special projects committees.

In December, the RC elected its chair, chose its name and selected the
representatives to the special committee. Other business included concerns about the
separation of Handicapped Chiidren's Services (HCS) ftom SPD. The RC wanted to
write a letter to express its concern but tbe SPD manager told the RC to send the letter to
the regional director, as the RC reported to the regional director. The SPD manager took
the concern forward to the regional director but there was no evidence of feedback or
information fiom the regional director. At this meeting DCs reported concerns about the
Fragmentation of services. In January, the RC held a short teleconference to update
members on the reform. During this meeting members raised questions about the
selection of board members, which were taken forward to corporate by the SPD manager.
At the February meeting, the RC received updates on various SPD policy
initiatives and an AFSS corporate representative gave a presentation on the hture
regional board's organization, roles and responsibilities. The RC worked on a
recommendation on SPD manpower allocations for the region for transition to the boards.
A discussion on the future of the RC indicated that the RC might discontinue, but the RC

met one more time in June.

At the June RC meeting there was an update on the

legislation constituting the regional boards and reports of SPD policy changes. The RC
did not meet after the June, 1997 meeting. A summary of the regional council business
and communications is provided in Table D 1, Appendix D.
tion ofsrC
-

to the w e t o n

Three members of the RC applied for the Littleton Regional Board and two of the three
were subsequently selected (Alberta Government, 1997~).The two members who were
selected to the new board had also been members of the Joint Planning Committee.

In the period from June to September of 1996, LIC, the parent organization of the
council system, dissolved. Fht, AFSS regional office believed the RC and the LIC
represented a duplication of efforts. Second, service providers believed they needed an
independent body to plan and assert their position because the new boards did not include
service provider representatives. Finally, service providers and AFSS regional office had
become more antagonistic towards each other as a result of a number of policy decisions
such as the tendering of services and the exclusion of service providers from the board. In
October of 1996, the Littleton Council of Service Providers was formed and LIC ended.
DCs in the 1.&m&gm
When the DCs were formed between April and June of 1996, the AFSS consultant
used a standard approach to their formation: each council created its own t e r n of
reference which included a mandate, a description of membership and the issues to be
brought to the RC. Each DC submitted its terms of reference to the RC in October of

1996. At the June, 1996 RC meeting, three principles of DC-RC operations were agreed
upon. First, the organization of the DC-RCwould be community up, so the DCs would
have a strong hold on the RC. Second, each community was responsible for starting up
and defining its DC and, finally, each DC was responsible for developing a terms of

reference for its DC. There was no evidence the DCs' terms of reference were presented
to the RC, nor was there evidence the RC received feedback from DCs on the RC terms
of reference.
Although there was much interest and participation at the beginning, DCs had
difficulty in maintaining the interest with community members. The participation at the

early meetings were boosted by the initial fears of families and self-advocates that the
reforms would mean reductions in benefits and services. Once people learned about the
plans for regional boards and their fears were eased, attendance and participation by
stakeholders decreased markedly between 1996 and 1997. Participation was a problem
for six of the eight DCs with an attendance of less than five persons per meeting. The
other two DCs continued with an attendance of ten to twelve persons per meeting.
Participants reported skepticism about the purpose, role and authority of the
councils and the statement of one participant; "councils were a measure to placate
parents" captured this attitude. Cynicism about the council system was a topic of
discussion at the RC meetings, especiaily when the members of council were gathering
feedback on the council's terms of reference.
Middletown Regional and District Councils
Middletown organized a council system very similar to that of Littleton with a
RC and eight DCs. In Middtetown. this study examined the RC and four DCs in the
Middletown region: Waverly, Cornerbrook, Winston and Valleyview. A close
examination of the DCs was suggested by the co-chairs of the RC who argued that the
DCs were the focus of most planning and important activities, while the RC was a
coordinating body. Five of the fifteen participants interviewed fiom the four DCs were
members of the RC, including the two chairs, and, in addition to interviews, a substantial
body of evidence was gathered about the RC. Consequently, although the focus of
attention was the DCs, enough data were accumulated about the RC to include this body
in the analysis.
town
Middletown was the second largest region in both population and area with a total
population of 210,773 people spread across 49,450 square miles (refer to Table AI,
Appendix A). Middletown is bordered by Littleton on the north and Barry on the south
and stretches east-west across the province. The largest city has 60,000 residents while
the smallest has several thousand. Three of the four DCs in this study (Cornerbrook,
Valleyview and Winston) have populations of approximately 10,000 while Waverly is a
town of about 5000 people (Statistics Canada, 1996). MiddIetown, like Littleton, is
largely a rural region with an economy based on agriculture and petroleum. The largest

city in the region sewed as the regional headquarters for AFSS. Like Littleton, there were
eight district offices with the same authority for SPD.

The region had a larger array of services than Littieton but less than Bany. The
region had a budget of 16 % of the total provincial SPD budget. There were 565
individuals receiving services through individualized funding and 765 individuals
receiving services through contracts with 35 service providers who provided an array of
services (AFSS, 1997) The average cost per person was slightly lower than the provincial
average and similar to Barry's average costs. The summary of demographic information
is found in Table A 1 in Appendix A.

etown Cou-

The Middletown RC and DCs were officially formed in the fdI of 1995 but the
councils were preceded by other groups and joint efforts in the region In 1983, a group
of non-profit service providers formed the Middletown Association of Service Centers to
promote the mutual interests of non-profit agencies in this region. In 1987, the Winston
Rehabilitation Council (WRC) was formed to improve and develop community services
by sharing information, resources and support between three SPD agencies, AFSS and a
special needs school. Over time, the council expanded its membership to include other
services such as mentai health, education and the RCMP.
Other districts followed the lead of the WRC between f 992 and 1995. In 1992,
the Roland Dismct Council was set up to share information and training; in 1994, the

Cornerbrook District Committee was set up to advise the district office on a pilot project
on contracting; and in 1995, the Waverly Rehabilitation council was set up to advise the
district ofice on new initiatives.
Like LittIeton, Middletown Region struggled with the financial cutbacks and the
proposed changes in the governance of SPD between 1993 and 1995 but, unlike Littleton,
Middletown did not have an inter-stakeholder group. In 1994, a new regional director
(who had been the regional director in Barry) was appointed for the Middletown region
and quickly initiated an AFSS-SPD agency group and a partnership project to plan cuts in
the AFSS regional deficit. The "Dream Team" formed, to plan for reductions in funding,
drew its members h m service providers and AFSS staff but it struggled to obtain

consensus for spending reductions and eventually disbanded Although the Dream Team
failed, the process spawned the "Hi Hopes" Committee that subsequently created the plan
for the RC and DCs.

In summary, prior to the formation of the RC and MJs, the Middletown Region
did not have a regional system or network for the stakeholders of SPD.The region was
bctionally organized around the AFSS district offices and even though the rehab groups

operated in some districts, these groups served only the district office. The region, prior
to the formation of the RC and DCs, was systemically ftagmented and unconnected.

In the spring of 1995, the Hi Hopes Committee drafted "Regional

Structure

for

Planning, Development & Delivery of Services" (Middletown Region, 1995). The plan
was submitted to agencies and the regional AFSS staff at their annual retreat. (The annual

retreat is a planning retreat for agencies and the AFSS, which started in I987 but, in
1995, was expanded to include self-advocates and families). The Hi Hopes plan

established the framework for shifting the responsibility for planning, development and
delivery of services h m AFSS to the community stakehoIders through an RC and eight
DCs.
The plan proposed an organization for communities and the region to take

responsibility for senices amongst aII stakeholders. The plan was based on a set of
guiding principles of service that included:
•

Planning, deveIopment and evaIuation of services occurs at the community
level

•

Service coordination and collaboration must be enhanced

•

Planning and delivery of services must be care and cost effective

•

Services must be developed and provided through the significant

invotvement of all concerned iudividuals induding consumers and their
representatives
The guiding principies philosophically shifted the responsibility for planning,
development and delivery of services from service providers and AFSS to community

which meant all stakeholders incIuding parents, self-advocates, service providers and
AFSS (Middletown Region, 1995).

The plan designed an organization and process for the formation of DCs for each
of the eight district offices. Each DC would be responsible for planning and executing a
district action plan for promoting the planning, development and delivery of services.
DCs would broaden their membership from agencies and AFSS staff (as in the rehab

councils) to include self-advocates and families. This was a shift from the service
provider-AFSS partnership to self-advocatelguardian-service provider-AFSS partnership
in the oversight of community services. This shift to inclusiveness of self-advocates and
parents was a consistent theme in Middletown Region. The plan also provided a
Framework for connecting the region through the RC, and then, later, to the board.
Figzire 2: Middletown Region Organizational Chart

1 Council
The plan included the formation of a regional planning and advisory committee to
enhance the development and delivery of SPD and promote local. regionaI and provincial
planning and resource sharing amongst districts in the Middletown Region. The
membership of the RC was made up of a representative from each of the eight DCs. the
regional director of AFSS. two regional AFSS mff, ad hoc committees and a
representative h m corporate AFSS. The plans and goals of the RC were driven by the
DCs through their work plans with the expectation that the RC would coordinate and

communicate. rather than direct DCs.

Direc-

. .

The Hi Hopes plan described a framework for the start-up of the council system
but DCs were expected to develop their own terms of reference and community-centered
work plan from the ground up. The RC would take its direction from the DC once each
DC had completed the task of developing its own terms of reference and a work plan with
community-specific goals. In fact, in October of 1996, the RC resisted attempts h m DCs
to force RC to draft its plan before all work plans were submitted. The RC felt the design
of a regional plan prior to the design of district plans was contrary to the bottom-up
principles of community planning and ownership.
Like Littleton, Middletown's plan and organization anticipated the proposed
reforms to SPD by incorporating principles such as the community taking responsibility
for service and increased participation in decision-making by parentdself-advocates.
Their plan foreshadowed a fbture relationship and linkage between DCs and the Regional
Board.

In October of 1995, all the districts in the region endorsed the plan and the work
of establishing the council system began, For existing district groups, the new plan
meant a change in the membership and process but each of the existing district groups
endorsed the plan and set about to transform their groups to a DC to meet the overall
terms of reference of the plan. Districts without councils began to plan the formation of
the new DCs.
By February 1996, when the RC met for the 6rst time, five of eight DCs were up
and running and the other three were preparing to Iaunch their respective councils. At this
meeting the region announced the funding for a full time facilitator for one year to assist
DCs in setting up their councils. Other resources to councils included funding for travel
costs for self-advocates and guardians who attended the RC meetings.
The RC met monthly to coordinate irs business and respond to issues as they arose.
Council business and activities are detailed in Table D2, Appendix D. The RC
consistently organized its business amund regular reports fiom the DCs, regional and
corporate AFSS and project committees. In addition to its reguIar business, the RC tabled
business arising from current events and issues such as the change in governance to SPD,

changes in regionaI or provincial AFSS policy or regionaf and district issues. During the
period of this study, some of the salient business tabled at the RC included:

Handicapped Children's Services (HCS)- RC wrote a letter to the deputy
minister stating its opposition to the transfer of HCS to the Children's Authorities
r

Invitation to the assistant deputy minister to participate in a public forum on the
changes to the governance of SPD
Completed and forwarded a report on the region's response to the changes in
governance to SPD
Amended the RC terms of reference to make a parent the co-chair of the council
Oversaw a consumer advocacy training project
Wrote the minister on the region's position on regional board selection

Met with the minister to recognize the role of DCs with regional boards
Pfanned for the nomination for the executive of the RC
Formed a subcommittee to plan for orientation of the regional board on DCs
The RC was very active during the period of this study. Table C, Appendix C
shows that the MiddIetown RC tabled the most agenda items per

meeting and the

numbers of agenda items increased during the period from June 1996 to June 1997,
whereas the number decreased for the other two regions in this study.
In the fdl of 1996, the Valleyview J
X wrote the AFSS Minister asking hirn to
allow DCs to select board members for their regions. The ValIeyview DC argued that the

DC represents the community and, therefore, the best method to ensure the boards were
Iinked to the community was through representation fiom DCs. The Vdleyview council
sent each DC a copy of the letter and this led to a discussion about board representation at
the RC. The RC decided: a) the selection of the boards was the responsibility of the
elected governments; b) the boards recognize DCs as advisory committees for each
district and c) there was a board member h m each district. The RC wrote the minister
to ask for a meeting to explain its position and orient him to the RC and DCs. The

minister accepted the invitation and met with three representatives of the RC (the
regional director for AFSS and the two co-chairs) in February of 1997. At least three
other DCs wrote the minister advancing a similar position as the RC.

At the meeting, the minister, stated that the government would not guarantee the

hture board would have a representative h m each of the districts in the region or that
the boards would recognize the DCs. The minister stated that the selection process was
intended to select the best candidates, not necessarily candidates based on geography. h
regards to the recognition of the DCs, the minister stated that this was a decision of the
regional boards and he promised to relay their position to the newly created regional
boards. Participants believed the minister was sympathetic to their position and accepted
his position of non-interference with board business.
Between December of 1996 and February of 1997, the regional office of AFSS
reorganized contract and client services by moving the authority for contracting and
supervision of client services in SPD fiom the district office to the regional office. AFSS
regional office justified this centralized reporting as being needed to align authority with
the new reporting structure under the regional board. The region updated the RC but
many of the DCs reacted negatively to the changes and expressed their positions to

regional M S S . Some DCs believed they should have been consulted and involved with
the decision, while others believed the centralization of decision-making would
compromise services.
In October when the boards were announced three of the members selected to the

Middletown Regional Board were either DC or RC members.
The following is a brief overview of the four DCs studied in this research project
and will summarize the common, emergent themes h m the study.

Terms of Reference
Each of the four DCs in the study completed and submitted a terms of reference to
the RC. The terms of reference were community-specific so there was some variation
between each of the DCs; yet, overall the general categories were very similar. The terms

of reference of each DC defined the purpose or vision, goals, membership and terms of

operation but within each of these areas, there were diffefences in who they served. For
instance, Cornerbrook defiaed persons with disabilities as encompassing all persons with

a disability whiIe other DCs defined persons with disabilities more narrowly and used the

definition of SPD (adults with a developmental disability). Purpose statements varied
because they were contextualized to the community. For instance, the purpose statements
of each council are listed below:
Valleyview Council: 'To lead the way in promoting the reality that persons with

disabilities and their families must: Be heard when they speak and Be involved in
decisions that affect their livesW(TheValleyview District Council, 1996).
Wuverfy Council: 'To support the enhancement of the lives of persons with

special challenges through the promotion of a full range of community services with
individually directed outcomes" (Waverly District Council, t 996).
Cornerbrook Council: 'To empower consumers with disabilities to be involved in

the decision making to develop and maintain services necessary for community living in
a healthy community.
''The Cornerbrook committee is committed to the continuous improvement of
services both within our District and Central Region" (Cornerbrook District Council,
1996).
Winston Council: 'To promote the planning, development and delivery of a full

range of community services for persons with disabilities and their families within the
communities of the county of Winston. This council is committed to the betterment of
services both within the communities and Middleton region" (Winston Council of
Service for Persons with Disabilities, 1996).
Work
The goals of the counciI fit with the purpose and direction the DCs took in each
community. Each DC completed and submitted to the RC a work plan that detailed
specific objectives that were tied to the purpose and goals. ExampIes of goals are:
Activety support empowerment of persons with disabihties to ensure their

meanin@ participation (Valleyview District Council, 1996).
To actively advocate for and with consumers with disabilities and their M i e s
a

To work toward better service coordination through improved communication,
cooperative planning and development and shared resources and expertise

The work plans were tied to community-specific needs or aspirations. Examples of
specific objectives are:
a

Shared resource library and position - Cornerbrook

a

Community staff training - Winston

a

Information on council and SPD services - Winston

a

Shared and collaborative employment initiative - Waverly

a

Consumer advocacy training - VaIIeyview
The specificity and generality of the plans varied between DCs, depending on their

underlying assumptions. For instance, the Valleyview DC did not engage in the micromanagement of services but stuck to the issues of empowerment and the reform. They
perceived their role as identifying needs or gaps in services and then going about
obtaining services to fill those needs. As one person said: "We are not into picnics and
parties because we will be dupIicating the efforts of other services." On the other hand,
the Waverly DC worked on coordinating shared transportation for persons in services.
The work plans were contextualized to the community and the DC.

The terms of reference and the work plans helped to focus the DCs on tangible
community projects and issues that in turn helped the DCs to increase their membership
and participation.

A11 DCs in Middletown had an open membership so that any

community person could join the DC.The Waverly and Cornerbrook membership began
to increase after the councils completed and started to implement their work plans. In the
case of Cornerbrook, the council at the start of the study was described as: "Spinning its

wheels", but after the council spent time on redefining its terms of reference and
mandate, it was able to implement its work plan.
Initially, the Cornerbrook DC tried to fit the template of DCs for the region. The
template did not match with its membership (mental health was a key concern for a core
member of the council), community needs (disability needs transcended department
defhitions) and who they served (who was a person with a disability - adults, children,

SPD,mental health, seniors). The DC tried to bring in other stakeholders who did not
have a strong commitment to the counciI and, consequently, spent much of its time

reorienting new members, rather than moving forward When the DC defined its terms of
reference to match community and stakeholder needs, it was able to move ahead with a
meaningfhl work plan for all its members. As a resuIt, the DC increased its participation
in the community because its purpose matched the needs and aspirations of its members.

One consistent theme with all DCs was the goal of increasing self-advocate and
family participation. To this end, DCs developed goals to design alternative forms of
participation such as informal meetings in people's homes or consumer-friendly surveys
for feedback. DCs also adapted their operations to make the council more inviting. They
changed meeting times to make it more convenient for families and self-advocates, made
the language of meetings less professional and reorganized the agenda to allow separate
times for administrative business. There was evidence of an increase in the participation

of self-advocates, families and other services (education, mental health) in the DCs under
study.
een S
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In each of the DCs, there was evidence of collaboration between the stakeholders
through projects spawned h m the DCs* work pIans. For instance, in three of the DCs,

there were projects involving shared resources in a single project. Projects included a
shared and staffed resource library, shared training and a joint employment project. There
were examples of shared work in the objectives through sub-committees of members who
worked together (developing an internet site for the council or completing a community
needs analysis). Finally, there was collaboration between DCs through the RC on projects

such as consumer advocacy training and the lobbying formal recognition of the councils
by the boards.
At the conclusion of this study, each DC was continuing to implement its work

pian and attract new members. Consequently, community stakeholders recognized DCs
as focal points for services for persons with developmental disabilities.

Barry Regional Council
Two different regional initiatives to establish councils were developed between
1993 and 1994. In the f
d of 1993, the Partnership Council was created to plan cutbacks

to SPD in Barry. This led to the formation and election of the Barry Regional Council
(BRC) in the fall of 1994. Cn the fall of 1996, a second election selected the members of

the current BRC. The Parmeship Councii or "the Dirty Dozen", (as it is sometimes

referred to) was formed in 1993 in response to the government b c i d cuts after the
election of the Klein government. The Partnership Council made recommendations on
how financial cuts were to be made for SPD in the Barry region and subsequently
recommended the formation of a RC for Barry.
Barry is the largest region in population and the smallest in geographic size

because the region is almost entirely urban. Referring to Table Al, Appendix A Barry has
a population of 799,762 people in a geographic area of 4833 square miles. The region is
comprised Iargely of the area around Barry but also includes some smaller communities
to the west of the city. Barry is one of the two largest cities in the province, with a wide
range of induties and services within the region.
The region had the largest array of SPD services: twenty-five residential, twentyfive vocationaI and twenty independent sentice providers. There were 730 persons served
by individualized finding with a totat budget of $24 million while 1785 individuals

received services From contract firnding for a total of $2 1 million per year (AFSS, 1997).
Barry used approximateIy twenty-seven per cent of the provinciaI SPD budget. Unlike

the other two regions, AFSS centralized the Bany SPD program under one organization
headed by a program manager who reported directIy to the Bany regional director.
-
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When the KIein government introduced cutbacks in 1993 the regional AFSS office
organized a meeting with service providers to plan the cutbacks across the region. From
this meeting it was decided to start up a Partnership Council. The original council
included onIy senice providers and AFSS staff but lobbyingby the AACL and parents in
the region convinced AFSS to include two parents on the committee. Participants
reported that parent groups fought to be included in this planning f o r m and the initial
exclusion of parents was an example of why parents felt "shut out" of the decisionmaking process. Participants said it was a struggle for the parent's voice to be heard
because they feh their perspective was not valued; yet, though persistence, the

Partnership CounciI became a cotIaborative effort that unified stakeholders. The council
was eventually cochaired between an AFSS, service provider and parent rqmmtative.

The Partnership Council worked intensively over the next year to complete
recommendations for b d i n g cuts. The council developed principles for services upon
which it made decisions and these same principles became the cornerstone of the terms of
reference for the BRC and the Outcomes Project. The Partnership Council supported a
client-centered, rather than an agency-centered, approach and recommended cuts to
agency administration budgets rather than to direct services. The Partnership Council
regularly reviewed its work and recommendations through public meetings for
stakeholder feedback.
the Rany
The Partnership Council concluded its work by recommending the formation of a
permanent BRC. All participants said the BRC, in its present form, was a direct result of
the experience of collaboration between stakeholder groups during the Partnership
Council. In the fall of 1994, a motion to form the BRC was presented at a public meeting
where all the stakeholder groups (parentiself-advocates, service providers and AFSS)
endorsed the plan. The Partnership Council recommended a change in membership
structure from five service providers, five department staff and two parents to ten parents,
two AFSS staff (the SPD manager and the regional director) and three service providers

(one representative respectively from the Vocational Council, the Residential Council
and Independent Service Providers). The mandate for the new council was:

To address, on an ongoing basis, the service and support needs of persons with
disabilities
rn

To influence the planning, development, delivery and monitoring of effective,
efficient and accessible service and supports designed to meet the above needs
To promote effective collaboration amongst all stakeholders to ensure the
inclusion of persons with disabilities in their communities
To explore and make recommendations regarding the evolution of services for
persons with disabilities (Barry Regional Council, 1994)
The parameters of the council were to report and be accountable to the community

and adhere to the guiding principles dating to services and supports for people with
disabilities in the Barry Region (Barry Regional Council, 1994). The Barry Regional

Council was born and inherited many things: a mandate; a set of guiding principles; some

practical initiatives like a pilot project on collaborative allocation of resources; and a fund
of goodwill based on the shared experience of cooperation (Oakleaf, 1996).
By January of 1995, the BRC was operating as an advisory council to the Barry
region AFSS. The BRC did not receive any fitnding from AFSS, nor did the BRC receive

any assistance with transcribing, copying ar distributing of the minutes. Minutes of
meetings were typed, copied and distributed by council members and the council met
monthly at one of the agency's boardrooms. The AACL donated money to assist the
council but that was the only financial assistance to the BRC. Members chipped in a
dollar each meeting to cover any costs and members brought refreshments.
coOne of the first tasks of the BRC was to educate the parent representatives about
AFSS decision-making. Parents had been motivated to form and participate in the BRC
because decision-making about services was not visible. As well, some parents believed
the decision-making process was not equitable either within Barry or between regions in

the province. Because parents wanted to understand and participate in the decisionmaking process they were given an opportunity to witness the decision-making process
directly by attending AFSS committee sessions for individual b d i n g applications.
Participants stated that they learned much about the approval process which had been
invisible to them in the past.
Between 1995 and 1997, the BRC established a number of committees to work on
specific projects including the Pilot of Collaborative Resource Allocation (PCRA), the
Individualized Contract, the h c i p l e s and the Purple Bwk committees. There were
regular, ongoing committees such as Communications (for distributing information and
publicizing events) and Political (for lobbying elected officials). Committee membership
included BRC members, ad hoc members (there was a surplus of parent nominees and
some of these individuaIs worked on committees or represented the council on other
initiatives such as the Children's Initiative) and members b m outside agencies or AFSS.

Fmm the spring of 1995 to the f d of 1996, the BRC Principle's Committee
worked diligently to develop outcomes or standards that were based on each of its

guiding principles to assess and evaluate services in Barry (Barry Regional Council,
1995). As one participant commented There is bid on those pages". Unfortunately,

AFSS committed itself to the Core Standards through the Partnership Project with the
AARC so the principles and outcomes of the BRC were pre-empted by the standards of
the AARC.
The PCRA Committee officially began in 1995 although it had been conceived in
1994 during the financial cutbacks planning. At that time it was suggested that the
counciI examine alternatives to the current process of individualized b d i n g approvals
because the current system was cumbersome, inflexible and closed.

A steering

committee of the three stakeholder groups was formed to develop a framework for
decision-making on unique applications for individualized hnding. The committee
recommended the approval of four applications up to a total not exceeding $200,000.00
per year. The PCRA f ~ s h e dMarch 31, 1996 and an independent evaluation was
completed in May of 1996.

In August and September of 1995, the IndividuaIized Contract Committee was
struck to review fimding applications for supports that exceeded 53000.00 per month. A
sub-committee of the three stakeholder groups used the BRC principles for reaching
decisions about the applications. The committee recommended approval for the
distribution of a total amount of $120,000.00 in annualized funds, plus $50,000.00 in
one-time surpIus h d s . Thirty-one applications were reviewed and thirteen were
approved for various services.

In the fall of 1996, the BRC formed the Purple Book Committee and worked on
screening future service providers to establish a directory of approved service providers
for the Barry region. The project started at the invitation of AFSS for representatives to
sit on the Agency Status Committee. It continued to develop into an ongoing project to
validate service providers for parents and the department.
Besides special projects and initiatives, the BRC regularly reviewed and shared
information about ongoing events and policies that affected SPD. This information
included reports on the changes in governance to SPD announcements of boards or
details of nominations. On average the BRC tabled an average of 8.2 items per meeting
(Table C7, Appendix C), however, the average number of agenda items declined in 199697 fram 9 to 7.5. A complete summary of council activities is found in D3, Appendix D.

R e s p o m to the

in G o v w for SPD

In February of 1996, the BRC held a oneday retreat for strategic planning for the
council. The retreat took a year to plan and a year to receive a summary report h m the

-

facilitators (Huston & Copithorne, 1997). Despite these problems, participants believed
the retreat helped to set direction, develop unity in the council and increase mutual
understanding. The retreat helped the council define the Barry Model that severaI
members of the BRC advanced at the provincial retreat later that month.
The Barry Model was the BRC plan for the governance of regional boards based
on the BRC experience of collaboration between stakeholders. The Barry Model was
simply the BRC with formal authority because the model used the same criteria for
representation (ten parentlself-advocates, three service providers and two department
representatives) and selection (by the respective stakeholder groups) and accountability
(elections) as the BRC.
The Bany Model was a "bottom-up" community governance model where the
power comes from the community through selection of representatives by stakeholders.
Each level - community and board - selected the next level of representatives. Therefore,
community stakeholders select the begional board and the regionaI boards select the
provincial board. The Barry Model was a representation model with each of the three
stakeholder groups represented in their respective proportions. The selection by
stakeholder group was founded on the belief that each stakeholder group was connected

or attached to persons with developmental disabilities through experience, knowledge

and needs. The attachment to persons with developmental disabilities equates to a
genuine stake that informs them in a way that politicians or the general pubiic are not.
Since representatives have a stake, and, are selected by their constituents, they wouId
represent the best and wider interests of the SPD community. Representatives then were a
criticat element in community governance for the BRC.
Bany participants believed the selection and representation principles led to
increased accountability to the SPD community because accountability resulted h r n the
power to select or remove. Representation through selection by the community increases
responsiveness and communication with the community because, if a representative is not

responsive, the community would remove that representative. The model empowers the
community because the representative must report back and satisfy the SPD community

and, while community delegates the authority for governing to the board, the community
can exercise its authority through elections. Participants said these principIes of

representation, selection and accountability in the Barry Model were the same principles

of governance for the BRC. Table 1 summarizes the key properties of the Barry Model
and compares this mode1 to the government's model of regional boards.

The BRC advocated for their model at the provincial retreat but they dso lobbied
the government through letters and submissions to MLAs and the Minister of AFSS. One

participant maintained hat their lobbying influenced the government into accepting at
least part of the model - the seiection of provincial board members fiom the regional
boards (the Middietown region also advocated for this). Through the spring of 1996, the

BRC participated in the regional consultation process on the changes in governance to

SPD and submitted a summary of its recommendations in June of 1996.

Table 1
Comparison of the Barry Model to the Government Model of the Regional Boards

Barry Model

Government Model

Selection of Board by 3 Stakeholder Groups

Selection by Depmment StatT and Community

Rep
Accountability to Community via Stakeholder Accountability to Minister of Family and Social

Groups

Services

Representation Model

Representation Model

Criteria for Selection

Criteria for Selection

Cannectcd to Persons with Disabilities
@

Knowledge of Persons with Disabilities

a

Experiencewith Persons with Disabilities

Member of one of three Stakeholder Groups

The 1996 El-the

+

.

Range of Management Skills
Knowledge, Experience of Persons with
Disabilities

CommuniNServiceapairnce

BRC:

tn November of 1996 a nomination and selection meeting for the BRC was heId
at a public forum where the council reported on its activities and parent representatives
were selected. Service provider councils (vocational, residential and independent service
providers) chose their agency representatives while regional AFSS chose its
representatives. This election of parent representatives. unlike the election two years
earlier, was more competitive.
Parent representatives on the 1994 -1996 council were selected Erom community
living groups in Barry. Facility-based services were not represented on this counciI as
parents from this group felt the community living position was overstated by the BRC
and there were fears that the community living services would erode the funding for
persons with severe disabilities in facilities. The parents in this group believed the
council should be balanced in order to represent all types of services in the region. The
parents from facility-based services organized themselves by fielding candidates
members to the BRC and a number of parents from this group were nominated and
elected to the BRC.
The new council was made up of eight parents, two self-advocates, three service
providers and two department staff. Seven of the past fifteen council members returned

but the new BRC had a more balanced representation of parents fiom the spectrum of
services for persons with disabilities. Some participants believed the new mixture of
parents might lead to divisions and conflict within the council because the council might
become a forum for where two different types of services (facility versus community
living) would compete for resources. All participants observed, though, that the council
continued to work we![ together despite their different orientations to sexvices for persons
with disabilities. There was no evidence of any projects being undertaken by the new
council except for the organization of resistance to the funding formula for Handicapped
Children's Services (HCS).The council chose a new chair and the new members were
oriented to the council by the different stakeholder groups.

Ln the fa11 of 1996 to the spring of 1997, there was discussion about the need for
parents to form a bloc organization to represent parents when the new boards were
formed. Participants stated that since the regional boards were not selected by SPD
stakeholders, the parent's voice might be ignored, fragmented and lost in the new
governance system. Since some parent participants (three out of seven) in this study
believed parents were afraid of reprisals from AFSS if they spoke out, participants
speculated parents might be "picked off' by hture boards unless they were part of a
larger group that could advocate or lobby on their behalf.

In the fall of 1996, the chair was asked to approach Parents for Progress to
investigate the potentia1 for resurrecting this organization as an organizing group for
parents. (Parents for Progress was a dormant parent group that started in 1974 to protect
parents from government reprisals and to advocate for parent concerns). Talk about
revival of Parents for Progress continued into the spring of 1997 without resolution. At
the same time, service providers believed they needed to lobby independently for the
same reasons, but they prepared to lobby the new board directly or through the AARC.
C

o
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When the advertisement for nominations for the new SPD boards came out in

January of 1997, five members of the BRC applied One member of the BRC participated
in the interviews as part of the interview panel in the spring of 1997, Originally, the BRC
opposed the selection process because it was top down and vulnerable to political
iuterfetence rather than being community directed. Nevertheless, participation in the

selection process reduced some the participant's fears about the process. In October of
1997 when the boards were announced, two current and one past member of the BRC
were chosen for the Barry Regional Board Another member of the BRC was chosen for
the Provincial Board. Participants were generally pleased and supportive of the nominees
to the board.

summary
The preceding history of the three regional councils leads to three broad
conclusions. First, the election of the Hein government and the subsequent change in
direction for funding and governance provided the impetus for the formation of RCs. The
financial cuts stimulated the formation of pre-RC partnership groups and also started a
process of cooperation amongst SPD stakeholders, which later spawned RC and DCs. In
two of the three regions, the partnership groups included the three major stakeholder
groups (parentlself-advocates, service providers and AFSS SPD staff) while Middletown

first formed a partnership group of two of the stakeholders (service providers and SPD
staff).

Second, the proposed changes in governance that started in 1994 led to an
expansion of the focus of these partnership groups fiom fmances to community
governance. Two of three regions (Littleton and Middetown) organized primarily to plan
for community governance and gradually melded their model to the government's plans.

Barry organized a RC after the financial cuts to increase community involvement and
then adapted its RC to the board model of governance. Littleton and Middletown's model
of community governance enhanced the r e g i o ~ Iboard plan by adding participatory
mechanisms for governance at a community level while Barry enhanced participation
through a stakeholder selection process. A11 three regions adapted the devotved board
model of governance designed by the government by adding a community participation
mechanism.
Third, while there was an e x t d impetus to change, the communities organized
from the community up. There was, for all intents and purposes, a grassroots movement
to self-rganize

for community governance. The bottom-up organizing was more

inclusive than ever before as each region eventually included the three primary SPD
stakeholders and Middletown included secondary stakeholders (education, mental

health). With increased inclusiveness came regional incIusiveness where all geographic
communities in the region were involved in this organizing. Consequently, the organizing
was community focused but, slmultaneousiy, spread to unify the regions into a whole

system of governance. These conclusions will be elaborated in more detail in the next
chapter where the results of this study will be reported.

Chapter 6

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF THE CASE STUDIES
Introduction
The description of the RCs concluded that the actions of the Klein government to
cut funding and implement changes to SPD governance triggered cooperative regional
planning. This planning was a "grassroots", community-focused process that first
targeted financial management but later focused on community governance. It will be
argued in this chapter that, in response to changes of governance, regions planned for and
implemented "community governance". Community governance was characterized by
self-governing, collective and community-situated bodies that unified stakeholders at a
local and regional level with selfdefined systems of governance. The primary
mechanism to enable community governance was increased participation by stakeholders
in the governance of SPD.
Denved F
As a result of analysis, a framework for the grounded theory was derived from the

data to explain the phenomena observed in this study. The h e w o r k evolved out of the

iterative process of analyzing, categorizing, comparing and sensitizing the concepts to
extant sources of knowledge. During this process a h e w o r k emerged that embodied
the phenomena in this study and provided an explanatory model. This framework is
outlined in Figure 3 and will be d e s c r i i in order to prepare the reader for the results
reported in this chapter.
Changes to Governance

The starting point of a grounded theory is the causal conditions that give rise to
the phenomena under investigation. Wormation derived from the data examined in this
study concluded that RCs were responding to a significant change in the governance for

SPD.Change in governance was not only in the content or nature of governance but, the
RCs were also experienciag the process of change, and consequently, were responding to
a multidimensional context of change. Using Pettigrew's (1985; 1987) framework for

analyzing change, the change condition was subdivided into process, content and context

in order to make sense of forces affecting RCs.

Community Governance

In response to the changes in governance, the most pronounced phenomena were
the efforts by RCs to organize and institute community governance. The data showed that
RCs designed a governance structure and constitution to guide themselves. This
governance structure was determined by the model of democracy employed: participatory
or representative. Each of these two forms of participation structured the type of
accountability, distribution of responsibility (centralized or decentralized) and the sources
of authority. There was evidence that contextual factors, such as past experiences of
collaboration, previous forms of organization and socio-demographic characteristics of
the regions influenced the RC's constitution.
Properties of Community Governance

Three properties of community governance emerged h m the interaction of the
RCs with the context of change. These properties were: Selflother directedness; focus of
attention; and; systemicness. Selflother directedness was the extent to which RCs were
able to direct and govern themselves or, conversely, be directed by others. Focus of
attention refers to the fundamental object or goal that RCs aspired to and it was found
that focus of attention varied h m focus on community to focus on MSS. Sytemicness
refers to the way RCs were organized internally and connected to the external system.
Systemicness differed along the dimension of unification and hgmentation.
Community Governance Strategies

Three sets of strategies were derived h m the data that mediated the dynamics of

community governance: actualizing, aligning and influencing strategies. The frequency,
type and appropriateness of strategies were critical to the sustainability of community

governance.
Ourcomes

Participation as an outcome measured the extent of involvement and served as a

recursive variable that influenced other properties. In turn, was influenced by properties
in a recursive sequence.

In conclusion, the framework originated h m the data through a comparative
process while the concepts were sharpened through comparisons with the literature. In
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arriving at the final framework, there were two previous approximations that were
successively revised to explain the phenomena discovered during this investigation. The
community governance framework will be explained in considerable detail in the
remainder of this chapter.
Government-led Change Triggered New Forms of Community Governance
The evidence derived h m the sources of data in this study showed that changes
by government in its policy to public governance triggered new f o m of community

governance. While there was evidence that the changes to governance started before the
Klein government, it was the actions of the Klein government between 1994 and 1997
that directly influenced the formation of regional groups. The evidence from this research
that the changes by the Klein government to public governance changed the role of SPD
and communities. This created the conditions for regions to self-organize but the
resulting organization (RC) had a reciprocal effect on the change process. The evidence
suggests that changes managed by the government had a stronger influencing effect on
regions than regions had on the government, but there was evidence of reciprocal
influence. The changes to governance will be examined first in terms of the substantive
content of the changes, followed by the contextual features of the change period and
finally the process used to implement the changes,

Fipre 3: Regional Responses to Changes in SPD Governance

RegionalResponses to Changes in SPD Governance
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The creation of the provincial and regional boards devolved responsibilities for
management and delivery of services from government to a board comprised of members
tiom the community at large. Government documents described the content of the
changes as follows: "Rather, we are proposing that responsibility for management be
transferred to the community," (Government of Alberta, 1996% page 1) or "...we are
proposing the transfer of the management of services to adults with developmental
disabilities to the community," (Government of Alberta, 1997e, page 1) and "These
authorities will be responsible for planning and delivering community services and
operations.. ."(Government of Alberta, 1996%page I).
Changes to governance moved authority for operations across government
boundaries to the community or the regional boards, which was consistent with the
practice of devolution by governments in other countries (Handler, 1996; Pollitt, 1995). It
was planned that the regional boards would accept responsibility for management of SPD
operations and this was consistent with the intent of the Klein government to move from
"rowing to steering" (Alberta Government, 1994b). These changes were congruent with
earlier changes to governance through the devolution of health operations to Regional
Health Authorities and children's services to Regional Children's Authorities (Alberta
Government. 1994a).
ext of
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The evidence from this study suggested a context of change characterized by

uncertainty about SPD governance and by political lobbying to influence the plans for
governance. Between 1994 and 1996 when the government decided on regional boards,
there was uncertainty as the government pursued a short-lived plan to transfer SPD to the
Department of Health. More uncertainty followed while the Michener Advisory
Committee held its delrkrations and presented its recommendations to cabinet in 1995.
Although uncertainty was reduced somewhat when the government announced its
decision to create regional boards, the period of uncertainty continued during the
implementation phase when the Hon- Minister of Social Services, Mr. Mike Cardinal,
resigned, a new minister appointed and an election was called nine months later.
Participants wondered whether the new minister, the Hon. Stockwell Day, would

continue to support the changes in governance and whether the election in February of

1997 would lead to a change in direction either by the incumbent government or by a new
government, if one were elected. Uncertainty was created by political events, planning
and lobbying and these factors formed the context surrounding the changes.
PoIitical events affected the pace of change during implementation of the changes
in governance. The election added urgency to the selection of board members and led in

part to what participants perceived as a "Start and Stop" schedule of impiementation (See
Table I). The most pronounced political activity took place during the formation of the
governance changes (between 1994 and 1996) and the implementation phase (1996-

1997). There was evidence of intense public and private lobbying to resist the plans to
transfer governance From AFSS to the Department of Health under the Community
Supports Model. When the Michener Advisory Committee was holding its deliberations,

community groups and stakeholder groups (including representatives of all three regions
in this study) made presentations. Once the Michener Advisory Committee submitted its

recommendations, the AACL presented its own report on regional govmance to the
Standing Policy Committee of the government (AACL, 1995).
When the government decided to implement a regional board system lobbying
continued, especially around the process for selecting board members. There was

-

evidence from this study that both Barry and Middletown directly lobbied the Minister of
AFSS and government MLAs in caucus in order to influence how board members would

be selected. The changes to governance took place within the context of uncertainty and
politicking.

The process of change, or how the changes were implemented, can be separated
into two phases: formation of plans for governance and the implementation of the
decision to devolve operations to regional boards. The formation period covered the
period of 1994 from 1996 when the govemmwt considered the transfer to Health and
then began to develop the plan for regional boards. The implementation period covered
the time from when the decision was announced (January, 1996) to the announcement of
the board members in October of 1997.

The participants' testimony about events during this period of time suggested that
the process for planning changes was consultative. For instance, one AFSS corporate
participant who was responsible for the planning of changes in governance described the
process as a "percolation of ideas" tiom the regions. Other participants described
presenting their proposals to representatives of the Michener Advisory Committee or
meeting with planning officials with AFSS.
The process of cbange during the implementation period was characterized as
centrally managed with consultation. Evidence &om this study suggested corporate office
.USS centrally managed public consultation and the implementation. Corporate office
organized pubkc consultation using existing community networks (such as RCs and DCs)
and pubIic meetings to gather feedback through a standard discussion guide (Alberta
Government, 1996~).There was evidence in RC meeting minutes that AFSS corporate
ofice staff participated in council meetings to update or orient members about the
changes in governance. As indicated in Table 2, ten of twenty-six participants reported
instances of public consultation during the implementation period.

h spite of this consultation almost half of the participants (1U26)believed the
change process was "top-down". Table 2, shows that a majority of Littleton (516) and
Barry participants 14/61 repotted this ''top-down" perception. The differences between

regions will be discussed later but the 'topdown' perception may be linked with the
perception that the process was externally controlled. The sense of external control was
reflected in the sentiment that the pace of irnpiementation was "Stop and Start" and the
centrally managed change was an external influence on DCs.

Table 2

Regional Response to the Change Process
Response to the Change Process

Overall

Littleton

Middleton

516

3/14

4/6

12/26

516

9/14

16

16/26

There is Evidence of Community Consultation

616

2/14

26

10126

Cenually Managed Change is an External Force

316

8/14

0

11/26

The Change Process is Top-Down -

Barry

Stakeholders are not tnvolved in decision

making
The Change Process is a "Stop and Start"
Schedule

on District Councils

Participants described the implementation of the change to boards as following a
"Start

and Stop" timetable (see Table 2). From the participants' perspective, a flurry of

consultation activity in the first half of 1996 was followed by very little visible activity or
information sharing in the second half of 1996. Suddenly, in early 1997, advertisements
for nominations of board members appeared with very short time lines. The periods of
intense activity interspersed by "silence" led to the perception of a "Start and Stop"
schedule.
Two of the regions perceived the centrally managed change and consultation on
multiple policy initiatives, in combination with the implementation of changes in
governance during this time period, as an external force on DCs. Participants in
Middletown and Littleton frequently d e s c n i the numerous policy consultations as
"administrative issues" and a majority of participants described how these administrative
issues interfered with or diverted DCs fiom their ongoing work.
The implementation of changes was managed centrally and ranged h m planning
consultations to selecting board members. Although, AFSS consulted widely, the
information was communicated fitfdly while the process was only periodically visible.
This is not to say the process was indifferent to community stakeholders, because there
was evidence of dialogue, negotiation and adaptation. Still, decisions and actions

regarding changes were made centrally.

There were two examples where stakeholder feedback and lobbying influenced
the process of change. Provincial groups lobbied the government about the selection
process and eligibility criteria for board members. For instance, the AACL lobbied for
parents of persons with disabilities or seU-advocates to be board members. Gradually and
informally, the AFSS communicated that the selection process would be an internal
process (like that for the h d t h authorities) and then formally, through public
advertisements asked for board applications (Alberta Government, 1997b). Even though
the government retained the right to select board members, they adjusted the method of
selection to include community members on the selection panel. This change arose at the
suggestion of a number of community stakeholders. The second example related to the
selection of provincial board members. Two participants from different regions claimed
their RC influenced corporate AFSS to change the selection of provincial board members
From selection by an internal panel to the seIection of one member from each regional
board. A source from corporate AFSS verified that this change came as a result of
suggestions from community stakeholders.

In conclusion, changes in the responsibility for SPD governance produced an
environment ripe with opportunities for regions to self-organize new forms of community
governance. The content and process of changes in public governance dominated the
agenda of SPD from 1994 to 1997. During the formative period of change, the level of
uncertainty rose in the regions because the nature of the changes was not known. The
absence of a known future created a partial vacuum in which politicking flourished but
this vacuum left a space for regions to 611 with their plans for community governance. It

was the combination of a context for change in public governance and uncertainty about
the form of governance that created a "space" for regions to construct community
governance.
Community Governance
Evidence assembled hrn this study suggested that the environment of change
created the influencing conditions for the phenomenon of new forms of community
govemance. Figure 3 shows new forms community govemance arising in response to
changes in governance to SPD but also teciprocalIy contributing to government led
changes.

Broadly defined community governance (based on the common elements h m the
terms of reference from all three regions) was first, "community-up" organizing that
defined the organization, roles and goals of the RC or DCs. In each region the partnership
councils that preceded the RCs self-organized at a community or regional level, The two
regions that self-organized at a regional level turned over the responsibility to the DCs to
define their organization, roles and goals. Second, all three regions said community
governance was based on increased involvement of all stakeholder groups in the council
system (Barry Regional Council, 1995; Littleton Joint Planning Committee, 1995;
Middletown Region, 1995). Third, community governance involved responsibility for
planning at a community level and then influencing the development of SPD services
with the bodies that had formal authority for SPD (Barry Regional Council, 1995;
Littleton Joint Planning Committee, 1995; Middletown Region, 1995). Finally, all three
regions stated that the relationship between SPD stakeholders in community governance
was based on colIaboration and cooperation (Barry Regional Council, 1995; Littleton

Joint Planning Committee, 1995; Middletown Region, 1995). In general, community
governance was community-level responsibility for SPD.
The foregoing definition of community governance was very broad but before the
definition is examined, the next subsection will establish the influencing link between the
government's change in SPD governance and the phenomenon of community
governance. The evidence for a link between the external changes in SPD governance
and the phenomenon of community governance was founded on four observations. First,
financial cuts by government prompted the subsequent formation of partnership groups
that in turn spawned planning for RCs (Littleton and Middletown) or the RC itself
(Barry). Second, Littleton and Middletown planned specifically for community

governance for their regions during the formative period (1994-6) of change. Barry
during the same time formed its RC based on the principles of community governance
changes to governance descriid in the preceding section. Third, there was evidence of

an interaction and exchange of ideas between Littleton, Middletown and the government

as it planned Consequently, both regions included the regional boards in their plans.

Finally, in broad terms plans by government for changes in governance fiom 1993 on,

created the conditions for constructing community governance. The uncertainty about the
final nature of the changes between 1994 and 1996 created a space for the regions to fill
This evidence suggests changes in governance by the government had a direct influence
on the planning for community governance.
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Participants identified a number of roles and responsibilities for RCs and DCs in
the current (AFSS run) and future (regional board run) systems but primarily, RCs and

DCs performed an advisory function (see Tables El-E3 for a summary of findings). All
three regions viewed their councils as an advisory body in the current and future systems.
The meaning of advisory varied fiom giving advice without authority (Littleton and

Barry) to a quasi-governance role where recommendations had weight and could not be
readily ignored. Advisory in all three regions had a range of authority as some
participants believed DCs should be involved in financial decisions whereas others in the
same region were opposed to this type of involvement. A second tole identified by all
three regions was planning to identifjl needs at the community !eve[ and making
recommendations on solutions to the boards. A third role that the three regions identified
was communication from community to the board, although Littleton and Middletown

emphasized bi-directional comrnunicationl. A fourth role for Littleton and Middletown
was advocacy and representation at a community and board level for individuals or issues

while Barry identified the need to organize the community for participation in decisionmaking.
A review of Tables E1-E3 generally show that participants believed the move to

the new system would expand the roles of RCs and DCs. All three regions deferred the
decision on the role of councils to the boards although one-third of Middletown
participants believed regional boards would take some direction from councils on this
topic. There was general consensus that boards in the future would oversee and
adtninister policy and financial decision-making. Even so, most participants believed
boards would administer policy making through a collaborative process.
Participants' views on the roles of councils suggested councils performed a
collective role of participating in SPD governance with circumscribed authority.
Furthermore, the collective role of representing the community would increase when
boards were incorporated and the roles were negotiable with the boards although the
latter body would have more authority to decide on the role of councils. Participants
believed regional boards would be responsible for domains where decisions may be
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conflict-ridden such as resource allocation but where a Final decision-making process was
necessary. A body like a regional board could perfom aggregative decision-making

based on the majority rule rather than colIective agreement.
v-

-'a',-

Roles described the tinctions of the community governance but these functions
were supported by a particular organization of the elements of governance - authority,
responsibility and accountability. The term form of community governance will be used
to refer to a distinct organization of the elements of community governance found in this
study. Two forms of governance were found in this study: participatory and
representative. The participatory type (in Littleton and Middletown) was founded on the
participatory model of democracy and the representative type (Barry) was founded on the
representative model of democracy (Dahl, 1998; Held, 1996; Pateman, 1970). This
subsection will describe the findings on the forms of community governance from the
three regions. Figure 4 presents the arrangement of thc parts of the structure and will be
referred to throughout this subsection. The forms of governance were derived fiom a
variety of sources: terms of reference, minutes of meetings, information h m interviews

and the drawings uf participants. Both types are shown together in Figure 4 aIthough they

are differentiated vertically under 'Type of Participation".

Community governance for the RCs and DCs was constituted through each
region's t e r n of reference. The terms of reference produced three major mechanisms of
governance - the type of representation, the relationship between stakeholders and the
pattern of connectivity. These three mechanisms of governance established the
foundation of how the councils operated and organized responsibility, accountability and
authority.

T'e ofparticipation

refers to the rules, o r g e t i o n and process that allows

stakeholders to participate or not in the councils. Type of representation was an important
property because the type, representational or participatory, structured the relationship
between stakeholders and influenced the pattern of connectivity. Barry chose the
representative mode1 where the respective stakeholder groups chose representatives to
represent their interests. Representational participation had the following dimensions:

structured and seIected membership with limited accessibility or degrees of incIusion.
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The relationship between the representative and stakeholder constituency was structured,
versus egalitarian, and inclusion in the council was based on selection as a member,
versus open accessibility.
Littleton and Middletown selected a representative form for the RC and a
participatory form for DCs. An analysis of attendees at RC meetings showed that
Littleton adhered to membership criteria at RC meetings,while Middletown maintained a
flexible openness to selected and non-seiected persons. Participatory representation
means representation based upon active participation of the stakeholders in the decisianmaking and other activities of the council. DCs in both regions used participatory
representation. This type of participation was based on an egalitarian relationship
between all individuals and stakeholders with an open, accessible and inclusive council.

Type of participation also refers to different ways in which different persons
could participate. Representative participation limited participation to selected persons in
a traditional "board type" of body although there were three examples of sub-committee
participation of non-elected persons in Barry. In contrast, Littleton envisioned, while
Middletom developed, alternative and continuous fonns of participation. The main
strategy for alternative forms of participation was empioying alternative modalities of
participation to engage parenvself-advocates for input, involvement and voice. Each of
the Middletown DCs in this study employed different types of participation, including
surveys on issues, smail and informal kitchen meetings, focus groups and community
meetings.
Relarionship between stakeholders was structured by the choice of the type of
representation. Since members in the representative system must be elected, not ail
individuals were equal in their capacity to participate and, in turn, RCs were less
accessibIe to the public than DCs where participation was equal and open. Furthennore,
the proportion of members by stakeholder group and Ieadership roles (a parent had to be

chair) were prescribed by the tenns of reference in Barry and Littleton. In each of these
regions, the motivation behind the membership structure was to increase parenvselfadvocate involvement These regions reasoned that if more positions on council were
available for parents and self-advocates and the leadership roles were restricted to them,
then the structure would encourage leadership by parents and self-advocates. Later on, it

will be shown that the structuring of membership had the reverse outcome, with skilled

AFSS leaders weakening RC leadership in Littleton and Barry.
Accounrability differed according to the types of representation. Elections and

public forums were the forms of accountability used by Barry, whereas active
participation, direct and indirect involvement with the councils was used in Middletown.
There were two sets of elections in Barry from 1994 to 1997 and evidence that the RC
consulted with its constituents through two public forums. Each region stated that
councils reported to their communities, so the elections in Barry were congruent with
reporting to stakeholders. In Middletown and Littleton, the terms of reference stated that
the RC was directed by the DCs, which were in turn directed by their communities.

Patterns of connectivity refers to how individuals, stakeholder groups and
community were joined together and unified in a systematic organization. The pattern of
connectivity was described by the degree the council system centralized or decentralized
activities and processes. It also governed how the organization connected with its
stakeholders and the external system. The two types of representation differed along this
dimension as the representative RC in Barry centralized responsibility, activities (such as
projects) and processes (planning, decision-making), in one organizational body. Littleton
and Middletown by contrast decentralized responsibility for tasks, activities and
processes to DCs. Middletown, for instance, limited the RC to a coordination role and
located the control and processing for planning, decision-making and projects in the
community with the DCs. This was Littleton's plan but there was IittIe evidence of
planning, decision-making and projects in either the RC or the DCs. The pattern of
decentralization in Littleton and Middletown was "patchy" where individual DCs were
'patches' located in communities that formed the whole regional organization.

The connection between the councils and stakeholders differed as a consequence
of the structured versus egalitarian relationship found in the two types of representation.

In participatory representation, members connected with each other in an equal
relationship but in the representative form, representatives "connected to" stakeholders as
a consequence of the separation that occurs h m the structured relationship. Once
stakeholders were eiected to the position of representative, they were separated fiom
other stakehoIders in a structured,hierarchical arrangement. Their accountability task was
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to "connect to" their constituents in a downwards direction in order to remain current
with grassroots issues. In participatory representation, members connected with others in
a lateral direction,

Responsibility was centralized or decentraked depending on the pattern of
connectivity. Middletown and Littleton planned to distribute responsibility for planning
and services not within in the RC but to the community stakeholders. Barry planned this

as well but, by virtue of the representative and concentrated organization, responsibility
was concentrated with a few members and not the stakeholders as a whole.

Authoriry according to the terms of reference for all three regions was

"community up" either by election by stakeholders (Barry) or earned as a result of
participation. Earning authority meant authority was obtained as a result of broadly based
participation and the good works of the community body. This was the theory used by
participants in this study although it was difficult to determine when a DC had actually
obtained authority. Nevertheless, at this stage this was the hypothetical construction of
authority, as described through the terms of reference or reports &om participants.
Authority differs in a systemic fashion for each of these two approaches to governance.

In a representative system of democracy, authority was an input variable as it was
conferred by the electors. In the participatory form, authority was an output variable as it
was produced as a consequence of the work of the governance M y .
In an impressive fashion, the regions designed two basic forms of community
governance - representative or participatory

-

with a relatively comprehensive

arrangement of community decision-making that included aU the critical attributes of
political governance - accountability, responsibility and authority. These models of
governance represented a significant change in the dominant paradigm of service
governance for each region; from a hierarchical external authority of governance run by
AFSS to one located in and directed by the community. These forms of community

governance emerged in a community-up direction in response to and interacting with a
plan to centrally change SPD governance. Even though the form of community
governance was a cbange, regions did not invent these models "out or thin air". These
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models emerged from a heritage of thought on democracy and community, as well as
historicaldemographic practices within the regions.
The regions in this study constructed two basic organizing schemas of the forms
of community governance founded upon two different models of democratic
participation: representative or participatory (Dahl, 1998; Held, 1996; Pateman, 1970).
The forms described in Figure 4, outlines the architecture of governance for the RCs and
DCs which used representative democracy (Barry Council) or a variation of participatory
democracy (Middletown and Littleton). Leach (1990) describes four variants of
democracy used by western governments representational, delegate, participatory and
market. Representational democracy, the most common democracy of western countries
where citizens or constituents elect representatives to act on their behalf (Dahl, 1998;
Held, 1996; Leach, 1990). The Barry RC corresponded to this type of democracy.
Participatory democracy is the active participation of citizens in decision-making as in
direct democracy (Economist, 19991, self-governance through town hall participation
(Box, 1998; Bellah et al., 1985) or active participation in ongoing decision-making (Box,
1998). The Middletown and Littleton DCs most closely resembled this variant of
democracy. Delegate democracy is the delegation of authority to a non-elected body to
perform a function of government (Leach, t 990) and regional boards were an example of

this form of democracy where the government selected members to a board with
responsibility for the regional governance of SPD.
Each type of democracy differs in the forms of accountability, responsibility,
authority (Leach, 1990) and degree of centralization (DahI, 1998). When the regions
adopted a model of democracy, their choice yielded different forms of these principles. In
Chapter Two, it was pointed out that the type of accountability is associated with the type
of decentralization because each type of decentralization differs in how it delegates the
task (Handler, 1996; Pollitt, 1995) and accountability is responsibility for a delegated task

(Auditor General of British Columbia, 1996; M t u t e of Governance, 1998). Similarly,
the type of democratic representation is associated with differing types of accountability
because democracy is about how responsibility and authority are delegated (Leach,
1990). In representative democracy, reguIar elections to reject or select representatives

and public consultations are mechanisms by which citizens administer accountability
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(Held, 1996; Dahl, 1998). Through these mechanisms, responsibility and authority are
transferred from citizens to the representatives. Responsibility and authority are
centralized amongst a few representatives in a political body which designs policy and
makes decisions (Ranson & Stewart, 1989) and periodically reports back to the electorate
(Leach, 1990).
Barry's mode1 of governance paralleled representative democracy by using
elections for accountability, centralizing responsibility for decision-making and
perceiving authority as arising fiom the electors. In contrast, Middletown and Littleton
chose participatory representation for the DCs that depended on different mechanisms of
governance.
As with representative democracy, accountability in participatory democracy

flows upwards from the citizens (Institute on Governance, 1998; Stewart & Clarke, 1987)
but it is based upon communication and involvement of citizens in decision-making
(Leach, 1990; Pateman, 1970). Participatory democracy is associated with higher levels
of activism or responsibiIity (Leach, 1990) because this model positions responsibiiity for
governance across the citizenry and actualizes it through active participation of citizens
(Etzioni, 1998; Sandel, 1996; Staeheli, 1997). These two regions designed models based
on the involvement in decision-making of dl stakeholders, with responsibility dispersed
across members of council wbo were connected laterally with each other. Community
was local or decentralized while responsibility flowed from the community up and

authority (participants theorized) was earned and created through the participatory works
of the council.
The differing degrees of decentralization are consistent with the two models of
democracy where participatory democracy is associated with a decentralized organization
and representative democracy with a centralized organization of governance (DahI, 1998;
Held, 1996; Pateman, 1970). Representative democracy is a solution to the problem of
how large numbers of citizens can participate in the democratic decision-making while
practically managing the time available (Dahl, 1998; Pateman, 1970). A large p u p
cannot practically participate in even a minority of public decisions because the time

required exceeds the time availabIe to make the decision (DahI, 1998). Therefore,
representative democracy is associated with larger populations while participatory
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democracy requires small groups. Participatory democracy will, by necessity, structure
the population into small, decentralized "patches" (Held, 1996; Pateman, 1970).
This relationship between popdatioo size and type of representation was found in
this study where the urban region practiced representative governance and the less
populated regions chose participatory governance. Type of representation and subsequent
degree of centralization were intricately associated with the definition of community but
before the topic of community is explored, the influence of past regional practices and
demographic features will be considered,
Organizations are determined in part by the past forms, practices and structure
because current patterns of organization emerge from the features of founding conditions
(Eisenhart & Schoonhoven, 1990; Gersick, 199t). Table 3 summarizes the geographic,
demographic and historic characteristics that influenced the governance constitution of
each region.
Earlier it was asserted that population size is related to the type of democracy in
that large populations are associated with representative democracy and smaller
populations with the participatory form. The differences in the pattern of population
dispersions between the regions made the choice more or less one of convenience. The
smaller size of the communities in Littleton and Middletown and their dispersion over a
large geographic area, made it easier to select a decentralized organization of
communities with participatory governance, The converse was m e with Barry.
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Table 3:
Past Features

I .Sociodemographic-geographic

Regional Exemplars

. Size of region. dispersion/concentrationof
communities

2. Past Organizational Patterns

Department organization of region

-

districts

(number)
Regional Interagency Groups
3. Prior Groups/Organizations

Rehab Councils (Middletown)
Partnership Council ( Barry)
Regional Interagency Council (Littleton)

4. Past Relationship Experience

Collaboration and Cooperation (Barry and
Littleton)
Partnerships (Barryand Littleton)
Projects (Middletown and Littleton)

The prior organization by AFSS in each region influenced the organization of the
councils as each region imitated the organization of AFSS at that time. The decentralized
structures of the RC and DCs of Littleton and Middletown mirrored the AFSS
organization of those regions, while the centralized structure of the BRC mirrored a
centralized Bany AFSS. Participants in Barry and Littleton said they decided to define

community and the DC to match AFSS district areas because that was the iocation for
decisions for community services. Similarly, the groups in each region that preceded the
current councils (Rehab Councils in Middletown, the Interagency Council in Littleton
and the Partnership Council in Barry) established a template for fum councils. Pre-

existing organizations. demographic and geographic factors influenced the constitution of
governance.
Definitionof Commtiniry
Community in the three regions was constructed from a variety of influences.

First, community was defined as a geographic area, that is districts in Middletown and
Littleton and a region in Barry. As a geographic area communities were influenced by
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past organizations of SPD and geographicdemographic conditions that made this
organization more or less convenient. Second, the definition of community differed with
the two models of democracy because each model structured the relationship between
stakeholders differently. A representative model requires a definition of eligible voters or
stakeholders to elect representatives. Therefore, Barry delineated stakeholders most
markedly by choosing three stakeholder groups based on a definition of a stakeholder as a
person with a stake in or attachment to persons with disabilities.
Community for Barry was first a relational community, or a community based on
a "shared common experience", history and identity (Heller, 1989). Secondly, community
was geographic, that is the region, and finally, it was rnembership in a stakeholder group.
The other two regions defined stakeholders more broadly which was consistent with
participatory democracy and with open membership, although in practice the three
stakeholder groups identified by Barry were in the majority in the other two regions.
Geographic community was the more salient property of community in the two regions
with an open definition of stakeholder.
Meanings of community range from the geographic, which can include the town
or neighborhood (Coleman, 1988; Hetter, 1989; Hunter & Riger, 1986; McMillan &
Chavis, 1986; Staeheli, 1997), the suciaI/psychological community (Hunter & Riger,
1986; McMillan & Chavis, 1986) to membership in some group (McMillan & Chavis,
1986). Collectivist and participatory writers on democracy argue that the concept of
community has been resurrected as a place to contextualize rights and obligations within
a world that is dominated by individualism @arber,

1984; Pateman, 1970; Staeheli,

1997). Community is a place to generate citizenship, foster democratic values and
practices and develop ways for citizens to cooperate (Bellah et al., 1985; Coleman, 1988;
Etzioni, 1998; Staeheli, 1997). When community loses the personal and individual
contact, then these hctions are lost in the impersonal world that community was meant
to restore (Bellah et al., 1985; Etzioni, 1998). The scale of the community is important
because if community is defined too broadly, it fails to meet the needs it was meant to
address (Etzioni, 1988).

In this study, Littleton and Middletown found a scale of community that
reinforced the collectivist function of a community governance that was based on
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participatory democracy. The smaller scale of community permitted personal and

individual contact between stakeholders while the participatory system produced a
collectivist approach to governance. Alternatively, Bany used a larger, multidimensional
scale of community that was matched with a governance system based on representative
democracy. The representative system, which is closely associated with liberal
democracy, emphasizes individuals rather than collectives as the basic unit of democracy

(Barber, 1984; Pateman, 1970). The resulting representative body in a liberal democracy
is a consortium of competing interests where the majority forms the dominant voice

(Barber, 1984).
It was not clear whether various conditions such as geography, demographics and
external organizations, led directly to the form of governance or whether the goals of
governance (community-directed services) led to the constitution while accommodating
these external conditions.

Swnmarv
Regions in this study developed community governance in response to
government led changes in SPD &om 1994 to 1996. The emergence of community forms
of governance was directly influenced by government led changes in SPD governance but
there was also evidence that regionaI ideas contributed to the government's planning and
implementation. Regions adapted their plans for community governance to the
government's plans by incorporating the planned regional boards into their community
governance models.
Plans for community governance by regions incorporated an expanded advisory,
community advocacy, planning and communication roles for RCs and DCs. These roles
were grounded in two different forms based on the type of democratic theory representative or participatory. The type tended to order and structure the mechanisms of
governance (accountability, responsibility and authority) and contributed to the meaning
of community. This section has focused on the definition, plans and intentions of regions
to oversee community governance but so far, the practice of regions has not been
systematically examined. The next section, will present the findings on what the regions
did and, as a result, report on the properties of community governance that were
discovered.
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At the beginning of this section, community governance was defined as
responsibility for SPD at the community level while the remainder of this section
reported how regions defined the different components of community governance. Still,
the concept of governance was not considered to determine the appropriateness of this
term to describe the phenomenon of councils. The concept of governance will now be
reviewed to provide a conceptual context for the properties of community governance.
Goveraance is a term like community - it is used to describe everything and, as a
result means nothing. Governance typically has been defmed in fiduciary and
administrative terms such as responsibility, review and control (Lorsch & MacIver,
1989). it has been associated with duties such as selecting and replacing the CEO;
monitoring the conduct of the company; reviewing and approving major plans and policy;
and reviewing and approving the commitments of corporate resources (American Law
Institute, 1983). Governance in today's society has become more complex as it responds
to changing attitudes, responsibilities of organizations, sensitivity to a broader range of
stakeholders and the individd rights of citizens (Cooper, 1995; Pierre, 1995; Wistow &
Barnes, 1993).
An expanded notion of governance has evolved which embodies not only control,

but the roles and direction of organization. A contemporary definition of governance is
'?he roles and goals of the institution rather than the institution itself." (Grell & Gappert,
1992, p. 68). The expanded notion of governance is most pronounced in the public
service where the complexity and dynamics of society make administmtion of public
senices particularly challenging (Kooiman, 1993). This expanded notion of governance
is not limited to the public service as the private sector governance has been challenged
by investor activism, consumer rights and increasingly complex organizations (Useem,
1996).
Governance is about oversight or responsliility for an organization, whether it is a
government, a department, a company or a non-profit agency. First, governance is future
oriented and purposeful by setting a direction for the organization through mission or
vision statements and planning mechanisms (Carver, IW7;Lorsch & MacIver, 1989;
Molz, 1985; Rosenau, 1992). Second, governance is an instrumentaIity or agency which
creates an efficacious future whether it is for private stakeholders through the vaIue of its
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assets or for the public by building institutions that contribute to the common good
(Molz, 1985; Ostrom, 1990; Putman, 1993; Sandel 1996). Third, governance defines the
identity of the organization first in relation to the external environment and internally by
defining its roles and organizational stnrcture. In the private sector, governance outlines
the roles ofthe board, management and the shareholders (Conyon & Leech, 1994; Lorsch
& Maclver, 1989; Molz, 1985) and in the public sector, governance defines the size and

scope of government in relation to the private sector (Mintzburg, 1996; Cooper, 1995;
Peters, 1995; Pierre, 1995).
Finally, governance is about the location and nature of control, traditionally
defined in terms of responsibility, accountability and authority. Responsibility can flow

upwards to the board of directors or elected representatives in what is described as
upwards accountability (Carver, 1997; Institute on Governance, 1998; Lorsch & Maclver,
1989; Molz, 1985; Savoie, 1994). Conversely, responsibility can move to stakeholders or
the electorate in what is descnid as downwards accountability (Ferlie et al., 1996;
Useem, 1996). Oversight or governance encompasses directionality, instrumentality,
identity and the nature of control.
Each form of community governance found in this study defined the location and

nature of responsibility, authority and accountability. Identity was defined broadly by
differentiating councils From the external system, the pattern of connectivity and the
internal structure and processes. Important governance features such as instrumentality
and intentionality were not explicitly dehed in the constitution. These features were
expressed by the properties of governance discovered in this study.

Properties of Community Governance
Referring to Figure 3, the properties of community governance emerged from the
interaction of the plans and work of RCs and DCs with the externai environment of
change during the period of 1996-1997. The extemal environment at this time was the
period of implementation of the changes to SPD governance. The previous section
described the plans and intentions for RCs and DCs. In this section, the practice of the
RCs and DCs will be examined to determine what occurred. Through the examination of
the practices, three properties of community governance were discovered: self-other

directedness, focus of attention and systemicnws. These three properties operated in a

1I4
governance field with three sets of strategies that mediated the interaction of these
properties within this field.
Self-Other D

i

a

Self or other directedness was the extent to which the council system purposefutly

defined direction, moved forward and formed an identity. Self-other directedness had
dimensions of purposiveness (drift or planfidness), effort (dissipation to persistence) and
selfdefinition. Middletown purposefilly moved in a persistent direction and defined
itself while Littleton and Barry drifted fiom their purpose with dissipating levels of effort
into a dependent or divergent self-definition.
Purposiveness - Drip-Divergence-Planfilness - The first dimension of self-other

directedness referred to the extent regions moved in relation to their purpose. Littleton

drifted from its purpose, Barry diverged in different directions and Middletown moved in
a planful direction.
There was confusion about the purpose and role of the council system and
reaction to change in Littleton and Barry. Five of the six participants in Littleton said the
terms of reference were unclear to members while in Barry one-half of the participants
did not know a terms of reference existed. The evidence fiom both councils suggests that
the terms of reference of the RC were not defined or recontextualized to fit the current

context of the new council system. In both regions the terms of reference were developed
by the previous group and t r a n s f d to the current RC (and DCs in Littleton). In Barry,
the texms of reference were developed in 1994, given to the 1994-96 BRC and transferred

to the current BRC after the elections.

In Littleton there was no evidence the RC gathered input or worked towards
consensus about its role, terms of reference or goals. The RC approved the t e r n of
reference by default because no one disagreed publicly with them; yet, there was
evidence that members did not M y support the plans or the regional model as
participants reported disagreement at the RC and the DC level. At the DCs, the tenns of
reference were circulated for discussion but there was no follow-up by the RC about the
suitability or acceptability of the terms to the DCs.
In both regions the purpose of the RC was unclear and in Littleton, the role of
individuaI members was uncertain. Five of six participants were confused about the RC's
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purpose during the transition period between 1996 and the impIementation of the regional
board. Four of six participants identified the role of the RC as "a stepping stone" or
interim body between the AFSS-runsystem and the board-run system. Participants were
also codbed about their individual role on the RC.
In Barry, participants identified nine different purposes with "advisory to AFSS"
identified by five of six participants and "opening up decision-making" identified by

three of six interviewees. While a majority of participants agreed that the BRC was an
advisory council, this contradicted the original terms of reference which stated the BRC
was accountable to the community (Barry Regional Council, 1994). In Barry, the BRC

relied on AFSS to define its purpose, rather than creating its own purpose. Four
participants stated that they were waiting for AFSS to tell them the purpose or " I felt that
we're waiting for government to tell us what our purpose should be." This failure to
redefine the purpose led to confusion and made it easier for the respective RCs to drift
into an advisory roIe for AFSS business.
In both regions the RCs were reactive and missed opportunities to plan. Three of
the participants in Littleton believed that during the transition period, planning was the
purpose of the RC but they stated the RC did not plan, There was no evidence of
planning, goal setting, projects, reports or initiatives by the regional council. In Barry,
planning and anticipatory actions were infrequent and evidence indicated that council
responded to current issues reactively (for example, organizing opposition to the transfer
of HCS to the Children's Authority). The only sign of planning was the Barry Model, but
this was prepared after the government announced its plans, it took a year to plan and
another year to get the results of the session.
Reactiveness possessed a contingency dimension in Barry where the participants
adapted their view of the RC to changing circ-ces.

In the first set of interviews

(April, 1993, five of six participants expressed negative views on the regional board
because the selection was by the government, rather than by SPD stakeholders as
proposed by the Bany Model. By J d y 1997, three of the six had changed their view
because they were relatively coafident regional board members would mirror the values
and virtues of the BRC. Between April and Jdy board members were interviewed and the

I Ld
names of the

applicants who inctuded three current and two past members of the BRC,

became common knowIedge.
A majority of the BRC participants were willing to adapt their views because of a

belief that the future board members would maintain the virtues of the BRC. In addition,

five of six participants believed that if enough board members did so, the BRC would not
be needed in the future. Alternatively, four of six said that if the regional board was

"Top-Down" (anti-community), then the council would continue to monitor, organize
opposition and evaIuate the regional board. The future of the BRC was contingent on
who was selected by government or on external events. It was not seen as a body with a
proactive role.
At the other end of this dimension was

pladklness, which was found in

Middletown. First, all four DCs and the RC created and re-created a meaningful h

e of

reference for their stakeholders by designing a terms of reference to guide their councils.
There was evidence that the terms of reference were adapted to tocal conditions in the
community and to the stakeholders (for instance, Comerbrook defined disability more
broadly than the other DCs). There was also evidence that the terms of reference were

changed when they did not reflect the community's needs (Cornerbrook) or to be more
inclusive (the RC added a parent as co-chair). These adapting strategies were called
contextudizing or recontextualizing.
Second, DC 's were proactive in elamling for their future. All four DCs in this
study had a work plan with goals that were being impIemented throughout the period of

the study. An example of sensing and anticipating change occurred when the RC lobbied
the minister to recognize councils and planned an orientation on the council system for
the new regional board. DCs and the RC used sensing, anticipating and planning
strategies to assert pIanfitLness.
Dissipation-Persistence - This dimension of self-other directedness described the

level of effort exerted by the regions. This dimension comqmnded to the amount of
momentum or inertia shown by the councils and felI along a continuum h m dissipation
to persistence. Again, Littleton and Barry were grouped together at one end of this

dimension (dissipation) whiIe Middletown was located at the other end (persistence).
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Evidence of dissipation was found in the business of councils between 1996 and
1997. The Littleton RC met only five times the schedule of meetings was erratic and
planned in response to issues. An analysis of the minutes showed a drift in the amount
and type of business of the council. Tables C1 in Appendix C shows a decrease in the
number of items of business over time. The percentage of agenda items over the time
period, from June 1996 to June 1997, fell fiom 80% in the first half to 20% in the second
half. The average number of items of business declined fiom 15.33 per meeting to 4 per
meeting. The RC did not initiate any projects, develop a position on an issue, or formally
communicate its position on an issue. There was no evidence of decision-making except
for the most basic business such as chair selection, council name or date of the next
meeting. When participants were asked to name a decision that had been made, they
could not describe one substantive decision. Finally, meetings were increasingly Less
organized over time. At lint, meetings were structured with regular items of business,
such as reports from each of the DCs, but after the third meeting, the minutes indicated
that there were no longer any regular items of business (see Chart D I, Appendix D).

In Barry, an analysis of the agenda (Table Cl, Appendix C) shows a small decline
h m 9 to 7.5 items per meeting over the year. In comparison to other regions,Barry was
the least productive with 8.2 items per meeting compared to Littleton with 9.6 and
Middletown with 15.4 items per meeting (Table C7, Appendix C). Chart D3, Appendix D
shows a dissipation in council initiatives over the year with one project remaining active
while the others were dormant, Barry continued to maintain a regularly structured

meeting and the meetings appeared organized.
Forcefulness of voice, as manifested through various types of communications
(letters, reports or meetings), was another indicator of persistence-dissipation.

The

Comunications Chart, Dl, Appendix D scales forcehiness of communication by the
width of armws where types of communication vary from weak (information only) to
stronger (fonnd reports, letters) to strongest (face to face meetings), Chart Dl for
Littleton shows that the council did not present any reports or letters and the ody external
communication was the request to forward their position on HCS to the regional director
and a question on board member criteria. Forcefidness of voice was low in Littleton
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Barry was more forcehi than Littleton but less forceful than Middletown. Barry

advanced its position on the Barry Model, the selection process and HCS by writing
letters to MLAs. The BRC prepared and presented a report on its response to the changes
in governance and organized resistance to the transfer of governance to Health and the
transfer of HCS to the Children's Authority. Although the council made an effort to
lllfluence the future through its presentations, it did this intermittently and in reaction to
issues rather than proactively. Overall, the evidence indicates more forcefulness of voice
and a greater diligence to business operations in Barry than in Littleton, but the trend of
the BRC suggests its momentum was dissipating.

In contrast to Littleton and Barry, Middletown demonstrated persistence during
the period of this study. Table C1, shows an increase in agenda items and business over
time while the other regions showed a decline. Chart C2, Appendix C indicates that the
Ievel of activity for projects in the region and continued to be high a structured format for
its meetings (regular DC and regional reports) was retained. Further evidence of this
persistent effort was provided by the number of completed or modified goals, by an
adherence to the goal of a bottom-up, community-driven process, which was reinforced
by

2

refusal to impose plans on DCs and consistent work on regional projects. When

confronted with centrally managed changes in SPD, the DCs did not splinter and their
activities did not falter. Instead, the councils continued to implement their work plans or
modify them in response to the unfolding context of the changes in governance to SPD.
In summary,the region maintained a persistent orientation to its gods.
Forcefulness of voice was higher in Middletown where DCs, with the support of
the RC, advanced their positions in letters, meetings and reports. Chart D2, Appendix D
shows there were at least four letters and reports to the Minister, two meetings with the
minister and one meeting with the assistant deputy minister on the changes to governance
or AFSS policy. MiddIetown council not only maintained a high Ievel of forcefulness,
but was also able to penetrate the higher levels of AFSS and the political system. Effort
was elevated in Middletown because of the strategies employed by the DCs but strategies

will be discussed in the next section of this chapter.
DependencySerf-Definition - The last dimemion of self-other directedness was

the extent to which the regions defined and actualized themselves rather than depending
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on one or more stakeholder groups. Dependence occurred when the functioning of an RC
depended on one stakeholder group while fragmentation took place when more than one
stakeholder group was exerting an influence.
Littleton depended on AFSS

to distriiute information (minutes, notices of

meetings), organize meetings and determine the agenda There was evidence that the
content of council business moved fiom DC items to AFSS business items. Table C2,
Appendix C shows that after the fmt two meetings the majority of business items
originated from AFSS and Chart Dl suggests that this trend increased over time. This
domination occurred because AFSS organized, supported, oriented, chaired and set the
agenda of the RC. AFSS was over-involved in the firnctioning of the council, and as a
result, the council system became one of dependence on AFSS rather than a partnership
between stakeholders.
RC participants in LittIeton perceived the RC as a token and powerless M y that
was created to placate parents and stakeholders. They did not frnd their role meaningful

and undertook it with cynicism. Conversely, AFSS used the RC as an advisory group or

sounding board for AFSS issues. Wead of becoming a RC that was driven by the DCs,
as stated at the initial meeting of the RC it drifted tiom implementing the DC system to
advising AFSS.
While Littleton was dominated by one stakeholder, the BRC was hgmenting
along stakeholder lines, but this fragmentation resulted in an externally-directed counciI
because other groups were determining the future of the council. As in Littleton there was
some evidence of dependency on AFSS. It was indicated earlier that the BRC was
dependent on AFSS to define its purpose, or at least that was the perception of a majority
of participants. This dependency was not influenced by over-involvement as in Littleton,
but rather by the under-involvement of AFSS representatives. Participants stated that the
department did not participate fully either in attendance (the participation rate of
department representatives was 50%) or in spirit. Participants said they spent their time
trying 'to read the goals" of the AFSS staffwho did not volunteer information. As one
participant put it: ''we've learnt to respect that he's never going to volunteer any
information." The agenda analysis in C2 and Chart D3, Appendix D, shows that AFSS
rarely provided information on changes in policy or the changes to governance. In effect
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the under-involvement of AFSS distorted the partnership between stakeholders and the
lack of AFSS communication created a dependency on AFSS to define or, in reality,
obhcate the purpose.
As in Littleton, Barry participants perceived their BRC to be a token body. They

stated AFSS did not respect BRC recommendations, overturned decisions and
communicated in a taciturn style. AFSS's reluctance to share their goals openly was an
example of contingency commitment or "being there (at the BRC) in case". The facility
parent group wanted to be at the council tables in case the BRC influenced decisions that
would adversely affect their constituency. Service providers participated because, in the
words of one person: "We don't want not to be there". Contingency commiment, which
was "being there" just in case something happened and indicated the BRC was not

perceived as an important or a central institution in the region.
The BRC had a divergent vision where multiple purposes were underlined by a
contingent view of the future and commitment. This contingent view of the future
implied aIternative plans of action and, in fact, that was found in this study. Parents were
investigating a parent lobbying group while service providers were planning a lobbying
effort through the service provider association (AARC). Barry was moving in diverging
directions but the directions were guided by outside groups.
In Middletown the outcome of planfulness and effort was a self-defmed vision
that took a while to discover, had common but unique community characteristics,
developed From the community up and possessed meaningful goals. Because the shared
vision was based on the collective interests of stakeholders it took time to surface and
articulate. In three of four DCs there was evidence that goals from work plans were later
modified, discarded or new goals created as a result of s M n g ideas amongst
stakeholders during this planningdoing cycle. As a result, a shared vision emerged b r n
the discovered interests of the constituents and the community.
Common yet unique purpose was present across the region and within DCs.
Common purpose can be seen in the consensus about the roles and DCs in the current and
fbture systems (Table E2). Coherence in purpose was demonstrated in Table E2 with the
high correspondence between the actual hctioning of the current council and the
intended functions of the fitture council. While the DCs' work plans had similar goals
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(for instance three councils planned shared training and all councils worked on selfadvocacy) there were also unique community-driven characteristics in each council. For
instance, the Valleyview DC focused on empowerment whiIe the Waverly DC focused on
shared service projects and the Comerbrook DC &fined disability broadly - adults and
children with mental illness, physical disability and intelIectua1disability.

Unlike Littleton and Barry, participants in Middletown described their goals and
roles meaningfully. Participants were conftdent the council-board system would empower
stakeholders in a system where councils wauId have a quasi-legitimate role in the
governance of services and decision-making, Participants believed council-regional board
collaboration would produce empowerment for stakeholders (Table E2, Appendix E).

They also expected an expanded authority for the council in the hture when the DCs
would have a quasi-governance role (Tabte E2). There were examples of local and
regional ventures to influence AFSS and the board to entrench the council system.
Findly, the increasing participation rates (see Participation section) suggested that
stakeholders believed the councils were an important institution in the region.

SeFOrher Directedness

This property was the measure of the agency of the council system or the extent to
which counciis were selfdefined, directed and actualized, based upon their plans.
SelWother directedness was similar to other concepts, such as sekfflcacy, and measures
of organizational culture, such as seif-actualizing and empowerment. Self-efficacy has
been used as a measure for individuals and organizations to describe beliefs about their
abilities to influence their environment (Banduca, 1988; Mager, 1992). Self-efficacy bas
been appiied to organizations as a measure of organizational culture through attributes
such as identity (Litwin & Stringer, 1968), consauctive versus passive or aggressive
organizational styles (Szwnd, 1998) and self-actualizing culture (Szumal, 1998). Most
often, organizational self-efficacy, identity or self-actualizing are a summation of an
individual member's measure of these constructs (Szumal, 1998).

In Chapter Two, the concept of empowerment was presented as a compIementary
construct to decentralization. It was suggested that empowerment might be an

explanatory construct for a community-generated response to the delegation of authority
to community as a result of the decentralization of SPD.The community empowerment
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construct has been used to explain organizational and individual change (Fetterman,
1996; Levin, 1996; Marlett, 1998; Mithaug, 1996), democratic participation (Zirnmerman
& Rappaport, 1988), community development (Wolff, 1987) and human service system

change (Fawcett et al., 19%). Empowerment includes many of the same dimensions but
selflother direction is used here, rather than empowerment or self-efficacy, because selfother direction was a more specific descriptor of this phenomenon of governance.

First, empowerment has been popularized and used so extensively that it has lost
much of its meaning or specificity. Second, empowerment, especially in the previously
cited literature is tied to psychological consmcts such as self-efficacy and locus of
control. This study did not operate at an individuaI or psychological level but rather at a
regional and organizational level. Third, empowerment has a specific meaning in the
literature and context of persons with developmental disabilities and is also tied to the
individual level of analysis. For instance, Marlett (1998) found personal empowerment
had a dimension of internal and external locus of control. The term empowerment
conhses the specificity of this dimension, which refers to a community, systemic and
organizational level of analysis, rather than an individual characteristic. Selflother
directedness includes features of empowerment and it does so to describe a specific
condition of direction that was generated by the councils or domination by the external
context or organizations. Selflother directed encompasses instrumental futurity
(plafilness-drift), effort, actuaiization and identity.
Councils differed in their sense of mastery when confkonted with a context of
change. Change was an external force for all councils, however, the regions varied in
their sense of influence during the c h g e process. Middletown believed change was an
external influence; yet, it continued to try to influence the change through planfulness and
persisting with its plans. In contrast, LittIeton and Barry both described the process of
change as external to themselves; they were reactive to change and, consequently, felt
swept up by the change. As a consequence of the external influence of change, Barry and
Littleton drifted from their original purpose and plans of a communitydirected oversight
into acting as an appendix far AFSS. Middletown had a sense of self-direction while the
other regions were otherdimted.
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The planful and persistent direction was an instrumental hturity that the other two
regions did not achieve. Instrumental hturity was the efficacious and purposeful
construction of a self-defined system with a hture vision administered by pIanning and
goal setting. In Middletown, there was evidence of selfdeftoing activities (terms of
reference), future vision ( d e s c r i i in the terms of reference and work plans), pIanning
and goal setting (described through work plans and projects). This instrumental hturity

was realized as a result of the actualization of plans achieved through the irnpIementation
of projects and activities d e s c n i in the work plans. The other two regions did not
demonstrate the same quantity of projects based on plans, nor did they actualize the
broader goals of community participation and collaboration that emerged as a byproduct
of planned projects. In fact, these councils were other-directed by external organizations

and forces that determined the direction and outcomes of the councils. The evidence in
this study shows AFSS dominated the Littleton council while separate stakeholder forces

determined the direction of the council in Barry.
The regions showed different degrees of congruence and incongruence between
their espoused rnodeIs and the models-in-use. Each council constituted a governance
model although the actual practice or the theory-in-use did not always match the
espoused mode[. Argyris and Schon (1978) differentiated espoused theory from theoryin-use to demonstrate how change can be impeded or accelerated depending on the
discrepancy between a public or espoused theory of organizzttional practice and the actual
practice or theory-in-use. In this study, there were differences between the theory-in-use
versus espoused theory. Littleton developed a communitycentered and dispersed model
of services but, in practice, the council system became an addendum to AFSS and
functioned as an advisory or rubber-stamping body. Likewise, Barry espoused a theory of
community-based, coIlaborative governance; yet, the evidence from this study was of a
council fragmented by contingent visions of the hture. In both regions, there was a
discrepancy or incongruence between the public and actual theory. Middietown
demonstrated the greatest degree of congruency between the espoused model and theoryin-use with evidence that the council was actualizing the pIan into practice.
SeIfdirection and seifdefiaihon deveIoped over time through an iterative process

of plauning and doing that led to a collective purpose. Later in the Systemicness section,
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this relationship wiI1 be expanded to demonstrate how collective purpose was discovered
through a systematic cycle of planningdoing-accomplishing. In governance terms,
selvother directedness encompassed both instrumentality and directionality along a
continuum of internal or external directedness.

Focus
Focus is used to describe the extent to which regions kept their attention upon a
fundamental goal. In this study, the object of attention was community or self-interest.
Focus was dimensionalized by the location of attention and the nature of the object of
attention. Middletown which was focused on community, located responsibility for
activities in the community and community was a collmtivity. In Littleton and Barry the
focus was on one or more of the stakeholder groups. As a result, the location of the focus

was on the p u p with the councils focused on separate, stakeholder interests.
Cornmuniy or Self-interest object of attention The object of attention, or what
councils attended to, desccribes the primary orientation of the councils during this study.
All councils began with the goal of increasing community's responsibility for SPD and
locating more activity for SPD at the "community" level. Ostensibly "community" was
the focus or object of attention but evidence will be presented that two regions found a
different object of attention over time. The object of attention - community versus selfinterest as a dimension of focus, was assessed over time by the councils' attention to
purpose, primary activities and their orientation to the future.
The evidence in the previous section suggested each region had a different sense

of purpose and that regions either drifled or remained focused on that purpose. In
Littleton, drift &om its purpose and dependency on AFSS Ied the council to pay more
attention to AFSS business to than to that of the DCs or the community. The evidence
from the analysis of the agenda (Tables C2 and Dl) suggested that over time the object of
attention moved to AFSS. In Barry, the sense of purpose was more diffuse and over time,
became fragmented by separate stakeholder goals and contingent on external events. The
object of attention moved towards the multiple goals and interests of each stakeholder
PUP-

La contrast, the sense of purpose in Middletown was described as common but
unique. RC business was consistently a balance of district, regional and external interests
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(Tables C2 and 02) and DCs p h e d and implemented community-based projects.
Planning subordinated regional interests to community issues but there was evidence that
regional initiatives were derived f?om communities (thereby advancing the recognition of

the council system with the minister). Regional initiatives ended up supporting the
communities and the object of attention for Middletown was the community.
The orientation to the future was aligned to the object of focus for each of the
regions. In Middletown, participants believed the counciVboard systern would empower
stakeholders and the council system would connect with the past (Table E4, Appendix E).

Barry did not share this sense of efficacy or connectedness. Instead, a majority of Barry
participants believed the council system and the connection between the past and the
hture was contingent on who was selected to the board i-e. the values and virtues of

regional board members (Table E4, Appendix E). It was not the system but the
representative that was critical. Littleton, like Middletown, also believed the council
system would empower stakeholders but unlike their Middletown counterparts, they
feared a severing between the past and the Future and did not believe the current council
had an instrurnental role to play in providing a temporal connection between the past and

the future.The orientation to the future revealed a focus on either individuals as in Barry
(the representative was critical), the council system (Middletown) or uncertainty

(Littleton).
Location of responsibility and activities described where the location of focus of

attention lay. In Middletown, responsibility for planning, projects and tasks was located

in the eight different communities. There was evidence that planning occurred and the
planning produced projects and tasks that were implemented. Some examples were

shared uaining projects in three of four DCs, shared resource project in Cornerbrook;
s h a d employment project in Waveriy and the regional self-advocacy project, Because

their governance system was participatory, there was greater participation by individuals

throughout the region (see section for participation rates). Prujects were located in the
community and a greater number of community stakeholders were invotved in these
projects.
In Barry, representative governance limited participation to the members of the

BRC. Planning, when it occurred, was with the RC, and projects, when they were
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produced, were initiated by AFSS (three of four projects were brought to council by

AFSS) and participation was largely by members (or alternates) of the BRC. The
community at large was not involved, except for elections, public consultations or
organized meetings in response to a threat, In Littleton there was no evidence of either
planning or projects and as a consequence all activities were limited to RC or DC
business.
Although each region intended to locate responsibility and activities in the
community, the actual location was not the same for all regions. Location for Middletown
was, on the whole, in the eight communities comprising the districts, whereas location for

Barry and Littleton was the council group.
Collectivity versus separate interests represented the dimension of focus that

described the nature of the object of attention, Collectivity defined community as a
collective, integrated entity while separate interests defined community as a plurality of
interests. The regions differed according to their focus on collective as opposed to
separate interests.
In Barry there was evidence that service providers and the parents discovered and
worked from a position of common interest. Parents supported service providers on a
variety of issues (staff wages, payment procedures and membership on the board) and
service providers likewise supported parent positions (individualized funding, board
membership and invohement in decision-making). AFSS's under-involvement and
reluctance to disclose purpose, referred to in the previous subsection, prevented the
establishment of a common interest among ail three stakeholders. At a group level, there
was partial collectivity at least, defined by the extent the group achieved common
interests.

In Barry there was additional evidence of competition and autonomous actions by
the various stakeholder groups. Each stakehotder gmup on the BRC was lobbying and
acting independently in the belief that separate p u p s would represent their separate
interests better. The service providers were preparing to lobby through their own group,
the AARC, while parents were discussing the need for a parent group to represent parents
and to protect them from reprisaIs (re-activating the Parents for Progress p u p ) . Separate

parent groups (facility versus community Living) represented competing interests and
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were actively lobbying for changes during the period of the study. The evidence suggests
that the council system was not sufficiently strong to unify the common interests of
stakeholders into a single voice, but rather the voices were hgmenting along stakeholder
lines.
LittIeton had the opposite problem (over-involvement of AFSS), which tended to
direct the council towards llfilling AFSS interests. AFSS, over time, dominated the
agenda and organization and became the focus of attention for the LRC. There was no
evidence of any collective action, project or activity by the LRC or the DCs during the
course of this study.
Middletown by contrast was working towards common and collective interests.
Participants stated their council's purpose was to develop a collective position based on
the community's interests or the collective needs, gaps in services, resources and issues.
The council's hdamental role in the present and future, was seen as formulating,
advising, representing and articulating the interests of the community. The process that
the council used - identifying purpose, work plans, actions and participation - was

intended to support the common and collective interests of the community and its
stakeholders. Collectivity was the extent to which the DC discovered, represented and
merged common interests and advanced the collective interests to the authority or board.
The evidence for a developing collectivity in Middletown came fiom a number of

sources. First, in Table E4, participants in Middletown unanimously believed the
counciyboard system increased stakeholder empowerment. Therefore, the collectivity of
the council supported the individual and collective goals of the stakeholders and the

community. Second, participants believed DCs were constructing a collective plan and
voice for the community and its stakeholders to the board through their work plans.
During tiis study each of the DCs designed and implemented work plans and there was
evidence that work plans were modified or redesigned (Waverly and Cornerbrook) to
incorporate the aspirations of the community members who participated. This indicated
the development of common interests by the inclusion of the goals of community
members.
Third, at a regional level there was evidence of building a coIIective interest in the

meeting with the Minister of AFSS to obtain recognition for the council system.One
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council (Valleyview) started this initiative because it wanted councils to select Regional
Board members. A letter to the minister advocating this position was circulated to all
DCs but, subsequently, the RC worked with the DCs to draw up a position for the region.
As a result of this coordinating activity, the RC arrived at a collective position where the
region advocated for the recognition of councils by regional boards. The initial position
was still advanced but in working towards a common position, they developed consensus
and a collective position on the hture roles of DCs. During this study, no equivalent
examples were found in the other two regions where all stakeholders throughout the
system developed a collective position.
In summary, the object of attention varied h m one stakeholder group (AFSS)in
Littleton to separate stakeholder groups in Barry to the council system and community in
Middletown. Second, two of three regions located responsibility and activities at the
p u p level, rather than in the community, Middletown located responsibility for
activities at the community level and there was evidence that the council's system
provided a process for collective community interest and some evidence of a developing
collective position. In Littleton there was no evidence of a collective process or position
while in Barry, there was evidence of a partial collective position between service
providers and parents but, eventually, the BRC hgmented along separate stakeholder

tracks.
Fom

Focus was the fundamental target their councils were working towards or the
primary object of attention of the councils. Focus operated within a M e w o r k for a
future, such as a vision or mission that guided the efforts and direction of the councils.
Miller and Friesen (1980) used futurity as a variable to describe the extent to which
organizations considered a future goal or state in relation to current activities. Focus of
attention was the future goal state constructed in each region's plans whiIe purposiveness
provided the framework for working towards that goal state. If focus was the object of
attention, purposiveness was the act of attending by a subject FOCUSwas differentiated

h m self-other by the subject-object relationship where selfsther @urposiveness and
persistence) was the subject's process of attending while the object of attention was
focus. March and Olsen (1989) argue that it is difficult to maintain a focus of attention
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for organizational change or refom because attention is a scarce resource and there are
many competing issues for attention. Studies of change in government and the private
sector verify this proposition especially when change moves fiom planning to
implementation (Goodman & Kurke, 1982; Hinings & Greenwood, 1988; Pettigrew,
Ferlie & McKee, 1992; Salarnon, 1981). The strength of a region's purposiveness
influenced the persistence with the object of attention over time or if focus was
influenced by other forces.
Focus is more fuadamental, though, than just futurity and it refers to the
fundamental object of attention in governance. For business governance, the fundamental
object of attention is not just the immediate set of strategic plans but broad goals such as
profitability or long t e n sustainability (Daniels & Morik, 1995; Lorsch & Maclver,
1989; Molz, 1985). In this study, the object of attention was community and one of the
fundamental goals of each region was to locate governance in the community. From this
fundamentd goal, regions designed a plan to move governance into the community by
using the counciIs as an organization to oversee this responsibility.

The results showed that focus as a property differed along a spectrum that
encompassed self-interest (individual) at one end and collective interest at the other end.
In between was a focus on the group, as evidenced by the actual location of responsibility
in the group, rather than in the community. Self-interest was the tendency of the council
to focus on the group or individual stakeholder interest in contrast to a focus on the
community or collective interest. In Littleton the focus drifted from community to
AFSS's self-interest during the period of change. The focus for Bany was primarily the
group and individual stakeholder groups who formed the council, even though the
council was dedicated to community direction. Middletown identified community as a
primary focus then created future visions, planning, participation, decision-making and

projects located in and by the community. These generated common interests for the
community.

Focus does not have to be a location along a seIf-coIlective interest continuum but
it must refer to an object of enduring attention that is sigmficant for the existence of the
organization. For instance, in private industry profitability, sustainability or growth are
hdamental because all other types of goals, plans and activities must be subordinated to
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these etementary targets of the firm (Lorsch & MacIver, 1989; Molz, 1985). Focus as a
property of governance refers to the hdamental intentionality found in the literature on
governance.
if the object of governance attention was community then the definition, scale
and scope of community became important because this definition outlined the area of

attention. Earlier it was shown that scale of community was determined in part by
demographic-geographic factors found in each region and the type of representation. Two
regions chose a decentralized model with eigbt communities or patches while one region
chose one community or patch. With participatory representation, the definition of
community was geographic but the scaie of community permitted the personal and
individual contact necessary to create a community that fosters cooperation (BeIlah et al.,
1985; Coleman, L988; Etzioni, 1998). The property of focus contributed some of the

associated features of this goal: focus on and location in community; and collective
actions. Littleton did not generate the collective actions nor did it maintain the attention

to community but it will be shown in the Strategies section what contributed to this

outcome.

Barry used the representative type of governance, in part, because it was efficient
for a larger population. Here, the dimensions of f m - the importance of the
representative, the governing group and a pIura1ist.i~collective - were partly related to the
representative system. Representative democracy depends on (among other factors) the
quality of the representatives and competition (Barber, 1984; Dahl, 1998). The difference
between the two types of democracy has been cded the aggregative versus integrative

(Benhabib, 1992; Sorensen, 1997) or thin versus thick democracy (Barber, 1984).
Representative democracy aggregates majority and minority interests in shifting patterns
of interests with decision-making based on a calculus of interests that depends on the
dative strengths of those interest groups. Participatory democracy is based on
developing a cotlective or integrative decision using the participative process that is
intended not ody to reach a consensual decision but to develop the values of citizen. in
what is described as the formative project of democracy (Bark, 1984; Bellah et d.,

1985;Sandel 1996).

13 I

The difference in the focus of attention couid be attributed to the type of
representation, but evidence in the Strategies section will establish why type of
representation is not a sufficient explanation for these results. It could also be argued that
the degree of centralization contributed to Barry's problems with appropriate fwus. The
type of community Barry intended a definition of community where personal contact
occurred and community meant a collective process. Therefore, Barry needed a system of
smaUer patches as in the other two regions-

Kauhan (1995), for instance, argues there is an optimum number of patches in
any system that wilI tend to produce the most efficient results. When &hesize of the
patches is too large and the number of patches too few, the system will freeze in what he
terms the "Stalinist solution" or the centralized state. Eisenhardt and Brown (1999)

applied this concept to businesses and found that if the patches were scaled correctiy,
then businesses developed the focus to provide services or products profitably. When the

patches were too targe, focus declined and businesses were not able to sustain service
quality or product innovation (Eisenhardt & Brown, 1999). This is not unlike the
rationaIe underlying decentralization where the complexity of the environment and the

type of reiationship between the organization and the environment determine how an
organization scaIes individual units within it. The ability to maintain a focus becomes one
of the variables determining when and how to decentralize.

The results in this study suggested that the definition and scale of community

were important to the type of underIying governance system (participatory or
representation). In turn, degree of decentralization must be matched to the type of
representation or else focus of attention will be subverted.
Systemicness was the extent to which the council system functioned as a whole to
achieve its purpose. Systemicness was comprised of how councils organized themselves

as a system (input-operations-output), the pattern of co~ectio11~
interndy and with the
external system and how they hctioned as a whoIe to achieve their purpose. In this
study there were two basic patterns of connectivity or pattern of arrangements of parts to

the whoIe - a centralized pattern in Barry and a decentratized pattern in the other two
regions. The two basic patterns of connectivity were derived largely h m the two types
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of representation. The decentralized pattern located functions and processes (for instance,
decision-making, planning) at the DC level so functions were distniuted across their
system with the central body (RC) performing coordinating and distributing role. The
centralized pattern located functions and processes in the central body.
This was the plan for the respective councils but how did the regions actually
function as a system? The first subsection will look at this issue by comparing their actual
operations to the basic system paradigm of input-operations-outputs. This wiU be
followed by an examination of the pattern of connections with the internal and external
systems and then how the whoIe functioned to achieve its purpose.
Highly organized or ad hoc basic system organization - Inputs defined as human
resources, time, information and physical resources (money, postage etc.), varied
between the regions. Middletown AFSS hired a facilitator to help the DCs set up, paid
mileage to parentslself-advocates and photocopied documents while service providers
paid for their travel and assisted with mailing out minutes and documents. Littleton AFSS
paid travel costs for parendself-advocates, photocopied and mailed minutes and
documents, organized meetings and pmvided meeting rooms at AFSS offices. Barry

AFSS did not contribute any resources to any of these activities. Instead the BRC
obtained a grant from the AACL for these costs or service providers photocopied, did
mailings and provided meeting space. Middletown provided the most physical resources
while Barry pmvided the Ieast.
The type of representation and volunteer time available influenced human
resource inputs. Middletown and Littleton had an open-ended potential for human

resources because participation was open and the results showed the highest levels of
participation in Middletown, foIIowed by LittIeton and Barry (see Participation section).
The representative system limited the potential human resources in the system and the
structured council proportions and rules on leadership limited the stock of available

leaders.
Participants in all regions stated hat volunteer time was a scarce commodity
because

of

the

competing

volunteer associations in

all

three

regions.

When a greater proportion of membership was volunteer @rents and self-advocates),
time was a problem. For example, in Littleton, meetings were almost always limited to
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Saturdays when parents could meet although Middletown scheduled meetings during the

week and managed to achieve regular participation. Meetings in Barry were always on a
weekday night, except for the planning retreat which was held on a Saturday.
Leadership is not traditionally included in system functioning but it will be
included here because of its role in strengthening or weakening the systems in each of
these regions, particularly in the area of inputs into the system. First, there was a
difference in the pool of potential leaders in each of the three regions as a result of their
decision to open up or restrict the leadership role. In Middletown, leadership was open to
anyone and, combined with a participatory model, there was evidence of a number of
leaders h r n all three stakeholder groups. In contrast Littleton and Barry restricted
leadership roles to parents and self-advocates, but the consequence was a reduced stock
of potential leaders and leaden with less time to lead. In Littleton and Bany the leaders
were volunteer parents who performed these roles in their available t h e . Leadership was
another aspect of human resources and was an input to the council system.
Second, leadership acted as a resource to the council systems on a number of
different levels. Symbolically, the different participation rates of the three AFSS regional
directors added or subtracted value from the council system. In Middletown the regional
director had the best attendance rate of any member of the MRC while the regional
director in Barry attended less than fifty per cent of the rneetings and in Littleton, the
regional director did not attend at all. Participation provided evidence of the value of
these systems to regional AFSS and the community, This was a type of input to the
council system because it added or reduced status value. For instance, recognition
reinforced participation by other AFSS staff (results will be reported in the next
subsection) while indifference (by AFSS leaders) demotivated participants in the council
system.
Third, the recognition by AFSS leaders assisted boundary spanning and
maintenance activities of councils. For instance, there was evidence Middletown's
regional director advanced issues raised by the RC to corporate SPD whereas there was
no evidence in Littleton of the regional director even replying to issues raised by that RC.
Finally, effdve leadership supported couaciI operations. A majority of
participants in a11 three regions said that effective leadership in group management,
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planning and team work either contributed to their success or, in the case where
leadership was absent, was directly related to the problems the council was experiencing.
The next component of the inputsperationssutput model of systems was
operations and in this study, operations were ongoing regular activities that produced a
definable output for the system by transforming inputs into outputs. The most frequently
found operational processes of councils were decision-making, planning, organizing and
communicating. Regions differed in how they arranged and organized these processes,
and how frequentty they used them .
Middletown located and organized a distinct system of operating, planning,
communicating and administering decision-making that produced a discernible product
(usually projects). In Middletown there was evidence that DCs and the RC developed
specific positions on issues (for example the letter on HCS, the report on the changes in
governance, the selection of regional board members, Table D2). Evidence of decisionmaking was found in DC and RC minutes on matters such as their tenns of reference,
work plans, specific projects, selection of regional board members, policy initiatives and
the Regional Board orientation. Middletown consistently distributed these processes at
the DC level while the RC coordinated regional projects or initiatives. The earlier-cited
decision on the selection of regional board members was a good example of a distributed
and coordinated process.
Littleton planned to locate these processes at a community level but there was
little evidence of these activities actually occurring in this region. Barry centralized
operational processes in the BRC and there was some evidence of planning,
communicating and decision-making. There was one planning activity, four projects and
decision-making on a number of issues (the Barry Model, supporting wage equity and
individual fimding and proceeding with projects). The BRC prepared a number of reports
and letters regarding the changes in governance, HCS and the selection process.
In Barry, unlike Middletown, these activities were less organized as a regular
system of activities but occurred in reaction to external events. Middletown organized its
operationaI processes through a clearly defined terms of reference where the operational
processes were planned both to respond to external events and create outputs that
contributed to Wlling their plans for the future. Middletown created and implemented a
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system for transforming inputs into outputs whereas Barry did so fitfully and Littleton not
at all.
Outputs depended on the extent to which operational processes were in place
within the system. In terms of outputs (projects, reports etc.) which have already been
discussed earlier in this section and previous sections of this chapter, Middletown was the
most productive, followed by Bany and then Littleton.
Middietown had the most inputs in physical, human and Leadership resources,
defined operational processes and, as a consequence, the most outputs. Barry, by virtue of
representative system, restricted its potential inputs and received the least physical
resources. Operationally, the system functioned to produce outputs yet its operational
processes tended to be reactive and ad hoc. Littleton at the RC level restricted its
potential inputs but, in general, Littleton failed to organize an operational system to
transform inputs into outputs. At this level of systems analysis, the regions differed by
their degree of organization fiom well-organized to ad hoc organization to no
organization. Clearly there were external factors that contributed to the regions'
respective results. Recognition by the AFSS region, whether in leadership, symbolic or
physical resources, was a mediating factor. This factor will be discussed later in the
Strategies section.
Pattern of connectiviry - centralized or decentralized - The next dimension of
system hctioning was the pattern of connections and routes within the internal system
and to the external system. The external system was the AFSS system and the broader
community the councils operated within. The pattern of connections defined the
relationship between the internal (council system) and the external system, which in turn
designed boundary spanning between the systems and the flow of information within and
between the systems.
Connections and routes described the number, type and pattern of channels of
information internally (between councils) and externally between the council system and
external systems. In Littleton, there was no evidence of connections between councils
except through regional AFSS staff and RC meetings. No members sat an more than one

DC,no person helped develop DCs after their initial start-up and AFSS staff served as the
only connection between DCs. Littleton's model in Figure 1 essentially describe the

pattern of routes within the region and besides the RC, connections between DCs were
dependent on AFSS personnel.
Conversely, Middletown had more formal (for example, representatives to RC)
and informal (one person on two or more DCs) connections or routes between DCs. One
co-chair of the RC sat on the Waverly, Cornerbrook, Winston and Roland councils while
an AFSS consultant sat on the Waverly, Cornerbrook and Winston councils and several
public guardians sat on a number of councils. The facilitator worked closely with all the
councils. Figure 5 illustrates the formal and informal routing in Middletown and when
this is compared to Littleton it is evident there were more routes for information flow
between DCs than in Littleton. The increased number of connections and routes to carry
information supported the decentralized system in Middletown while the relatively
centralized routes in Littleton reinforced the dominant role of AFSS. The BRC was one
dense/centralized body with one council for the region despite the population and the
number of stakeholders in the region.

Figure 5: Routes and Connections Between Middleton Councils

Connections and routes to the external system (AFSS, the community at large)
were important for gathering information on the changes, influencing plans for changes

in governance and keeping stakeholders informed. The evidence fiom this study showed
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that Middletown was verticalty and horizontally connected to the external system while

Littteton and Barry had discontinuous and funne1ed connections with the external system.

In both Barry and Littleton the main connection to AFSS was through the two
AFSS representatives (a district office manager and the SPD program manager) who

funneled all communication to the other levels of the external system. In Barry the
regional director and program manager were the AFSS representatives. Their combined
attendance was only 50%, but more importantly, there was no connection with AFSS
corporate or to levels below these two positions. Table C4, Appendix C summarizes the
number of routes to the different levels in the AFSS system. In Littleton there were no
direct links to the regional director or AFSS corporate because they did not attend the
meetings, and consequently, the number of routes were h e l e d indirectly through
representatives. Middletown had the most routes to different levels of the system while
Littleton and Barry had the fewest. Connections with the broader AFSS system were
h e l e d through a few routes in Littleton and Barry.

Table C3, Appendix C shows gaps in representation fiom the different levels of
the AFSS system or discontinuities between the different levels or roles in the AFSS
system and the council system.In Middletown, there was representation h m eleven of
twelve roIes across the three IeveIs of AFSS versus four of tweIve for Littleton and three

of nine for Barry. Both Littleton and Barry showed vertical discontinuities with the
external AFSS system and these gaps in the links to the external system reduced the
number of routes between the council system and the AFSS system. In combination with
h e l e d and indirect connections there were fewer and weaker connections to the
external AFSS system. In Middletown, the connections were dispersed through a number
of AFSS roles at different leveIs of the system so there was vertical continuity between
the internal and externai AFSS system.

Connections with the community systems was slightly different for Middletown
than for Littleton and Barry- There was evidence of community or horizontal continuity

in three of four DCs with reported participation by non-SPD services such as education,
mentaI health and empIoyment. The Waverly and Winston DCs reported growth in
membership from these stakeholders whiie all DCs reported increases in membership of
parents and seK-advocates. DCs were spreading horizontally into the communities with
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the participation of non-SPD stakeholders and increasing numbers of stakeholders.

In

contrast neither Barry nor Littleton had non-SPD members and in Littleton, participation
was declining.

In Barry, connections and routes were limited and structured with an emphasis on
the quaiity of connections (attachment to SPD through family, professional or
experiential relationship) versus the quantity. Connections and routes to stakeholders
flowed through representatives. Service provider representatives (three) connected the

BRC to their respective groups, parents connected to individual parents or certain groups
such as the AACL and the facility parent group while AFSS reps connected the BRC to
the AFSS system. The centralized system provided fewer and funneled routes to and h m
the council to external stakeholders
As a consequence of the pattern of horizontal and vertical connections, boundary
spanning and maintenance between the internal and externaI systems was expedited or
constrained. Members of councils served as routes to external systems to transmit
information back and forth across the boundaries. The council system in Middletown was
able to gather and disseminate information across boundaries and it will be shown in the
Strategies section how important this distributive function was for planning during
change, In contrast, h e l i n g constricted information flow across boundaries. For
example, in Littleton AFSS h e l e d information and decision-making into the AFSS
system by enforcing a rule that the RC only advised the regional director. Consequently,

information was not readily accessible for planning for change nor was decision-making
possible. Boundary spanning and maintenance activities were more like gatekeeping in
Barry and Littleton versus facilitating in Middletown.

The pattern of information flow tended to be uni-directional in Littieton and bidirectional in Middleton and Barry. In Littleton there was some evidence that information
was distributed to and fiom DCs to the RC in the first two meetings but an examination
of Tables Dl and C2 shows a trend over time to a downwards (fiorn AFSS) flow of
information. In Middletown, the bidirectional pattern of information flow continued
throughout the study (see Tables D2 and C2). Barry tended to show this same pattern but
had a narrower range of information sources and the volume of information was Iess than
in Middletown (see Tables D3 and C2).
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The pattern of information flow determined whether there were feedback loops
between and within the council systems. In LittIeton, when information flowed from the
RC to the external system, there was Littie evidence of feedback. For instance, the RC
received no feedback Emm the regional director in response to its concerns about HCS. In
Barry, two participants said that the results of recommendations made by the RC were
not always communicated back to the BRC by AFSS. There was evidence of feedback
loops when the BRC communicated while the Minister of AFSS, MLAs or outside
groups (for instance the AACL). In Middletown, there were many examples of feedback
from within the council system and h m the external system. Table D2, Appendix Dl
provides examples of feedback loops fiom the report on the changes to governance which
resulted in a meeting with the assistant deputy minister, the meeting with the Minister of
AFSS and various reports on feedback on policy initiatives. Within the council system,
there was regular reporting and feedback from DCs to the RC and, subsequently, reports
back on changes, updates and alterations as a result of DC input. The self-advocacy
training, planning for Goldeye, the board orientation package and position on regional
board member selection were exampies of ongoing feedback. Feedback loops will be
considered in more detail in the next subsection.
The systems differed in their patterns of internal and external relationships within
and between the council systems and the external system. In Middletown the connections
and relationships within the counciI system were decentralized with vertical and
horizontal continuity with the external system. There were many dispersed routes within
and between for information to flow and information tended to flow in a bidirectional
pattern which expedited feedback loops. In Littieton and Barry, the connections and
relationships tended to be centralized and h e l e d through a few roles with
discontinuous relationships with the external system. This pattern encouraged
gatekeeping that controlled or, at the very least, influenced the information flow and
feedback mechanisms.

Functioning as a whole - unzfing orfiagmenting - The previous two dimensions
of systernicness described how parts of the system were or were not arranged into a
whole. A system is designed to hction not only as a whole but to achieve a purpose
(Forrestor, 1971; Richardson & Pugh, 1981; Senge, Roberts, Ross, Smith & Kleiner,
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1994). The last dimension of systemicness looks at the evidence of the outcomes of

systemicness. First, the systemic relationships between planfUhess and participation will
be examined and then the extent regions were systemically unified or fragmented.
In Middletown, planning produced goals that in turn produced tasks that led to
implementing projects. This in turn produced accomplishment that reinforced effort and
participation of council members. A planning-implementing-accomplishing sequence
produced a self-generating reinforcement of effort and participation. Figure 6 illustrates
the cycles of p!anning and participation where Cycle One was the initial planningimplementing-accomplishing-reinfoxing and Cycle Two represents the expansion of
participation in planning in a second and ongoing iterations.
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Figure 6:

Cycie Two

pmse

-

PARTICIPATION

"Working Together"

-

Nurturing voice

In the two regions that did not plan through structured processes, there were no
projects (Littleton) or projects were externally created (Barry) and there was limited
opportunity to achieve success. Persistence of effort was low in these regions and this
was partially explained by the absence of the self-sustaining cycle of reinforcement.

Increased effort was reinforced by the intrinsic reward produced when goals were
accomplished and this reinforced the value of

towards constructive rather

than reactive efforts. In Cycle Two there was increased participation that in turn
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increased the energy and human resource input into the system to continue the work of
councils.
Increased participation, which broadened the scope and diversity of councils, then
added to the collectiveness of the purpose that in turn modified plans, goals, tasks and
achievements in the second cycle. Collective purpose was modified sirnuItaneously by
the "Learning by Doing" experience produced by working together during project or task

implementation. In this sub-cycle of doing, members of councils learned about each
other, shared their interests, found common interests and nurtured stakeholder voice
through the medium of "working together" on a project. The learning which resulted

from doing, modified the collective purpose. Plans were important for producing tasks

and projects for stakeholders to work together to learn about each other. When the other

two regions did not produce common projects, they reduced their capacity to create this
virtuous cycIe by simultaneously eliminating reinforcement from accomplishment and
the "learning by doing" cycle. Instead they consmcted a vicious cycle of dissipating
eflort and participation.
There was evidence in three of four DCs in Middletown that when DCs did not
correctly match purpose, goals or business to stakehotders, participation decreased. Goals
acted as negative feedback mechanisms as systems theory predicts (Forrestor, 1971;
Harmeman, 1988; Senge et aI., 1994). Goals or the business of DCs were a kind of
thermostat that if set too low, shut of the 'fUmace" or the participation of members or,
alternatively, if set at the right temperature for everyone to feel comfortable, permitted
the maximum participation. Once the minimum conditions for participation were
achieved, the positive feedback loop from accomplishments amplified effort to
participate, that consequentiy initiated a second-order Ioop (Cycle Two) and, in turn,

modified purpose-planning-implementing.
In this sense, Figure 6, with its two cycles, was similar to the two loops of
learning proposed by Argyris and Schon (1978). Singie-toop or first-order teaming was

adjustment in behavior based on negative feedback, like the thermostat that signals the
furnace, whiIe doubIe loop learning refers to the action of adjusting the temperature
settings (Argyris and Schon, 1978). In this study, singie-loop learning was the decrease or
increase of participation as a result of the goal settings while double-loop learning was
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the second cycle or modifjring purpose and goals as a consequence of increased input
into, and understanding of, common interests.
Each region intended to develop a system of community governance to unify all
stakeholders but the results tiom this study suggested that Middletown was approaching
this state while Littleton and Barry were tending to fragment. In Littleton, the RC and

DCs had the potential to unify but there was tittle evidence the current system of councils
increased the unification of the disability community; in fact, there was more evidence of
system fragmentation. The service providers during this study formed their o m group
that was independent from all other stakeholders and there was less shared participation
between the agencies and AFSS compared to the past regional interagency group. The
council system included parents and consumers but participation was a problem in six of
eight DCs. There was no evidence the council system had an integral roIe in SPD
operations in the region except in an advisory capacity to AFSS. The RC drifted from its
integrating role for information-sharing DCs stopped reporting information and the flow

of information became increasingly topdown (see Table Di for evidence of this trend).

There was no evidence of coordination of regional positions, responses or projects and
the evidence suggested the council was not central but peripheral to the ongoing activities
of the region.

In Bany, the evidence indicated that all three stakeholder groups were using, or
preparing to use, parallel systems of lobbying. Service providers were developing their
own orientation package for the board, parents were looking at a separate parent lobby
group and the AFSS program manager was working on a plan to move the BRC to an
advisory council for program management. The hgmenting occurred partly because the
council was not perceived as a credible voice for the region and there was evidence of
competition, rather than collective action, as reported the Focus section.
Compared to Barry and Middletown, the BRC was a peripheral body in the
overall system whereas in Middletown, the council system regularly vetted and advised
on policies or changes by AFSS. An analysis of the RC business (Table D2 and C2)

shows a systemic approach to SPD in Middletown where issues were regularly brought
through the RC to DCs and, conversely, DC issues were brought to the RC. En Barry,
Table C2 shows AFSS brought the fewest number of agenda items of any region to the
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BRC whiie parents or service providers brought changes in policy to the BRC rather than
AFSS. During the period of the study, the BRC was not leading efforts to infiuence

changes. Instead, this work was being done by other groups such as the AACL or the
AARC. The contrast between the regions was striking: the

BRC was peripheral to

regional operations while the MRC and DCs were central to policy and operationaI
initiatives.

In Middletown, where the council system unified stakeholders in a community
and regional system, there was evidence of coordinated regional initiatives and positions
on important issues. It appeared that the council system increasingly fbnctioned as a
system and this was a change from the past when the region was fragmented with
districts operating autonomously and parentsfself-advocates were not part of the system
within the district.

Systemicness was defined as extent to which the councils hctioned as a whole
with the internal and external environment. Systemicnesss was characterized in this study

as the degree of system organization, the pattern of connectivity and purposive
fimctioning. The basic components of systems theory, such as inputs, transformative
processes and outputs (Kolb, Rubin & Osland, 1991; 07Connor& McDermott, 1997),
differed between the regions in the degree of organization fiom well organized
(MiddIetown) to little organization (Littleton). Differences in the outputs and outcomes
for each region could be partially attniuted to the level of system organization in each of
the councils. Basic system features are associated with sound performance while poorly
organized system components are associated with poor performance (Scott, 1992; Senge,
1990). Leadership influenced the system by providing or controlling inputs, facilitating

group development and providing symbolic value to the system. Smirich & Morgan
(1982) demonstrated the strength of the symbolic role of Ieadership and there was

evidence that the symbolic actions of leaders added value to or subtracted value fiom
councils.
The pattern of connectivity or the defined and emergent relations between the

parts of the system (Hanneman, 1988; Mdgan, 1998) was significantly different between
the regions. It was derived from their respective form of community governance yet
Middletown actualized a decentralized system with vertical and horizontal continuity
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within the internal system of DCs and externally with AFSS and the community at large.
Littleton did not design a centralized system but, in fact, it became centralized through a
funneled retationship internally and externally. Barry, by virtue of its design, was
cen&ed

but, like Littletou, had a funneIed and discontinuous relationship to the

extemai system that permitted gatekeeping rather than facilitating control of information,
resources and processes.

System outcomes were related to the extent tbat the system architecture of
organization and connectivity served a function and purpose. Deficiencies in the basic
organization of inputs-operations-outputs, such as planning, reduced the potential energy
that Littleton and Bany could generate to sustain their respective systems. In contrast,

Middietown arranged the parts in a productive sequence to produce a virtuous
combination of negative and positive feedback loops that generated sufficient energy to
move it towards its goals. The system dynamics of negative and positive feedback loops
corresponded to systems theory (Forrestor, i 97 I ; Hanneman, 1988; Richardson & Pugh,
1981; Senge, 1990). Furthermore, the design and practice of Middletown's system

matched its basic governance principles of participatory representation. Congruence

between the system and rhese principies tended to llfill its govemance project of
increasing participation, developing a collective voice and discovering a communitybased purpose.
It couId be argued the participatory, decentralized and distributed system of

Middletown matched the niche created by both the changes in governance and the
broader social movement towards community ownership and devolved government. A

number of writers on changes in governance in the 1980s and 1990s argue there is a need

for a countervailing form of associative action between the individuaI and the state to fill
the governance void left by decenaalization (Bellah et ai., 1985; Etzioni.1996;

Harnbleton, 1988; PoIIitt & Rhodes, 1988; Ranson & Stewart, 1994; 1989; Stewart &

Qarke, 1987; Wistow & Barnes, 1993). Participatory represeatation, in combination with
the dispersed orgauizationd structure, was a governance innovation to fill the void

created when the government set about to transfer governance for SPD to the community.
A decentraked system with community patches matched the governance "needn with

the right scale of community in combination with the right type of organization. Barry
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did not adapt its design and organization to these changes; instead, it persisted with a
centralized system that was poorly matched with the need for citizen involvement.
Although Littleton started with a decentralized design, the evidence in systernicness
suggested that this design was distorted into a centralized system through funneled and
discontinuous co~ections.
In summary, as a property of governance, systernicness demonstrated that there
needs to be congruence between the form of the system, the design and the actual
operations. At a primary level it was imperative that there was a clear arrangement of
patterns and connections of a system that were congruent with the underlying form. In
terms of governance, one of the tasks of governance is to define the parts and connections
of an organization in a way that fillfills its purpose (Daniels & Morick, 1995; Kwiman,
1993; Lorsch & Maclver, 1989; Molz, 1985). Systemicness demonstrated that this

involves the organization of parts, and a pattern of connectivity matched to the purpose as
defined by the external environment. When these dimensions were coherent and
congruent with the external environment, there was a whole system and this was related
to a degree of unification or, when it was not, a degree of fiagrnentation.
These properties of governance varied across a m g e of dimensions within a
governance field. The governance properties operated in a field that was best
conceptualized as subject acting upon an object within a context. Selfsther direction was
the subject or author of actions; focus was the object of the subject's actions and
systemicness was the context for the subject to act upon the object. Actions were the
strategies used to manage the interaction between the subject and object of action within
a context. As the subject acts upon the object, the interaction has an effect upon the
context which in turn recipmcaily influences the subject. Figure 7 illustrates the three
properties of governance in a governance fieId with a dynamic tension between each of
these poles.

Figure 7: Community Governance - Relationship Between Properties

The tension arises from the tendency of one variable to influence the other through the
reciprocal interaction with the change in SPD governance, actions of councils and
external groups.
Self-other directedness created the direction through purposiveness that produced
a hture state or focus of attention. Purposiveness and persistence performed the function
of attending to the object of attention yet the object of attention, through the location and
nature of community, influenced how the dimensions of the subject (selflother) were
defined. When the scale of community was large and the nature of community was a

pIurality of competing interests, the process was representative participation that
aggregated stakeholder interests. Selfdefmition was constructed from a process of
eIection and then subject to the particular mix of competing interests aggregated by the
elected representatives located at the group (council) level. Conversely, when the scale of

community was smailer and the nature of community was collective, participatory
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representation integrated interests, self-definition was created through a process of
participation and discovery that integrated self-interest into collective interest.
Systemicness constructed the context for the subject and object of attention by
defining the internal system in relation to the external system. Well-organized and
defined systems provided a systematic process to plando-learn that in turn accomplished,
reinforced and created new inputs in a virtuous cycle. This established a process for
councils to self-actualize and define themselves, whereas poorly organized systems
omitted critical activities that con~butedto self-definition. Consequently, the conditions
created permitted one or a plurality of stakeholders to dominate the focus of attention.
es between
Regions differed significantly fiom each other in their profile of properties of
community governance and h m their form of governance. Middletown was purposiveIy
and persistently self-directed with a focus on community that located responsibility for
the councils in the community through a collective and participatory process. This region
systematically organized its activities within a patterned network of relationships that
connected the internal and external systems. As a result, the region appeared to be
functioning as a whole towards a collective purpose. In contrast, Littleton drifted h m its

purpose as a community-facused body to an appendix for AFSS. There was little
evidence of an organized and coordinated system, but rather, any semblance of a system
appeared to be fragmenting. Bany appeared to be similar to Littleton in many respects
yet for different reasons Bany drifted fiom its purpose into divergent pathways
dominated by each stakeholder group. The focus of attention shifted from community as
a whole to the different interests of the stakeholder groups, which were underlined by a
contingent view of the future. Barry had a more organized system than Littleton but the
representative system centralized activities in the council, rather than the community. The
council system fragmented dong the divergent cleavages of each stakeholder group
rather than developing a unified whole.
Properties of governance were congruent or incongruent with the original forms
of community governance. In MiddIetown, a purposive, persistent selfdirection with a
collective community focus was congruwt with its goals of moving decision-making to
the community. Middletown consistently actualized participatory governance at the
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community level and this was congruent both with its original goals and its structure of

governance. Littleton designed the same participatory system, with ostensibly the same
cornmunity-focused goals, yet it did not actualize participatory governance. h time, the
council system became centralized and h e l e d into the AFSS system with a
corresponding shift to AFSS gods. Barry consistently operated a representative
governance system yet, over time, it drifted h m the original goal of community focus to
individual stakeholder focus. AFSS dominated the BRC by default through underinvoIvement yet it accomplished an outcome not unlike Littleton where the council
became an appendage to the AFSS regional system.
Reasons for the profile of the properties of community governance for each
council system have been suggested yet not hlly explained. The actions or strategies of
each region had a significant role in explaining how the specific properties evolved. The
next section will discuss the strategies, explain their rote and demonstrate how strategies
and properties developed.
Strategies of Community Governance
Table 4 summarizes the three categories of strategies that operated in the
governance field. Strategies were defined according to grounded theory: the actions or
interactions devised to manage, handle or respond to a phenomenon in a set of perceived
conditions (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Refemng to Figure 3, the phenomenon discovered

in this study was community governance. Community governance arose in response to
and interacted with changes in SPD governance. Properties of community governance
that emerged from the form of governance was defined by the region's terms of reference
and the regional context. The particular profile of properties for each tegion emerged

h m the interaction between councils and the external environment of changes to SPD
governance.
Evidence that the interaction between the external environment was reciprocal
was provided by examples in Middletown and Barry where RC actions influenced the

content of changes to SPD governance (for instance, the provincial board selection).
There was evidence that '?opdownn government-organized change influenced councils

in Littleton and Middletown (see Table I). Furthennore, Littleton and Barry councik felt
"swept up" by the change while Middletown continued to advance its agenda throughout
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the period of change. The different profile of the properties of governance demonstrates
the three regions managed the interaction between the external environment of change
more or less efficaciously. Differences in the properties of community governance
corresponded to the use of the three types of strategies (see Table 4).
The three types of strategies differed in the nature of actions and interactions
produced by those strategies. Aligning strategies created, spanned or mitigated
boundaries between the internal and externaI systems, within the internal system or
across temporal boundaries (hturity). Actualizing strategies were characterized by the
type and quantity of interactions between individuals. Influencing strategies descriied the
nature of interactions (integrating versus controlling) used to influence others or events.
Strategies interacted with properties over time and evolved by reciprocally
shaping each other. Strategies and properties both emerged from the form of governance
but over time strategies acted upon the properties and, in turn, the properties acted upon
the strategies. For example, in Middletown, one contextualizing strategy was creating a
terms of reference that in turn defined planning at a community tevel. Planning, in turn,
contributed to purposiveness by producing projects that increased the interaction between
stakeholders that, in turn, increased the input on purpose (see Figure 6).
Strategies interacted with each other sequentially to produce the conditions
necessary for subsequent strategies (routing produced the connections to transmit
information that could, in turn, be used for planning). Some strategies reinforced each
other in their evolution. as nurturing voice (through self-advocacy training) reinforced
involvement in alternative forms of participation and the sharing of interests. In turn,
participation strengthened voice. Finally, strategies formed complementary sets that
yielded a pattern of strategies in each region. Complementary sets of strategies originated
h m the sources of order established either in the fom of governance or from the current
order (AFSS-run system). For instance, controlling strategies formed a set of strategies
that were congruent with a centralized, bureaucradc structure (like the AFSS
department). When the region was dominated by AFSS, these strategies were employed

as a set, whereas in MiddIetown, integrating strategies formed a complementary set of
strategies. This complementary set bad a broader reach than a set of influencing strategies
and also included actualizing strategies (nurturing voice, alternative forms of
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participation) and aligning strategies (contexmdking operations and language). These
emerged fiom the participatory form of governance that was the source of order in this
region.

In the following section, each category of strategies will be discussed with a
summary of the dynamic relationship between the governance variables created by the
actions and interactions of strategies.
Table 4
of Tvpes of a

e

Aligning Strategies

. s .m
=

Contextual Sensitivity

.

Three Re-

Actualizing Strategies

Integrating/Controlling

ActionlInteractional and

Strategies

task sensitivity
Contextualizing

•

ImpIementing/r)oing

Spreading/Diflbing

Planning - Sensing

1

Working together

Coordinating/Directing

Articulating

Communicating

Planning - Futurity

Involving/Representing

SharingKompeting

Equalizing

Nurturing Voice

Routing/Funneling

Planning

-

Anticipating

a

DecisionMaking/Advising

Strategies such as planning, contextualking and equalizing, aligned councils with
the external and internal contexts. Aligning strategies created, spanned or mitigated
boundaries between the internal and external systems and the boundaries of time. By
managing boundary-spanning relationships, these smtegies hctioned to produce a fit or
connection between the councils and the external environment and, within the councils,
between the community stakeholder groups. Fit located and defined the internal context

of the council systems to the external context of the AFSS system, changes in SPD
governance and the broader communities. In the region where aligning strategies were
used most pervasively (Middletown), the council system continued to evolve by adapting

its actions to external conditions whiIe maintaining its core purpose. When aligning
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strategies were used less often (see Table 5) regions did not adapt or retain their core
mission in the face of changes to SPD governance.
Contextual Sensitiviry - Atigning strategies were important for councils because

of their sensitivity to the context arising fiom the nature of councils and the external
environment. All organizations are sensitive to their contexts but organizations such as
advisory councils, and inter-organizational groups, are more sensitive to perturbances in
the external context. This is because the governance of an advisory council is ambiguous,
formative, based on volunmy authority, dependent on the dominant system and iinked by
loose ties in an inter-organizational network (Gray & Hay, 1986; Kaplan, 1982). The
diverse membership, with loosely coupled relationships and the dependency on an
external system, leads to a very open system within the external context. The voluntary
nature of the organization reduces the time the organization is together so there are fewer
institutional and cultural ties uniting the group (Gricar & Brown, 1981; Kaptan, 1982).
The formative and informal features of councils reduced their capacity to act
instrumentally and increased their sensitivity to external influences.
Councils operated in a context where the external environment was turbulent due
to the fbndamental changes in public governance. The external changes to SPD
governance and the broader realignment of government through decentralization mated
a governance space that was uncertain and in flux. Temporally and historicaIly, councils
operated in unknown territory while simultaneously undertaking a complex task building community direction and governance. As a result of their nature and task, they
were susceptible to contextual forces, inctuding the uncertainty amongst the stakeholders
and ambiguity about the changes to SPD governance,

Table 5
Locating Strategies

Littleton

Contemralking - Frame Tenns of Reference -

Middleton

Barry

Developed by regional

Created in 1995 but not

of Reference

not completed

and district councils

reviewed

Reconrexmalizing

No evidence of

Cornerbrook, regional

Orientatingnew council

committee
Planning - Sensing

Some evidence of -

Systematic use of

unidirectional - fmm

mategy regularly

Uni-directional - fmm

AFSS

reporred at meetings

parents and service

Bidirectional

providers, not

-

Some evidence of

depamnent
Planning - Anticipting

Some evidence fmm

Systematic use of this

communides

strategy

Some evidence of

Mostly department
initiated
Planning - Futurify Virion & God setting

Councii - fbturc
I1 Prior
virion
i No evidence of goal

A1I councils used this

One instance of

setting
StructuringStrategies

Littleton

Middleton

krry

Equalizing

SrructuraIly -

Fundameoral goal

Snucturaily - pmpomon

proportion of parents

Parent rep from each

of parents

Parent was chair

council

Parent was chair

Parent was co-chair

Conre.rtualize

No evidence of

No evidence of

strategy

Operations
Conteuua1L;e Language

AIt councils used this

h-mt

use of

At1 councils used this

Intermittent use of

m
t
e
g
y

Fit - To compensate for sensitivity to external forces, organizations attempt to fit
and align with those external systems that exert influence. Fit or alignment to the external

environment is a bdamental principle of strategic planning according to a variety of
schools of thought Ecological theorists propose that environments select organizations
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whose institutional anangements are aligned with the preeminent environmental and
institutional features (Astley & Fombnm, 1983; Hannan & Freeman, 1977, 1984).
Contingency theorists maintain that forms of organizations must be dynamic and adapt to
the changing environmental conditions although the core principles remained unchanged
(Mintzberg, 1994; Pettigrew, 1987; Pettigrew et al., 1992; Pfeffer, 1978; Romanelli &
Tushman, 1994; Tushman & O'ReiIly, 1997). Congruence or fit means form matches
strategy. Complexity theorists argue that core organizational patterns are aligned to and
synchronized with the broader environmental patterns of activity. Micro level fit occurs
unpredictably, but successfitlly, if the core forms of organization match the external
rhythms of change (Eisenhardt & Schoonhoven, 1990; Eisenhardt & Brown, 1999;
Wheatley, 1992).
Aligning strategies created the conditions for councils to adapt to the external
context through locating strategies that situated councils within the temporal and
community context in relation to the external environment Structuring strategies
arranged relationships within the council system and expedited participation in the
process. Aligning strategies contributed to focus by defining the object of attention and
systemicness by defining and actualizing an internal system that supported the object of
attention.

Locating strategies situated councils within a context by providing a h

e of

reference for councils to interpret their situation by contextualizing/recontextualizing
through their terms of r e k n c e and planning. The terms of reference constituted the
councils and defined their interrid system in relation to the external system. The terms of
reference outlined the focus of attention (community) and defined the scale of
community. When the underlying object of attention was community, it followed that
adapting or contextualizing councils to the community and the stakeholders was
important. A terms of reference adapted councils to the unique characteristics of the
community and therefore constructed a community h

e of reference. When the terms

of reference did not fit (as in Comerbrook) or when the external environment changed recontextualizing reworked the h

e of reference to fit the community.

The RC and DCs in Middletown consistentIy developed tenns of reference and
recontextualized them when the terms were not aligned with the goals of stakeholders or
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community conditions. Barry and Littleton relied on terms of reference created by prior
groups, did not validate them with the existing councils and consequently were confhed
about their roles and goals. With reference to Table 5, there were differences in the extent
to which the regions grounded their councils in a common h

e of reference. Regions

which did not actively manage this strategy drifted from the intended target, to other
targets such as external systems or individual stakeholder groups.
Planning was another strategy to build a h

e of reference in which to interpret

the environment of change. Planning strategies referenced the councils to the context of
change across the temporal dimension through long-term and short-term goals. Planning
created a future vision over the long-term and in the short-term by anticipating changes
and goal setting. Organizations use planning to anticipate and adapt to significant
changes in the context, key personnel changes and organizational performance problems
(Miller & Friesen, 1980; Quinn, 1980; Romanelli & Tushman, 1994; Tushman &
O'Reilly, 1997).
Middletown started with a broad goal of developing governance in the community
and then located the responsibility for this goal with the community via the DCs.
Littleton established the same broad goal but did not locate planning in the community

or in any other site. Barry had established the goal of community involvement two years
and two sets of councils earlier and did not recontexualize its vision until after the
government had already started to implement its plans.
Contextualizing and planning developed a h

e of reference through which

councils could interpret changes and their actions. A frame of reference conmcted a
common cognitive and operational schema for stakeholders so that they could interpret,
steer and react to change. Other researchers have shown the importance of creating a
schema for the future in order to make sense of change in relation to the organization
(Gioia & Chittepeddi, 1991; IsabelIa, 1990). These two strategies, when used together,
developed a h

e of reference that established the focus of attention and the system to

support the broad goals inherent in the focus of attention.
The literature on planning differentiates between broad and specific strategies or
goals (Mintzberg, 1994; Pemgrew et d., 1992; Quinn, 1980) where broad goals articulate
the fundamental direction or states an organization is moving towards. Broad goah are
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usually vaguer but provide sufficient content to keep the organization focused on the
overall direction while research with d B m n t organizations has shown that the lack of
specificity has constructive functions (Quinn, 1980). The looseness of the overall gods
permits units within the organization to create their own plans based on the local
circumstances and to find local strategies that work effectively (Hedberg, Nystrom &
Starbuck, 1976; Minkberg, 1996). Strategic planning that allows for emergent strategy
within a broad framework appears to be a more common practice than the idealized
notion of a grand strategy with cascading plans flowing £?omthe central plan (Mintzberg,
1996; Quinn, 1980). The broad goals for Middletown and Littleton established the focus
of attention while specific planning in tbe community actualized the vision into reality.
In Middletown, planning generated specific goals at the community level through
a DC work plan. As this study indicates, the one region that used planning with goal
setting at the DC level achieved many more outcomes in terms of the number of projects
completed, system functioning and continuing work on council goals. Neither Littleton
nor Barry had a comparable process for planning. Goal setting has been established as a
successfd technique for change in individual behavior and performance, groups and
organizations (Locke & Latham, 1990). In fact, Locke and Latham maintain goal setting
is one of the top one or two management techniques for improving performance at an
individual, group or organizational level (Locke & Latham, 1990).
Goal setting was accompanied by sensing or scanning the environment for
potential threats, and gathering infarmation for planning while anticipating opportunities.
Middletown regularly sensed and anticipated the hture (for example, the council system
of orienting the future board) while the other two regions employed these strategies
fitf'ully. There is evidence that organizations that spend more time in scanning the
environment are more successful (Goodman & Dean, 1982; Miller & Friesen, 1980;
Mintzberg, 1996; Pettigrew et al., 1992). Anticipating processed the information h m
sensing to develop expectations and plans of future opportunities and threats (Henderson,
1989; Pfeiffer, 1989). Bidirectional communication in Middletown was enhanced by a
vertically and horizontally continuous pattern of connectivity that, in turn, facilitated
scanning, anticipating and planning. The pattern of connectivity in Middietown provided
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the information infrastructure for these strategies while the h e l e d and discontinous
pattern of connectivity in the other regions constrained information transmission.
Earlier it was shown how planning and goal setting produced the tasks that served

as a medium for members to work together. Working together increased participation in
goal setting and, consequentIy, increased the alignment of the goals to the community
context and produced goals more retevant to community stakeholders. Figure 6 described
the system of first-order and second-order causal toops that aligned collective purpose
with community needs and aspirations. The d t s in this study suggested participation in
goal setting aligned the goals more closeiy to the local context by making the goals more
specific or contexuaiized to the community. Latham and Waters (as cited in Locke &
Latham, 1990) found the benefit of participation was not commitment, but the gathering
and distribution of knowledge. They suggested participation in goal setting increased the
relevancy and suitabiIity of the goal to the organization, as opposed to topdown
imposition of goals.
Structuring strategies were meant to address structural inequalities between

stakeholders and, therefore, were intended to change the alignment between stakeholders.
All three regions prescribed rules of membership, such as propomow and roles of
members, but Barry and Littleton adhered most persistently to this strategy and attempted
to compensate for the under-invoIvement of parents and self-advocates in decision-

making by giving them decision-making roles. This step was intended to generate better
representation from the group of SPD constihlent~,and consequently make community
representation more comprehensive but the evidence in this study suggested that when
equalizing strategies prescribed relationships, they actually produced negative
consequences by constraining the pool of participants and leaders.
Structuring strategies also modified the practices of the organization to remove or
reduce boundaries within the councils. Coatextuahg language reduced the inequalities
between stakeholders that were created by the use of professional jargon that parents and
self-advocates did not understand. ContextuaIizing the operations to stakeholders was a
strategy to make councils more accessible by scheduling at convenient times.There was
evidence of this strategy in all three regions although Middletown promoted this strategy
most persistentiy in all DCs and the RC. Structuring strategies that removed or reduced
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barriers were more successful in equalizing participants than equsliziug strategies that
created boundaries between participants. Other strategies, such as nurturing voice and
alternative forms of participation (actualizing strategies), compIemented strategies
attempting to equalize participants.

Interaction of Aligning Sh-ategies with Community Governance - Aligning
strategies interactively shaped the properties of governance when they were used or when
by default, they were omitted. Terms of reference and planning created the initial h

e

of reference that defined the constitution of governance. Properties, in particular focus
and systemicness, were created by defining the object of attention in broad goals (e-g.
responsibility for services to community, plan with, not for community). At the same
time, the scale and location of the focus of attention were defined by the terms of
reference, as were the internal system, boundaries, pattern of connectivity and the
processes of systemicness.
A h

e of reference was needed to match the scale of the "patches" or

community within the temporal scale. When the terms of reference were completed by
each DC, councils contextualized themselves to the community but when this was not
done, there was confusion about the role and purpose of councils (Barry and Littleton).
The omission of this step established the conditions for one stakeholder or a p u p to
define the object of attention. The temporal scale refers to understanding the external
conditions of change and situating the councils in relation to these changes or
understanding the historical and political tasks of the changes to governance. In Barry,
the t e r n of reference were defined two years before the changes in SPD governance and
with a different set of members. Re-contextualizing the terms of reference would have

evaluated the appropriateness of their purpose, role and goals in relation to the current
context of changes. Their model of governance was not well matched to the function of
associative and participatory governance.
Planning expanded the frame of reference by situating the councils along the
temporal dimension in relation to community, Locating planning at the community

ensured focus was tailored to the scale of community by contextualizing purpose to the
community. Goal setting then elaborated the details by translating community
governance into tangible tasks for councils to work on together, It has been shown how
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the planningdoing-accomplishing cycle contributed not ody to specific goals but the
process aIso produced a virtuous system for contextdizing purpose in an integrative
process. When planning was not systematic or omitted, purpose drifted or diverged and,
subsequently, focus of attention was dominated by individual stakeholders.
Systemicness assisted planning by embedding it in a well-organized inputoperations-output system and providing the information hfhstructure to implement
planning. A well-organized system produced the processes to generate a positive energy

to inertia ratio to maintain the system. Figure 6 showed how inputs through participation
increased when there was a discernible process to produce an output. Planning
contributed to this process fmt in terms of design and then by producing tasks to
continue the loop of input-process-output as long as the process was meaningfbl or
located and governed at the community level. When planning was absent, or the system
was poorly organized, the basic system did not function to produce the energy to
overcome the inertia of the operations.
The pattern of connectivity provided the infrastructure for the communication of
information that sensing and anticipating strategies depended upon to execute planning.
When the pattern of comectivity was decentralized with vertically and horizontally
continuous connections with the external system, information could flow easily to and
from communities to the region. Bidirectional flow of infonnation enabled Middletown
to gather infonnation, anticipate changes and new events and then adapt its activities to
protect the core purpose of the councils. The other two regions were centralized systems
with vertically and horizontally discontinuous connections, which permitted AFSS to
control the flow of infonnation. This reduced the capacity of these regions to obtain the
information needed to adapt to external changes. The pattern of connectivity was
designed by the terms of reference but its growth and evolution were influenced by how
counciIs attended to their focus. When the focus drifted (confused roles and purpose),
external systems were able to dominate the fimctions of councils, including
communication channels. Focus was constructed and supported by aligning strategies and
a c t d h i n g strategies that wiIl be described in the next section.
Structuring strategies helped councils adapt &heir structures to make participation

easier (contexualidng operations) or else constrained Wcipation. When the structuring
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strategy erected boundaries, such as membership proportions or leadership roles, the
strategies limited participation and involvement. Alternatively, when the strategies
mitigated boundaries, they tended to increase involvement and participation. Participation

was important as an energy input into the system so that any strategy that facilitated
participation added to the potential energy of the system while any factor that coastmined
participation reduced energy.
Summary

- Aligning strategies performed an instrumental role in the formation of

focus and systemicness when they were applied systematically and their application
appropriately matched the strategy to the external task Conversely, the absence of these
strategies contributed to the conditions that permitted the domination of councils by one
or separate interests. Aligning strategies mediated the dynamics between systemicness
and focus by managing the figure-ground relationship between these two properties.
When the two properties were balanced, focus was the figure against the background of
systemicness. When the two properties were skewed, one or more stakeholders
dominated systemicness and their interests. in turn, defined the focus of attentionAligning strategies managed the figure-ground relationship between focus and
systemicness by:
1.

Defining a future state (focus) in relation to the present context (contextualizing
through a terms of reference).

2.

Defining the iilternal context in relation to the external context (contextualizing
through a terms of reference and defining systemicness).

3.

Constructing a m e of reference to interpret the temporat and community
dimensions (contextualizing through a terms of reference and planning).

4.

Providing the techniques for anticipating and adapting to changes as the situation
changed (scannicg and anticipating).

5.

Prescribing the means to move towards the future state (goal setting).

6.

Producing the tasks that served as a medium for members to reach collective
purpose (goal setting).

7.

Providing the techniques for adapting the oqpization and struchlre to internal
and external incompatibiIities (contextualking and re-contextualizing).
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Actualizing strategies instrumenuy fulfilled the goals and aspirations of the
council through modes of interactions between stakeholders. The nature, type and
quantity of interactions between stakeholders of the respective council systems
characterized actualizing strategies. First, the strategies were categorized by actionrelated interactions versus discourse-related interactions. Implementing council goals and
projects, working together on tasks and decision-making/advising were specifically
oriented to taking actions or working on tasks. Involvement through alternative forms of
participation or representing, nurturing voice and atticdation of positions were discoursebased interactions that were oriented to expressing preferences, interests and positions.
Second, decision-makindadvising and involving/representing originated from different
constitutive models. For Middletown, decision-making emerged fiom the region's belief
that the councils had a role in decision-making about services at a community level,
while Bany and Littleton viewed their role as advisory to AFSS. This strategy
represented two different roles and views of their agency or authority as bodies. Finally,
involving individuals through alternative forms of participation was a means to institute
participative representation whereas representing was a means to fulfill representative
participation.
As a consequence, the quantity and scope of interactions generated by actualizing
strategies were related to the two different governance models. Barry and Littleton (to a
lesser extent) limited interactions to members of the councit whereas Middletown, with
open membership, had fewer limits on interactions between persons. The scope of
interactions in Middletown was the cooununity, whereas in Barry the scope was within
the group. These interactional parameters determined the type, scope and quantity of
interactions that actualizing strategies produced in each of the council systems.
Process and Task Sensitivity - Actualizing strategies were dependent upon

organized processes within the council system to produce tasks around which actualizing
strategies operated. Implementing projects, working together, articulating a position and

decision-making/advising required specific tasks or projects that were generated h r n
work plans, as in Middletown, or h m the external environment. PlanfUlness or an
organized sequence of planning in MiddIetown generated specific goals that in turn
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generated tasks or projects for the DCs to impIement and work together on When
phfblaess was proactive, scanning the environment and anticipating changes provided a
means to respond to external events.

When tbis was combined with a coordinated

approach to decision-making (for example Middietown's response to the selection of
board members), councils were able to articulate their position proactively. Barry was
moderately successful in articulating its positions forcehlly and in working on projects in
the past years, but it did so in reaction to external events rather than by generating its own
agenda of tasks from its long-term plans. Littleton did not articulate positions, nor did this
region develop projects because the council system did not have a planning process. In
the absence of processes and tasks, Littleton administered very few actualizing strategies.

Table 6 summarizes the differences between the regions in the use of actualizing
strategies found in this study.
Involving individuais in alternative forms of participation and nurturing voice
through self-advocacy training or support to parents at meetings was au outcome of
participation-related processes. DCs in Middletown derived these strategies from an
organized and planned approach to the goal of increasing stakeholder participation at a
community level and subsequent worlrpians. LittIeton identified alternative forms of
participation but since this strategy depended upon an organized process to produce tasks
it did not implement this or other actuaiizing strategies kquently.

Interaction between Actua1in'ng Strategies and the Properties of Governance Some actualizing strategies (decision-making, participation-related strategies) were
created expIicitIy by the form of governance for the respective council system. The scope
of interactions between stakeholders was determined by the type of representation and,
hence, the tocation of activities ( p u p or community).The scaIe of community and the
type of representation determined the location and breadth of interactions. Thus,

actualizing strategies emerged from the formative features of focus (scaIe and location of
community) and the initial defhition of councils.
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Table 6
Actualizing Strategy LittIeton

Middleton

B~w

A&*

Evidence in all district

In past - 3 of 4 pmjech

councils

defmed by deparunent

Alt DCs involved

In past - projects

Stmfcgrcgres

No evidence of

Implementing
Working Together

No evidence of

members
Decision

No evidence of

Advising

Advising

Coordinated +anal

Making/Advising

decisions
DC decisions

Systematic mining for

Some evidence of

self-advocacy

suppart for parents, self-

Support for parents

advocates

Low forceWness of

High forctfulness of

Medium forcefulness of

voice

voice

voice

involving - Altemalive

Identified need but no

Used by dI DCs

Representing

Fonns of

evidence of

Committees used

Parriciparion/

Representing at RC

outside participants

Discourse Smuqia

No evidence of

Nurturing Voice
ArficuIating Posifion

Representing

Since actualizing strategies depended upon processes to create tasks, planfulness
(self-other direction) established the broad goals (increased stakeholder participation) that
formed the strategies of participation (involving or representing, nurturing voice).
Planfulness reinforced the extent that planning processes (workpIans with goal setting)
created tasks that required a cooperative effort to implement. The literature suggests that
implementation or actualizing plans is one of the great challenges of policy initiatives

(Brooks, 1998; Ehnore, 1978; Goodman & Dean, 1982; Grindle, 1980; HowIett &
Ramesh, 1995; March & Olson, t983; Pals, 1997). If actualizing or implementing plans
is difficult, what were the factors that assisted MiddIetown in actualizing its plans?
Middletown, unlike the other regions, broke down the broad goaI of community
governance into smaller chunks by locating pIanning and action at the community Ievel
and then by organizing a process (work plans) for producing accompIishable tasks. The
Literature on planning validates the approach of breaking large gods into manageable
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chunks that can be sequentially achieved (Grindle, 1980; Locke & Latham, 1990). When
the tasks were manageable. the evidence presented by Figure 6 showed that the
accomplishment of projects reinforced individuals and increased the effort and energy of
the councils by increasing participation. This created a sense of momentum and the
accomplishment created a sense of efficacy for the DCs, which subsequently
strengthened selfdirectedness. Other studies of change have found momentum is related
to early success in change efforts (Pettigrew et al., 1992) to making many changes early
in the change effort (Hinings & Greenwood, 1988). Positive feedback early and then in
successive ventures amplifies the efforts of organizations to create the momentum needed
to change or move towards their goals (Pettigrew et al., 1992). The results from this study
suggested accomplishment served to reinforce the goals of the councils and increased

effort through increased participation that added human resource inputs into the system.
Next, actualizing strategies generated a "learning by doing" cycle that contributed
to a reconstituted purpose based on common interests. Participants in both Middletown
and Barry reported the experience of working together on a project or task increased the
discourse between stakeholders and as a result stakeholders learned about each other. As
a result of this understanding, members voiced their concerns and interests and, through a
combination of the task. interaction and the council meetings, common interests emerged,
which in turn added to a common purpose. A reconstituted common purpose defined selfdirection more clearly and extensively by grounding the purpose in stakeholder and
community interests.
There is evidence in the literature that common purpose and consensus amongst
participants at all levels of the change process is important for implementing plans for
change (Goodman& Dean, 1982; Pettigrew et al., 1992; Van Meter & Van Horn, 1975).
Closely related to consensus is commitment to change by all levels of the organization

fiom top managers to fronthe workers (Goodman8i Dean, 1982; Kanter, 1985; Peters &
Waterman, 1982 Pettigrew et al, 1992). Different degrees of commitment were apparent
in each region. Commitment was low in Littleton contingent in Bany, but participants in
Middletown affirmed their commitment to the council system. Symbolic recognition by
formal leaders, through their participation in the councils, signified differing degrees of
commitment that facilitated or constricted council activities. Actualizing strategies,
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grounded in direct interaction, generated consensus and commitment that reinforced
effort while symbolic commitment supported ongoing efforts. Effort generated sufficient
energy to continue moving in a selfdefined direction.
When actualizing strategies generated consensus, they did so by increasing the
interactions between stakeholders that led to cooperation. Participants in Middletown and

Barry believed cooperation increased with repeated interaction amongst participants.
Repeated interaction increases cooperative behavior by reducing the attractiveness of
"defecting" actions or self-interested behavior because individuals know that they will be
interacting in the future (Axelrod, 1984; 1997; Coleman, 1988; Putman, 1993). Ongoing
interaction builds interpersonal reliability and establishes the conditions for trust between
individuals (Coleman, t 988).
Cooperative behavior is more likely to occur when there is a rich network of
relationships between members because the quantity of connections increases the flow of
information, closure of connections within network of relationships and the potential of
using relationships for different purposes (Putman, 1993; Coleman, 1988). Cooperative
behavior is increased in these conditions because self-interested behavior becomes public
or, alternatively, trust is increased when others learn about reliable actions (Fukuyama,
1999; Putman, 1993). Competitive bebavior is more likely to emerge in networks that
have structural holes with non-redundant ties between one person and other networks

(Burt, 1992). Granovetter (1973) called these non-redundant links, weak ties, and
asserted they were stronger because of the potential for expanding the network. In
competitive situations, the strength of these ties lay in the potential for acting as a
"Tertius Gaudens" or the %id who benefits" by manipulating information between
independent parties in different networks (Burt, 1992).
Actualizing strategies increased interactions, which established the conditions for
cooperative behavior by forming community networks and the patterns of connectivity
that supported cooperation.

When combined with a process of p1anfuInes.s and

participation, Middletown councils constructed the community collectivity that became
the focus of attention. Alternatively, competitive behavior based on self-interest emerged
in Barry when there were insufficient repeated interactions to form a cohesive community

network In Littleton, a limited number of interactions reduced the potential to build a
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community network or collectivity. Both of these regions drifted into a '"T'ertius
Gaudens" pattern of connectivity where one of the stakeholder groups controlled the
focus of attention by directing the council (Littleton) or indirectly, by encouraging
competition amongst stakeholder groups (Barry).

Summary of Acrualking Strategies - In summary,type of representation defined
the type of strategies and the potential scope, location and quantity of interactions for
actualizing strategies. Planning processes that combined broad goals with specific goal
setting converted these broad goals into specific tasks that produced the conditions to
initiate actualizing strategies. AccomplishabIe tasks produced earty successes that
reinforced effort and increased energy inputs into the system. When planning systems
were organized to adapt and reconstitute themselves though collective participation, selfdefinition evolved concomitantly with a collectivity that produced a community voice.
Middletown's experience approximated that of participatory representation where there is
a process to stimulate and facilitate discouse for collective decision-making and voice

(Barber, 1984; Handler, 1996; Ranson & Stewart, 1994; Sorensen, 1997).
In contrast. Littleton did not institute a planning process that produced tasks that
required a cooperative effort and, consequently, without the interactions between
stakeholders, the region failed to develop a network of comections, the experience of
cooperation and the energy to sustain its direction. Instead, AFSS defined the council's
direction and its focus of attention. In Barry, the representative model of governance
limited the scope, quantity and type of interactions while the absence of an organized
planning system firrther reduced the number of interactions between stakeholders.
Consequently, neither cooperation nor direction evolved but rather a self-interested focus
dominated by the separate groups.
The mediating role of actualidng strategies with focus and selfsther direction
can be summarized as follows. First, specific conditions for actualizing strategies needed
to be met before these strategies could function to W the goals of the councils.
Actualizing strategies required an organized planning process to create tasks. Second,
when this condition was realized, actualizing strategies constructed a process to generate
interactions that led individual stakeholders to cooperate in a way that helped to reinforce

focus and r e h e self-definition through a repetitive cycle of discovering purpose.
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Alternatively, fewer interactions reduced the potential for cooperation and increased the
chances for self-interest, competition and domination by others. Finally, accomplishment
from actualizing plans reinforced the sense of agency and that experience of success
reinforced forcefulness, effort and participation in a virtuous cycle. Alternatively, the
absence or weaker levels of actualizing strategies permitted others or external situations
to dominate, redirected the direction or focus and reinforced a vicious cycle of otherdirectedness in the face of change.
Sufficient actualizing strategies acted like a centripetal force to pull community
outwards towards a shared sense of identity while insufficient actualizing strategies
permitted the centrihgal force of self-interest to pull the focus of attention to individual
stakeholders (Etioni, 1996). If community was defied too broadly or generally,
centripetal forces will spin out of control or allow the centrifugal force of individual
interests to dominate the focus. Focus was critical in establishing the appropriate scafe of
community to constrain the centripetal force while self-directedness, with a sficiently
strong sense of agency. governed the boundaries of focus.
Influencing strategies served the function of distributing information, bowledge,
resources and processes across the council system. These strategies were influencing
because the techniques of distribution and agency inherent in each strategy influenced or
moved stakeholders and the performance of the councils in different directions.
Muencing strategies were differentiated by type - integrating or controlling - to the
extent the strategy controlled influence through the existing structure of power or
integrated influence across a new system of councils. The use of influencing strategies the type and extent - was a measure of change from the AFSS-run system to a council-

run system. Extensive use of conmlling strategies was an indicator of stasis while the use
of integrating strategies was an indicator of change.
Sources of Order
Evidence found about the properties of community governance suggested two
distinct sources of order for councils. in Middletown the source of order was founded on
participatory governance with properties of seIf4irected purpose, a focus of attention on
community and a decentraIized systernicness. A second source of order was found ia
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LittIeton and Barry based on bureaucratic fatma where councils were AFSSdirected. a
foc~lsof attention on seff-interests (AFSS or other stakeholder groups) and an AFSS

dominating system. In the AFSS system of order, councils were appendages of AFSS

while in the Middletown, DCs were emerging as a comrnunityderived system of
governance.

The term source of order is applied here instead of governance to refer to specific
features of organizing (the paradigm and origins of organizing) rather than principles of

oversight or governance. While sources of order were dtimateIy incorporated into the

properties of community governance, this concept is helpfih to the uuderstanding
influencing ssdtegies. hcipally, the type of influencing strategy found in this study
originated from the different sources of order implicit in the various notions of
governance,
In Middletown's source of order, participatory governance was a self-organizing
order that was not based on formal authority, such as a state or a f i , but that emerged
from mutual interactions of stakeholders (.4xelrod, 1997; Ostrom, 1990). The paradigm

of organization that emerged From self-organizing order was a decentralized community-

derived order. Conversely, the other source of order was the existing order or AFSS-ri
system, was founded upon a centralized, hierarchical Government of AIberta department,
headed by the Minister of AFSS and structured with a corporate headquarters directing
regional offices, which in turn directed district offices. This order was characterized by
the bureaucratic model of organization with topdown communication, decision-making

and controls (Clegg, 1990; Handy, 1992; Kanter, 1989; Morgan, 1998).
Coatroiling strategies originated fiom the AFSS-run bureaucratic system of SPD.
AFSS directed the activities of Littleton by calling meetings when an important issue

arose and in Barry? by default, by withhoIding intentions and information, AFSS
encouraged competing strategies in Barry by under-involvement and promoting the
perception of differential funding for different types of services (communitytiving versus

facility based services), Communication became uuidhdonal over time in LittIeton as
a consequence of the h e h g of council fimctioas into AFSS (Tables C2 and Dl). In

Barry, h e h g occurred by conmlling the access to decision-making through one or
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two key AFSS positions, rather than permitting a vertically continuous connection to the
AFSS system (Tables C3 and C4).

Integrating strategies originated h m participatory governance with a
decentdied pattern of connectivity where influencing functions and responsibifty for
processes (planning, decision-making) were located across community "patches" with
dispersed routes of distribution. The strategies were new techniques of influence (they
started with the council system) that changed the direction of influence from a uni-

directional, top-down or center-periphery pattern to a non-linear, bi-directional and
horizontal flow. In Middletown, communicating was persistently bi-directional (Table D2
and Table C2), coordinating was the principle mode for decision-making and planning by

the RC (see planhlness subsection) and sharing resources was commonpIace (examples
in DC projects). Routing between DCs (see Figure 5) expanded the networks of
connections and these connections between DCs m t t e d the spreading of solutions,
ideas and information. For instance, contextualizing, nurturing (self-advocacy mining)
and participation strategies (alternative forms of participation) spread from one DC to

another. Integrating strategies distributed information, knowtedge and processes
horizontaIly throughout the system while functioning to integrate councils into a
collectivity.
Table 7 indicates that although regions differed in the type and use of mtegies,
the strategies-in-use were congruent with the source of order or "system-in-use" by each

region. The system-in-use was the council system that hctioned in each region (AFSS
or council-run). In the Systernicness and Focus sections, it was shown how LittIeton and
Barry drifted into a state where AFSS dominated these counciIs and unsurprisingly, they

used controlling strategies that were congruent with an AFSS dominated system. tn
Middletown, the system-in-use was council run and consequently integrating strategies
were consistently applied. A similar relationship existed between the agent who
administered the strategies and the "system-in-usen. MiddIetown DCs activeIy managed
and regulated the strategies in a styIe congruent with their overall plan and purpose while

the strategies in Barry and LittIeton were managed and dominated by AFSS. Consistent
with this pattern, MiddIetown was self-ed
directed.

and Littleton and Barry were other-

Table 7
Strategy

Littleton

Middleton

B ~ v

Integrating Spreading

No evidence of

Evidence of diffusion of

No evidence of

I
-

solutions, ideas
Directing &

Coordinating - decision-

Advising

organizing by

making, infoanation,

Controlling by

department

P~O~W

Defiiult

Sharing resources,

Asymmetrical

infodon

sharingl

Controlling Directing

Advising by Councii

Integnhg - Sharing

No evidence of

Controlling - Compering/

Withholding

Wilhholding

information
Competing

Communiculing

Unidirectional from Bidirectional

Consulting

Infegdng-

department

Uni-directional from

Bidirectional

Intennittent

Continuous

pannts and service

providers

ControUin&Unidirectional

-

Integrating Routing

-

Controlling Funneling

Funneling
Controlling

Routing, linking of

Limited by m u m

internal and external

of council

System

Funneling
Controlling

Sensitivity to Authority

Since influencing strategies were congruent with the systems-in-use, influencing
strategies were sensitive to and dependent on the inherent authority in the underlying
source of order. In the b u r e a u d c system, formal authority for SPD was assigned to
AFSS and then delegated throughout the organization to different levels (corporate,
regional, district) and roles (deputy minister, regional director, district manager). if
authority for SPD rested with AFSS, then this organization followed the bureaucratic
model to direct and organize the business of SPD. Since the object of attention was

AFSS, councils reported to this body and AFSS distriiuted information, invited councils
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to participate at the "Regiond Director's pleaad"' Controlling strategies, such as

directing, communicating unidirectionally,withholding and funneling fit, with an AFSScentered system. The forcefihess of these strategies matched the formal authority of
bureaucracy delegated to AFSS.
Authority for participatory governance for the council system in Middletown was
obtained and achieved by self-organizing or "pulling the community up by its

SPD was founded upon the belief that stakeholders
had a role in decision-making and planning for SPD. Authority was detegated to
bootstrapsn. Obtained authority for

stakeholders at the community level and dismiuted to stakeholders in a decentraIized
network of councils. Authority was obtained through participation where councils

c o w c t e d a collective voice and, consequently, authority was an outcome of the council
system in contrast to formal authority which was an input, As an outcome, authority still

relied on recognition by a f o d authority - AFSS or regionat boards - but the evidence
in this study suggested the force of DCs was not ignored because AFSS participated in
the council system and listened to DCs and the RC.
Since authority was obtained and based upon participatory governance,
integrating strategies matched these constituting conditions. Coordinating, sharing,

spreading, routing and communicating bidirectionally matched the less forceful source
of authority and the principles of participation. Participatory governance relies upon
influencing others in the collective process of joining together, and by persuasion and
deliberation (Barber, 1984; Mansbridge, 1983; Pateman, 1970). Routing and spreading
joined people together while communicating, coordinating and sharing provided a
process for deliberation and persuasion.
Obtained authority is not an u n w d phenomenon and, in fact, can be found in a
variety of different settings. Ostrorn (1990) descn'bed how she and her colleagues had
cataIogued over two thousand cases of self-organized groups managing common pool
resources (water use, common pasturelands, etc.). International relations are an example

of global order or governance without government (Held, L995;Rosenau, 1992). Global
order is not heid together by a supra-national government with sovereign power, rather it
operates by other governance mechanisms such as agreements, traditions and potitid

institutions (Held, 1995; Rosemu, 1992). Mtutions are also exampIes of authority that
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is obtained through practice, culture and traditions (March & Olsen, 1989). Finally, social

movements obtain authority to influence public policy, public opinion and legislation

even when they are not formally constituted (Kodras, 1997; Staeheli, 1997).
Formal and obtained authority is based upon the legitimacy of the body or role but
the source of legitimacy originates t'iom diffmnt sources. Formal authority derives
legitimacy from legislation (government departments), laws, and incorporating
regulations (organizations). Even so, formal authority may be ignored when directives are
considered immoral or unjust (Bachrach & Baratz, 1962; Clegg, 1989; McMahon, 1994).
Legitimacy possesses a moral component as authority is legitimate when the reasons for
complying with the directive are seen as appropriately pre-empting any independent
(moral or legal) reasons for acting (McMahon, 1994). Obtained authority, since it lacks
forma1 constituting mechanisms (laws, regulations), must rely more heavily on moral and
social legitimacy to be perceived as credible. In the case of councils, legitimacy was
obtained when the councils fulfilled a credible function for all stakeholders.
[f obtained authority developed over time to hlfill a credible function and
integrating strategies emerged fiom this authority, the integrating strategies represented a
change from one source of order to another. The type of influencing strategies then was
an indicator of change or stasis. Middletown changed fiom an AFSS-run system based on
formal authority to a council run system based on obtained authority. The other two
regions tended to 'fall back' onto the established order of formal authority of an AFSSrun system, namely totes and strategies.

Interaction of Influencing Strategies with Properties of Governance
As a measure of change, influencing strategies were a product of the two
governance variables, systemicness and self-other direction. Earlier in this section it was
argued the type of influencing strategies arose directly fiom the system-in-use while the
"dominant agent" managed the administration of influencing strategies. Therefore, if
systemicness represented the system-in-use and self or other directedness represented the
"agent", influencing strategies depended on the combination of these two properties.
Influencing strategies resulted more h m the formation of these two properties rather
than performing a role in the formation of these properties. Even so, influencing

strategies did played a role in the formation and this role will be explained.
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It was shown earlier how aligning strategies managed the relationship between
focus and systemicness to obtain a figure-ground relationship between these two
properties. When focus was the figure, the features of systemicness were aligned to
support a community-oriented system i.e. decenttalized with vertically and horizontally
continuous connections. When this condition was met, these features of systemicness
supported the administration of integrating strategies and reciprocally, integrating
strategies tended to elaborate the features of systemicness. For instance, routing
contributed to the pattern of connectivity in systemicness by forming the connections
between councils and stakeholders that elaborated the dense network of relationships
found in Middletown. The network of relationships formed an infrastructure for
communicating, decision-making, sharing and spreading strategies.
Since influencing strategies were an indicator of change it is important to
differentiate the factors and conditions in the three regions that contributed to change or
stasis. When external pressure to change pushes down, there is a tendency for the
dominant system to control the influencing strategies unless sufficient effort is made to
resist this external force. In Middletown, the institutional leaders (AFSS regional director
and staff) recognized the councils through their participation, support and incorporation
of councils in the SPD system. This did not occur in the other two regions. Leadership in
Middletown buffered councils against the pressure h m the dominant system by
supporting the council system with resources and this served to nurture councils while the
properties of community governance formed. In addition to a nurturing role, participation
by institutional leadership increased the credibility of the councils' system and

symbolically contributed to its obtained authority.
In the other two regions, institutional leadership did not perform these roles nor
did they contribute to the councils' obtained authority. Instead, external pressures exerted
a negative influence on the councils and when they did not administer aligning strategies,
AFSS, or the system-in-use, dominated the focus of attention. SimuItaneously,
controlling strategies emerged h m a system-in-use that was based on formal authority.
Self-directedness had to mature to the point where the councils could form an
identity by defming their purpose and establishing direction. Evidence from this study
suggested the council system needed to develop a level of awareness to know what types
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of influencing strategies were appropriate. For instance, in Middletown when DCs
wanted the RC to develop a regional plan, the RC consciously rejected this initiative
because it would undermine community-directed planning. This indicated awareness of
appropriate actions based on an identifiable philosophy of teadership. Furthermore,
persisteace in a particular mode of operations promoted the use of coordinating and
communicating strategies, while resisting the temptation to fall back on controlling
strategies (directing DCs).
Higher levels of effon in Middletown helped to overcome the inertia of the
MSS-run system and established a momentum to change. In earlier sections of this
chapter it was shown that effort was achieved through pIanfblness, leadership, the
reinforcing effects of accompIishment and participation. Actualizing strategies
instmentally contributed to effon by promoting interactions that supported a positive,
self-reinforcing cycle. Effort produced by self-directednessproduced the energy to persist
with new strategies of influence until such time, the effect of the strategies reinforced
their own value and they were entrenched them into their system. In contrast, Littleton
and Barry did not use actualizing strategies as frequently and consequently, failed to
generate the effort and energy to develop selfdirected purpose. In the absence of a clear
identity and sufficient energy to change, these regions "fell-back" onto the system-in-use.
In summary, type of strategy - integrating or contmIIing - emerged from the
different sources of order inherent in properties of community governance but the type of
strategy was a product of systemicness and self-other directedness. When the system-inuse was founded upon participatory governance, integrating strategies emerged as a
product of systemicness and selfdirectedness. In this condition, systemicness was
subordinated to focus, which created a decentralized pattern of connectivity that in turn
reinforced the appIication of integrating strategies. These strategies reciprocally
devetoped the pattern of connectivity which in turn strengthened the pattern of
connectivity. When seIf-directedness had established an identity and direction that was
sufficiently stable to administer integrating strategies, effort produced the energy to
persist with the appiication of these strategies until they were fully instituted in the
overa1I system. htitutionai leadership served an important rote during the formative
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stages by securing fllfficient resources to develop councils while adding credibility to
their obtained authority.
Alternatively, controlling strategies emerged from the AFSS-run system but this
occurred when councils were unable to subordinate systemicness to focus and AFSS or
individual stakeholder groups dominated the attention of councils. In this condition,
"others" - AFSS or individual stakeholder groups, directed the councils. Influencing
strategies were a product of systemicness and self-other directedness, which in turn,
depended on aligning and actualizing strategies.
between

The preceding explanation of the relationship between strategies and properties
suggested each set of strategies sequentially created the necessary conditions for
subsequent sets of strategies. Aligning strategies produced the tasks for actualizing
strategies that produced the 'energy' necessary to implement influencing strategies. This
sequence can be reduced to a pfanning-implementing-administeringcycle that Figure 6
partially captured. This cycle is similar to the planning-implementing-checbng cycle
found in a variety sources on planning @nicker, 1990; Eden & Ackermam, 1998;
Fetterman, 1996; Goodman & Kurke, 1982; Pfeiffer, 1989) except in this study,
administering (influencing strategies) replaces the checking function.
This cycle can be refined further by incorporating the product relationship
between influencing strategies and the properties of systemicness and self-directedness.
Aligning strategies created the conditions for actualizing strategies and the combined
application of these two sets of strategies created the features of the properties necessary
to produce the administration of integrating strategies. This sequence was essentially a
model for change and transformation for Middletown. In Barry and Littleton, the
relationship between strategies followed a pattern of omission or hfkquent application.
Controlling strategies, which resuIted from the combination of an AFSS-run system and
other-directedness, emerged because these regions failed to apply aligning and
actualizing strategies.
Aligning strategies, particdariy planning, performed a crucial role in producing
the tasks and constructing a h

e of reference through which councils could interpret the

extemd changes. When they failed to construct a huework, they drifted within the
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context of changes without a rudder, "swept up by the changes". Without a b e w o r k ,
they could not refer to a schema of change to understand when and how to apply
appropriate strategies in response to events. As a result, Barry worked &om a model of
community governance mismatched to the external governance context and Littleton

drifted into a subordinate rote to AFSS. Failure to plan left the regions without tasks to
work together, and establish cooperation and generate energy to sustain community

governance. This condition reinforced dissipating leveIs of energy in the face of an
environment of change that required increased effort.

In summrrry, aligning strategies created the appropriate figure-ground reIationship
where the focus of attention was accentuated against a system that supported community
goats. Actualizing strategies generated the action and discourse to reinforce focus and
refine self-definition, As a result of action-based strategies, accompIishment reinforced
agency and participation that, in turn, reinforced effort in a virtuous cycle. As a
consequence, the properties of systernicness and self-directedness could sufficiently form
to administer the appropriate influencing strategy. Integrating strategies elaborated the

properties of community governance and instituted mechanisms of influence that
reinforced change to a new system of governance. When these properties and strategies

were appropriately sequenced and synchronized, the outcome was increased participation
of stakeholders.
ce --P

.. .

Participation and involvement of stakeholders was a goal for ail three councils so
the level of participation was one of the few appropriate measures of the outcomes of

councils in each region. Other potentid outcomes were discussed in this study.
For instance, the number of projects completed by councils could be another measure of
the consequence of regionaI council systems and they have been used to assess the
productivity of councils. Unfortunately, councils were not explicitly established to
produce projects whereas all regional council systems were formed to increase
involvement of stakeholders. Obtained authority was another potential outcome and, as
was argued earlier, obtained authority was an outcome of participatory governance for
councils. Councils differed in their type of representation so obtained authority was not
comparable between the regions in this study. Measures of change could also be used, as
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discussed in the influencing strategies section. There are obvious problems associated
with this measure including how this variable could be measured a posteriori except in
nominal terms. Like projects, change was not the stated goal although it certainly was
implied.
Participation was the best available outcome variable because it was a goal of all
three regions, it was measurable and it was closely Linked to the properties of community
governance. There are difficulties with participation since it was both an input and an
influencing variable, but these problems will be addressed later in this section.
Furthermore, different types of representation created problems when comparing rates of
participation. Two regions with participatory governance had DCs that automatically
elevated participation rates compared to Barry, which had one RC. If only RCs are
compared, then participation rates between equivalent bodies can be evaluated. Subcommittees were another indicator of participation at the RC level and a comparison of
the number of sub-committees yields another indicator of participation. Finally, in two
regions, rates of participation of DCs can be compared to assess the participation rates at
a district level.
Not surprisingly, participation rates were consistent with the pattern of results
found with properties of community governance. Littleton and Barry had the lowest rates
of participation while Middletown had the highest rates on most indices of participation.
The LRC met least frequently and the MRC most frequently (Table C6, Appendix C).
The average time spent per meeting (including travel time) per RC was highest in
Middletown, followed by Littleton and thea Barry (Table C7, Appendix C). The average
number of members per meeting was Lowest in Barry, and highest in Middletown (Table
C6, Appendix C). Attendance at DC meetings was consistently higher in Middletown
than Littleton (Tables C5 & C8, Appendix C) and there was evidence participation rates

were increasing in the four DCs in MiddIetown while participation was declining in all
but two DCs in Littleton. Participation rates for Middletown were the highest of the three
regions.
A comparison of sub-committee activity fimm June 1996 to June of 1997 (Charts

Dl to D3, Appendix D) rev& that the LRC had no subcommittees, the BRC had four
regularly operating committees while the MRC had six. It should be noted that during
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this time that three of the four sub-committees in Barry were dormant and only reported
on their status. The number of external stakeholders (not one of three primary
stakeholders) involved with the RC was zero for all three RCs although three of four DCs

in Middletown had at least two extemai services and sometimes up to six.
Participation as a per capita of the general population (Table C5 & C6, Appendix

C), confirmed the general population differences between regions and relationship
between type of representation and participation rates. The ratio of participants to the
population was lowest in Littleton and highest in Barry and the ratio of councils to the
general population was substantially Iower in Littleton compared to Barry. This same
pattern applies to the per capita rate of RC representation to persons with disabilities in

SPD for the respective regions (see Table C6, Appendix C). Participation as per capita
measure was related to the population of each region and the type of representation in
each region.
Two viewpoints about the motivation to participate emerged

- "participation

increased with threat" and "participation was an opportunity to contribute". There was
evidence in all three regions stakeholder participation increased at public and DC
meetings when there was a perceived threat such as the transfer of governance to health,
cutbacks in finding and during the consultation for the regional boards. In Middletown
though, widespread participation in D C s was motivated also by the opportunity to
contribute. The evidence in tbis study suggests that stakeholders in Middletown joined
and participated in councils to actualize their council system by working on community
work plans, goals and projects. Participation rates steadily increased with the DCs not
because people were continuously protesting but because of, members involvement with

DC work plans and goals. Although attendance in this region at special meetings was in
response to specific issues (threat motivation), participation in DC meetings was
relatively constant and ongoing. In contrast, ongoing participation in Littleton in DC
meetings was declining in six of eight DCs.
Participation on a variety of measures varied between the regions but overall a
consistent pattern emerged where Middletown generally had the highest rates at the RC
level and increasing participation at DCs while Littleton struggled at the DC level and

Bany maintained a steady, but lower, rate of participation. Middletown's pattern of
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participation was consistent with participatory governance and the properties of
community governance in this region (self-directedness, focus on community and
unifying systemicness). The rates of participation in Littleton were consistent with
dissipating effort as measured by council business, meeting frequency and other
dimensions of community governance. Barry's rates of participation were predictable,
given its representative governance (with participation limited by the number of
representatives) but the rates of participation reflected the other-directedness, focus on
individual stakeholders and hgmenting systemicness.
Rates of participation were contingent on the motivation to participate, type of
representation and properties of community governance. As a result, participation
differed qualitatively by type and the type of participation produced a different pattern of
causal relationships. Participation in response to threat was qualitatively different &om
ongoing participation that was perceived as an oppomnity to contribute for reasons of
voluntarism. Both Barry and Littleton perceived broad participation as a response to
threats to the interests of the stakehoIders (e.g. financial cutbacks, transfer of governance
to Health). Bellah et al. (L984)and Putman (1995) pointed out that participation in
response to a threat was participation for the sake of self-interest, rather than participation
based on the obligations of citizenship to contribute to community or the common good.
Each type of participation - seIf-interest and voluntarism - demonstrated a
different pattern of causal influence with and in reaction to other variables. Participation
to threat was a variation of negative feedback where the goal state - a hostile policy triggered participation but when increased participation forces a change to reduce that
"thermostat setting", participation decIines. There was no positive feedback loop to
sustain ongoing participation. Conversely, participation originating from voluntarism
(Figure 6) followed a double-loop pattern of behavior.
Participation as voluntarism or formative participation, functioned as a causal and
recursive variable where it initially served as an input into the system in the form of

human resources but subsequently, was influenced by other variables within the system.
The recursive relationship (descni by circular arrows in Figure 3) was depicted in
Figure 6 where participation r e c i p d y influenced those same causal variables
(planhlness, purposivness) and in turn, participation was modified. This process of
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reciprocal influence recurred over successive iterations that produced an evolution of
these variables in a virtuous cycle.
Theories of participatory democracy predict this type 0:' relationship because the
educative hction of participation produces not only an integrated and collective view of
purpose but the process and achieved plrrpose influence the participant (Barber, 1984;
Ranson & Stewart, 1989; Sorensen, 1997). In this study, the process became selfsustaining and iterative when accomplishment reinforced participation directly and, in the
process, reinforced the voice of participants, developed common interests and reshaped
purpose. Type of representation, in this case participatory, was associated with a
distinctive causai relationship (recursive) between participation and other variables of
governance.
Representative governance on the other hand limited inputs via participation to
members of the council but, more importantly, the representative system structured

inputs-operations-outputs in a different arrangement. Inputs came in the form of elections
to select representatives or public consultations to inform representatives while the
outputs - decisions and projects - received approvaI or disapproval from constituents.
Since the approval or disapproval lagged behind the actual event (elections or even public
meetings in protest) this system of governance encouraged reactive instead of formative
participation.
Participation can be described as reactive when if is a reaction to a threat or
fonnative when participation conm%utes to the formation of community institutions and
processes of governance. It should be noted though that representative participation in
itself was formative for the representative. Each representative regularly contributed to
the formative institutions of community governance but the structure of participation did
not encourage fonnative participation throughout the community. As previously stated,
representative participation tended to produce reactive participation by nature of its
accountability mechanisms.
Reactive participation, whether in response to a threat or based on the system of
govemance was not suitable for the tasks of community govemance. Community
govemance required associative mechanisms to fill the void between the individual and
the state, or alternatively, construct a community of stakeholders. Community
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governance performed a role in finding common purpose, roles and means to achieve the

ends of the stakeholders. In this sense, community governance addressed commonalities,

or the integrative gods of community,rather than the differences between stakeholders.
Participatory forms of governance were preferable under these conditions to
representative f o m because they shaped and unified individual preferences into
common goals (Barber, 1984; Pateman, 1970; Sorenson, 1997).
Representative forms of governance in general are better matched to conflicting

interests when consensus is not possible (Mansbridge, 1983; March & Olsen, 1989;
Pateman, 1970). Representative democracy has been success~lbecause it aggregates
preferences and makes decisions on a majority rule basis. Aggregative mechanisms
facilitate the resolution of intractable or enduring differences by ensuring there is a

pmess for timely decision-making in the hands of representatives (Mansbtidge, 1983;
March & Olsen, 1989; Ranson & Stewart, 1994) and it is especially efficient when the

population is large (Dahl, 1998; Pateman, 1970). Representative and participatory

democracy are complementary and the appropriate application depends on the match of

type to size of the community and the nature of interests (Mansbridge, 1983; Pateman,
1970).

The analysis of the evidence in this chapter suggests that participatory governance
was created when responsibility for SPD was devolved to the community and there was

an opportunity or space to govern differently. Government led changes, at first, did not

define community management of SPD and, symbolically at least, left room for a new
forms of governance. In this context, communities in each region faced the task of
constructing institutions of community governance- They advanced into this space by
creating common roles and purposes for community governance. In each region they

defined integrative roles such as planning, communication and coordination (Tables ElE3) that were designed to build consensus and common purpose but tended to avoid
functions of conflict. For instance, counciIs did not recommend on £inanciaI matters
except in very circumxribed circumstances because resource docation leads to
competitive and conflicting claims by stakeholders. ConsequentIy, participatory forms of
govemance were better suited to these mles while recognizing regional boards were
better equipped to address decisions to balance aggregate needs.
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Properties like self-directedness, focus on community and systemicness built a
network of face to face relationships that allowed stakeholders to find a common role and
purpose. Participatory representation, in combination with the strategies found in this
study, constructed a community of stakeholders. As a result, formative participation was
produced fiom both the form and the properties of community governance in an evolving,
recursive process.

In Barry, representative participation was not well matched to the tasks of
community governance and it possessed inherent characteristics that limited the growth
of the properties of community governance. Representative participation failed to engage
stakeholders in forming a role based on commonalities but reinforced existing
stakeholder cleavages. Both Littleton and Barry developed properties of governance that
strengthened reactive participation, but reactive participation operated systemically to
reduce the formation of community governance. As a consequence, participation was
lower in these regions and the rates and type of participation were congruent with the
properties of governance discovered in these regions.

Summary of the Properties of Community Governance
Middletown instituted a community governance system where the propemes selfdirectedness, focus of attention on the community and a uniQing systemicness were congruent with its incipient form of governance. Middletown DCs consistently
aligned themselves to the environment of change, developed work plans that produced
discernable projects that garnered cooperation and increased participation. Increased
effort and purposiveness accompanied the properties of governance while participation
rates were increasing. The presence of integrating strategies indicated the council system
changed the region fiom a hgmented district-centered system to a unified region
supporting community governance.

Barry and Littleton, on the other hand, consistently demonstrated incongruity
between the form and plans for governance and the properties of community governance.
This study discovered properties of community governance of councils that were otherdirected, dominated by a focus on AFSS or separate stakehoiders within a context of
fragmenting systemicness. Each region had lower rates of participation than Middletown
and dimensions of their properties of governance showed a dissipating trend in effort,
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commitment and direction. If infTuencing strategies were a measure of change, then the
predominance of controlling strategies suggested these regions had not changed, but had
"fallen back" onto traditional forms of SPD governance. Evidence in these regions
suggested their efforts produced an aborted attempt to implement community
governance.

Chapter 7

CONCLUSION
Introduction

In this final chapter the results will be considered and compared against the
original research questions. In addition to the original questions posed by this study,
unanticipated findings such as the model of change that emerged in the grounded theory
will be discussed.
The purpose of this research was to investigate how community stakeholders
responded to the decentraIization of responsibility for the management of SPD services

from the government to regional boards. Four questions were asked: what was the role of
Re's during the transfer? How did the RCs organize themselves? How did RC's make
decisions? And, how did RCs perceive the transfer of authority? The second objective of
this study was to study how the decentdization of authority occurred and three sets of
questions were asked about this area o f inquiry. Was there a need for intermediary
associations as a result of the transfer of authority? What contextual factors influenced
decentralization by government and community governance organizations? Are the
attributes of change for government planned versus change organized by community
governance organizations? The next two sections will discuss the findings b m this study
that relate to the original research questions. Following this discussion, the models of
change embodied in the grounded theory will be considered and the chapter will conclude
with a short discussion on the Limitations of this study and the implications of these

findings for future research.
Response of the Regions - Two Forms of Community Governance

In Chapter One, the question was asked how regions responded to the devolution
of authority for SPD. First, regions organized themselves into one of two forms of
community governance described in the d t s section as participatory or representative.
While these fonns structured their organization, it could be concluded the process of
organizing by regions was seLf-oqynbhg. Three main stakeholder groups @arents/seE
advocates, senrice providers and AFSS staff) initiated basic organizing at the regional
level. First in response to &uncial cutbacks and then in response to proposed changes in
governance to SPD. While the pmess of organizing is important and wiI1 be considered
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in a later section, this section will focus on the response by regions to the transfer of

responsibility for SPD by government.
ce as Two Ways to OrEvidence E?om this study suggests the two fonns of governance employed by
regions corresponded closely to either republican (participatory) or liberal democratic
(representative) practice. The two types reflect the differing orientation to common or
competing interests and the means to make decisions to resolve each task parber, 1984;
Mansbridge, 1983). Participatory or republican democracy is characterized by open
membership and collective gods that integrate the polity (Barber, 1984). The polity
defines its "constitution", role and goals in unfolding process of discovery tbrough
deliberation produced through the participation in decision-making (Barber, 1984;
Machtyre, 1984; Mansbridge, 1983; Pateman, 1970). Conversely, the representative
liberal democracy aggregates individual choices and views democracy as a kind of
competitive contest between parties (Habermas, 1998). Even though liberal democracy is
based on the sanctity of individual rights (as opposed to collective rights), in practice
pluralities or groups emerge to compete for power through eIection and influence on
public policy (Dahl, 1998; Habennas, 1998).
Middletown actualized participatory governance by permitting open membership,
collectively discovering its purpose in an iterative process that reinforced participation
and establishing fonnative accountability through participation. This region
approximated a community polity formed into an integrated collectivity. Littleton
designed a participatory system but failed to fully activate the DCs. Barry employed
representative principles for its governance and there was more evidence of features
associated with representative governance: competition between groups, interest groups
and post factum accountability with constituents. The two forms of community
governance found in this study then were two ways regions organized themselves.

-of R
The next question asked what role RCs assumed during the transition period? The
evidence showed Middletown circumscrii the role of the RC and DCs to matters of
common purpose, planning, advocacy and community. By defining their roles in this
way, they were able to M U the integrative and fonnative fimction most commonly
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associated with participatory democracy (Benhabib, 1992; Mansbridge, 1983; Pateman,
1979). While RCs from MiddIeton and LittIeton employed representative participation at

a regional level in the RCs,the respective RCs rarely performed a role in representative
decision-mhg. The Middletown RC did not make decisions as much as it coordinated,

communicated and dispersed decision-making in a manner consistent with their
decentralized mode1 of community governance. Likewise, the Littleton RC did not make
decisions but neither did it disperse decision-making to I X l s despite its intentions to
make DCs the focal point during the transition to a mgional board and as a
complementary polity in the futurewith the regional board.
The fmdings on the respective roles of DCs and how they expected to work with
regional boards showed how participants In these two regions believed each of these
bodies were complementary. Participants believed the Regional board would oversee

policy and make resource allocation decisions for the region whiIe the DCs rote was
integrative i.e. concerned with common purpose roles, yet linked with representative role
of the regional board. Each ievel of governance - DCs and regional board could h c t i o n

sirnultaneousty but each body wouid perform different mtes.

Barry, in contrast to these two regions, perceived its role first as being contingent
on whether the regional board filled a similar role as the BRC. If the regional bard failed

to meet their standards, the BRC would function in the future as a body to monitor the
regional boards. Their role with the regional board was transitory because the Barry
Model proposed by the BRC, imagined the regional board as a Wllment of their
representative model. According to participants, the regional board at a minimum must

possess the RC's virtues if not their form. If the regional board did not embody these
virtues, then the RC would continue in an adversarial role as a community check and
balance.

Regions who chose participatoty govemance aiso chose a constructive and
complementaty role to the regional board while Barry hedged its bet but essentiaIly
retained a reactive role. The nature of roles chosen by the respective regions

corresponded to the type of participation found in each region In Barry and Littleton to a

lesser extent, participation was reactive but in Middletown, it was formative. The form of
community governance defined different roIes and structured the modes of participation.

Two M o d s of-

..
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The next question asked how RCs reached decisions and the evidence
demonstrates there were two different modes of decision-making. Each mode was
grounded in one or the other forms of community governance and the roIes of DCs with

regionaI boards. One mode of decision-making was participative where common goals
were constructed while the other was representative where competing interests were

resolved. Participative decision-making was found in the Middletown D C s within a
framework of planning-irnpIementing where common goals turned into projects. When
representative decision-making was empIoyed as in Barry, decision-making was
controIled by AFSS.
Influencing strategies revealed how decision-making differed in the regions. In
LittIeton and Barry, controlting strategies permitted AFSS to bias decision-making by

b e l i n g decision-making through control of the flow of information and controlling the
agenda. Alternatively, Middletown coordinated decision-making by applying integrating
type influencing strategies such as routing and coordinating, facilitated decision-making
by dispersing information; and, guarded against misuse of decision-making by ensuring it

was "pushed down" to communities. Inthis way, regional issues were centraIIy processed

but community's responsibilities were not abrogated
Bachrach & Bmtz, (1962; 1963) propose power is exerted by "the mobiIization

of bias" where dominant actors shape issues, values and prucedures in the decision
making pmcess to prevent or bias what issues are even considered for discussion and
decision-making (Bachch & Baratz, 1963; Held, 1996). Controtling strategies in both
Barry and Littleton allowed AFSS to dominate and bias the agenda of RCs. In contrast,

integrating strategies formed a process of decision-making that formed new "circuits of
power" (Clegg, 1989) that invoIved new actors in new strategies of decision-making.
It would be wrung to conclude that representative governance automaticaIIy

produces controIling types of decision-&g.

In kt,the results suggested controIlimg

strategies emerged fiom the dominant source of order rather than the form of governance.

The results suggest that is was easier for the bureaucratic type of organization i.e. AFSS
to dominate representative councils. The representative structure was more c e n t d k d
possessed fewer connections because there were fewer members and, therefore, it was
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easier to funnel and control the flow of information and decisions. Representative
governance may not necessarily produce a controlling style of decision-making but its
central form made it simpler to dominate.
Public w

..

e of Dee-

The fmal question asked how stakeholders perceived the transfer for the
responsibility for SPD governance. The results suggested that participants perceived RCs
and DCs carving out a new role for decision-making that involved a broader range of
stakeholders located in a new public space for decision-making. Regions in this study
asked the question "what role and responsibility can communities assume for services?"
and answered by defining both community and their roles. At one level, all regions and

communities wanted to expand the public space and participation in decision-making in
the territory controlled largely by service providers and AFSS. At the level of regional
governance for SPD, all regions expected the board to take over the responsibility for
finance and policy, a responsibility once exclusively controlled by government. What
decisions fell into the public space and what decisions fell within the regional board's
purview were determined by the complementary roles of community and regional boards.
The new forms of community governance can be conceptualized using the
metaphor of public-private space that is frequently employed by republican democrats for

a civic society (Arendt, 1958; Barber, 1984; 1998) and by feminists (Benhabib, 1992). It

is close as well to the notion of expanded corporate governance where there is an
expectation of duty to stakeholders not just stockholders (Carver, 1997; Mok, 1985;
Useem, 1996). The results from this study exemplify changing notions of citizen
governance that ask for more participation in decision-making by altering the boundaries
and landscape of public-private domains. Republican democrats argue for the
revitalization of a civic community where participatory mechanisms of governance
involve the pubtic in decision-making to reduce the alienation and fragmentation of
society resulting h m overpowering government and business organizations (Barber,
1984; 1998; Mansbridge, 1983; Sandel, 1996). Participation in civic governance is a

means for increasing the efficacy of communities against strong, hgmenting forces
(Barber, 1998; Bellah et al., 1983; Benhabib, 1992) Cornmunitarians advocate for
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participatory mechanisms of governance to regenerate a moral community formed around
natural communities (Etzioni, 1996; MacIntyre, 1984).
Both approaches underscore the trend to democractization of society which has
influenced our ideas of governance, particularly through expanding participation in
decision-making that was once considered "private" whether in the government or private
sector (Paquet, 1999). Results fiom this study confirm this trend and show how
democratization was attempted and actualized. Properties of community governance
(such as focus of attention on community) locate democratic action at this level of society
while self-directedness reinforces the need for efficacy. Selfdirectedness highlighted the
importance of identity or subject acting efficaciously and intentionally to make decisions

within a circumscribed public space. Furthermore, this property of cotrununity
governance demonstrated how community organizations could be dominated by the
"other", such as AFSS. Self-directedness reinforced the importance of agency and
efficacy in grassroots and bottom-up democracy.
The importance of collective purpose suggests that at the community level,
common good must be defined. Common good refers to the idea that a polity, through
deliberation, anives at a consensus about the common interests of the community

(Barber, 1984; Ehrenberg, 1999; Pateman, 1970). Republican and liberal democratic
theory
disagree
on
the
concept
"cornrnon
good".
Republicans argue this is a central purpose of democracy while liberal democrats argue
democracy should be neutral to ends because individual interests are paramount (Barber,
1998; Dahl, 1998; Mansbridge, 1983). In this study, common purpose corresponds to the

notion of a common good, and the prior discussion on roles and decision-making
positions common purpose as a centtal task and outcome for the participatory form of
governance. Common purpose was clearly located in the newly defined public space for
decision-making at the community level.
In conclusion, the metaphor of an expanded public space for participation in
decision-making broadly speaks to the question about how regions responded. Forms of
community governance, their role and modes of decision-making are the means to
participate in the expanded public space. Altogether, regions responded by attempting to
broaden their participation in the public space for decision-making in SPD.Whether this
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response was solely due to the Alberta government's changes to public governance, or
whether they were influenced by the broader trends to democratization, cannot be
answered definitively. This discussion has raised the possibility the response resulted

fiom both forces. The results suggest that in the world of SPD,community stakeholders
wanted to participate in and open up decision-making in matters affecting them.
Decentralization - Centrally Managed or Community Driven
The second major objective of this study was to study how decentralization
occumd and develop a grounded theory of this process. This latter question will be
discussed in detail in the next section but the former question will be addressed here.
There was little evidence that regional and contextual features influenced
government directed devolution of SPD to regional boards. Evidence fiom this study
demonstrated each of the six regional boards was a replication of the same board model.
There was some evidence regional boards would have some latitude in how they worked
with community groups but it was not possible to verifL this since regional boards were

not operating at the time of data was gathered. From the participants viewpoint, the
process of transferring authority to the boards was erratic, centrally managed and "topdown". Participants believed they were not engaged in the process of the transfer of
responsibility by government and perceived the process as a "stop and start" schedule of
implementation.
The devolution of SPD to regional boards revealed contradictions between the
government's rhetoric and government ideology. Press releases on the transfer of SPD to
Regional Boards stated the government was making the changes because community

boards were more able to plan, identify needs and apply resources for SPD (Alberta
Government, 1996a; 1996~).Furthermore, the Government stated communities wanted
and were ready, willing and committed to the assume responsibility for the management
of services (Alberta Government, 1996a). Coaununication of this nature appeared to infer
republican and comrnunitarian democratic principles of localism and participative
governance (Ehrenberg, 1999; Lindquist, 1997; Staeheii, 1997). These principles of
governance conflict with the principles of classical h i s m that form the basis of the
neo-conservative ideology championed by the Klein government
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Neo-consewative principles promote devolution to the private sector and

individual choice through market mechanisms but the transfer to regional boards did not
do this. First, SPD employees remained Government of Alberta employees when the
govemment transferred authority to regional boards rather transferring SPD employees to
the regional boards or the private sector. Consequently, the size of the state was not
reduced or changed in any meaningfbl way and this is inconsistent with the god of
smaller government, a central tenet of neo-conservative governments (Savoie, 1994).
Regional bards resembled "holding companies" for government rather than private
sector organizations. Second, the rhetoric used by government around community
responsibility implies the collective and participative form of governance, which is
antithetical to the neo-conservative doctrine of individual cfhoice. Regional boards were
a "quango" board of government appointees. Government created a chimera of policy

-

that combined elements of various popular ideologies, (populism and neo-conservatism).
Decentralization appeared to satisfj a variety of interests fiom the SPD community and
the public without changing its governance significantly.

This study asked whether contextual factors wouId influence the decentralization

of community governance organizations. Since decentralization effectively permits local
units of operation or polities to adapt to local circumstances, different characteristics of
the regions shouId influence decentdization (Harnbleton, 1988; Paquet, 1999; Robbins,
1990). Comparisons of regions showed the type of participation underlying each of the

two forms of community governance was directly associated with varying degrees of
decentralization. Participatory representation occurred with a decentraiized network of
DCs connected by an RC that served a coordinating role. Participative democracy
decentralizes decision-making through participative bodies at the community [evel
(Barber, 1984; Mansbridge, 1983; Pateman, 1970). Representative participation
centraIized its functions and participation in one body much like representative
democracy does to solve the problem of participation and decision-making in larger
polities (DahI, 1998; Dahl& Tufte, 1973; Pateman, 1970).
There was evidence that the degree of decentralization by RCs was similar to the
degree of decentmlization employed by AFSS to adapt to the geographicdemographic
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dispersion in each region. Past research has shown schemas for fiture forms of
organizations involved in change borrow fiom existing features of organization
(Eisenhardt & Schoonhoven, 1990; Gersick, 1991; Gioia & Chittipeddi). In this study the
model of decentdhtion used in each region corresponded highly with the model of
decentralization employed in the past by AFSS in that region. Past history played a role

in influencing the organizational structure and the degree of decentralization of that
structure,
As mentioned earlier, larger populations use representative democracy for reasons
of efficiency while smaller groups or districts employ participatory forms of democracy
to build "community" (Dahl, 1998; Mansbridge, 1983; Pateman, 1970). There was a
strong positive relationship between the extent the regional system was centralized and
the size of the population. The one urban region employed the centralized, representative
system while the two regions with a mix of rurai and urban centers employed
participatory representation. There was some evidence to suggest that complexity of the
region was associated with a more centralized organizational form. Barry was more
differentiated as a region because of the presence of competing groups of stakeholders.
The number of groups in the region and competition between these groups represented
the degree of compiexity but since the number of groups was probably a function of
population size, complexity co-varied with size of population. Since this study did not
compare urban centers, it is not certain whether competitiveness is a characteristic of this
city or a characteristic of urban centers in general.
The association between large popuIation size, regional complexity and
representative governance begs the question whether it is competition between groups in
urban centers that militates against participative governance. When the population size of

the three SPD stakeholders groups in Barry is examined, it is a population of four to five
thousand stakeholders. In terms of political groups, this is not a large polity as Dahl
(1998) suggested polities of ten thousand or less could probably be governed with a
participatory model. Prior regional organization and specid interest groups competing in
quasi-adversarial relationships naturally suggested a form of representative governance

(DahI, 1998; Mansbridge, 1983; Pateman, 1970). Representative democracy can resolve
competing cIaims through majoritarian decision-&g

whereas participatory
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democracy relies upon governance mechanisms to unifj. citizens under common goals
(Barber, 1984; Machtyre, 1984). Given the competitive, complex and pluralistic
characteristics in this region and without a history of integrative mechanisms in place,
this region defaulted to the representative mode,

Properties of Governance Mediated Decentralization
Properties and strategies of governance mediated decentralization by formulating

a definition of community and then constructing an organizational structure that
supported the purpose of the defined community. Earlier it was shown how focus of
attention determined if regions genuinely attended to community or other interests. Focus
defined community as small "patches" that permitted face to face interactions and located
responsibility for governance squarely in these decentralized communities. When regions
used aligning strategies, communities defined their purpose, role, goals and actions in
relationship to the external environment of changes in governance. This served to
establish community in the foreground against a turbulent external environment.It also
managed the figure-ground relationship between community and the system (AFSS and
broader community) it was embedded within.

In terms of decentralization it was argued earlier that the scale of community was
important because if the patches were too large, focus of attention was diffused and the
individual organization or community is unable to fulfill its mission (Eisenhardt &
Brown, 1999). The results suggested there were an optimal number of patches in the
participatory system and the optimal number permitted sufficient autonomy to respond to
local probiems but sufficient connectivity with other patches to spread information and
coordinate solutions.
Aligning strategies defined the appropriate roles and goals of each community
polity in relationship to changes in governance and the broader system of social services.
External events and larger organizations easily diverted focus of attention by the groups

in this study unless they employed strategies to clarify and maintain their attention. Focus
of attention has cognitive and physical Limitations and is easily diverted by external
events because of limited time, resources and human resources (March & Olsen, 1989).
When the scope and diversity of community was too broad and aligning strategies were
absent, focus of attention was diverted to other interests, By scaling community along a

small metric and employing aligning strategies to match purpose with tbe tasks of the
external environment, decentralized participatory community polities effectively
hctioned.
A critical issue then, for community directed decentralization, is matching

purpose and firnction to the tasks the community faces. This problem is another way of
expressing the question of subsidiarity or ''what can probfems can the community solve"
and ' M a t problems shodd higher levels of government be responsible for?" This

question requires a thoughtful answer because participatory democracy has been invoked
as a panacea for solutions to the moral and governance problems facing society but

subsequently criticized as a superficial mantra of post-modernism (Ehrenberg, 1999;
Handler, 1996).
Participatory democracy is the most decentralized form of democracy and
assumes that s d t units organized by participation of citizens achieve better community
objectives (Barber, 1984; Ehrenberg, 1999). It is based on the notions that local
community knows its needs best, and, since it Iives with the consequences of its

decisions, it wiil act more responsr'bly (Cohen & Rogers, 1995; Etrrenberg, 1999;
Handler, 1996; Staeheli, 1997). Additionally, community can act quickIy and deploy
resources more accurately but the scope of the problem must be smaller (Cohen &
Rogers, 1995; Staeheli, 1997). These notions of localism are conditioned upon a central
tenet of democracy that the polity must have sufficient autonomy to insulate deliberation
and decision-making from external forces (Dahl, 1998; Ehrenberg, 1999; Held, 1996).
Participatory democracy has been criticized by studies that have shown smaller,
community polities tend to enforce conformity, show bias to specid and dominant
interest groups within the community and tend to act arbitrarily (Ehrenberg, 1999;
Mansbridge, 1983). Locally run polities tend to strengthen existing inequalities and,

marginalized groups within communities, often lack an equitable voice in decision-

making (Ehrenberg, 1999). The interests of members who are traditionally devalued, are
often better protected by central levels government (Mansbridge, 1983; Staeheli, 1997).
The logic of iocalism does not decrease special interest power, inequalities nor increase
the voice of the disadvantaged (Ehrenberg, 1999; Mansbridge, 1983). Larger, central
governments have more abiIity to respond to broad social-economic problems and
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bureaucracies may be better suited to ensuring fairness in distributing services or

reducing particularistic decision-making at a local level (Peters & Pierre, 2000).
Dahl& Tufie (1973) addressed this aspect of decentralization by conceptualizing

democracy along the dimensions of citizen and system effectiveness. Citizen
effectiveness corresponds to the efficacy of individual citizens to influence public
decisions by government while system effectiveness refers to the ability of the polity to
respond to broader problems. Participatory polities possess more capacity for citizen
effectiveness because of the role of citizen participation in decision-making but possess
less system effectiveness because their small size reduces their strength to tackle broader
problems. The paradox of decentralization embodies this principle where where it has
been found citizens believe they have more influence on local governments but believe,
that central governments have more direct effect on their lives (Mansbridge, 1983). There

are trade-offs between the size of the polity and the type of problems it can attend to.
In terms of decentralization and the regional groups in this study, when
participatory governance was effective, community polities were scaled to a size that
permitted face-to-face interactions. Scaling was not sufficient but needed to be
accompanied by aligning strategies to manage the figure-ground relationship between
communities and the external context and system. Aligning strategies provided a h

e of

reference to define a role for the community poiity that the polity could accomplish.
Next, autonomy obtained through a process of selfdimtedness, defined the identity of
the polity. The balance between identity and focus of attention was accomplished by
actualizing strategies, so that a defined identity emerged by doing and working together
on concrete projects for the community.

Was one type of participation - participatory or representative - for community
governance more appropriate in response to this external context? Participatory
representation was better suited to this task if community was the object of attention, if
the role of the community polity is c i ~ u m s c ntoi matters it had the capacity to address
and if it actively utilized strategies to understand its role and create an identity.
Representative participation for RC's served a function in 1994 when RCs advocated for
a rote in the financial cutbacks because cutbacks were a pervasive phenomenon. In 19951996, when changes to the form of SPD governance were contemplated, the task for
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communities changed. The task for communities was to h d a form of governance that
built common and collective interests to serve the needs of stakeholders rather than
mediating between competing interests. Representative participation was mismatched to
this task because there were no means to involve community in a task that required
widespread participation,

It was argued that the changes in governance created a space for community
decision-making. The evidence suggests that formal governance bodies such as regional
boards bounded the space for community governance to a role that was formative and
participatory however, participative governance complemented the representative mode
of governance performed by regional boards. These complementary and co-existing
forms of governance provide a venue for stakeholder participation yet, ensure competing
and common interests have a mode of resolution while locating each at the appropriate
level of decentralization. Where decision-making for community governance is located
depends on the type of decision-making. Collective issues, such as finding common
purpose, are better located at the periphery or "at ground level" with small polities
"governing" with integrative approaches. Issues of competing claims are better located
more centrally with representative governance using aggregative decision-making tools.

In conclusion, the question about the relationship between contextual factors and
the degree of decentralization is, it depends. It depends upon the contextual features,
focus of attention, the purpose of the polity, external tasks facing the polity and the types
of decisions it makes. These factors are related in a recursive relationship where one
factor influences another but the change in the second factor in turn influences the fust.
Decentralization is not a linear but rather a non-linear solution involving a multitude of
variables that must factor in context to produce the dynamics of effective governance

A Need for lntermediarv Ass-

. .

'I

This study asked if there was a need for intermediary associations as a result of
government decentralization. The evidence suggests there appeared to be a need for and
a will by community polities to participate in planning, finding solutions to probIems and
taking action. Community polities were effkctive when the scope of polities were scaled

to match their power to act. Changes by government to public governance provided an
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opportunity for the democratization of SPD and, decentralized community levei action
achieved a measure of success when community polities utilized certain strategies.
Change and the Properties of Community Governance
The last question asked by this study was whether the attniutes of change over
the process of decentralization were similar or different for government and community
organizations. This question is answered best by discussing the framework of the
grounded theory summarized in Figure 3 and the models of change presented in the
Planning-implementing Relationship with Participation in Figure 6 and the Relationship
between the Properties of Community Governance in Figure 7.
The environment of change surrounding the transfer for the management of SPD
created the conditions that triggered the central phenomenon - new forms of community
governance. Government's centrally managed change intersected with regional groups
who were considering new forms of community governance. When the results are viewed

from the "before" and "after" perspective, this study documents attempts by regional
stakeholders to organize a transformation from a fragmented community system with no
councils to a unified community system of governance with councils.

The result of the interaction between govenunent initiated change and community
initiated change suggest that Barry and Littleton were "swept up" or driven by
government led forces of change. Consequently, there was significant difference between
their plans and their practice. In these regions, external government-directed changes
combined with a paucity of strategies for change resulted in malignant properties of
community governance. Only one region, Middletown, moved h m its plan to an
operational form of community governance. This region transformed itself from a
fragmented system to a unified system and in this region, the properties of community
governance corresponded to the espoused system of governance. This section considers
transformation and the model of change discovered in this study.

LeadershiD
Before beginning the discussion of change, leadership must be discussed because
it intervened positively and negatively in the outcomes. In studies of change, Leadership
performs a critical role in a facilitating role rather than the charismatic role popular
management ascribes to leadership (Ferlie et al., 1996; Pettigrew et aI., 1992). In the few
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existing, well-designed studies on organizationid chafige, effective change leadership is
more mundane and less stellar. Pettigrew (1985) discovered one of the key roles of
leadership involved sensing opportunities or threats and "setting up" the dynamics for
change. In subsequent studies of change in regional health authorities Ferlie et al., (1996)
and Pettigrew et al. (1992) found change leadership meant managing operations soundly
while implementing change programs. Hinings & Greenwood (1989) reported that
effective leadership meant the persistent and diligent re-fhming of organizational
schemas through attention to underlying values and the application of change to the
critical processes of the organization. Kanter (1985) described how leadership drew the
parts of the organization together into a whole and the ability to form an integrated
whole, differentiated organizations that successfdIy changed from those that failed to
change. Leadership plays a key role in transformation by facilitating integration of the
organization during times of change.
Leadership played a key role in managing change in the regions in this study.
First, institutional leadership played a nurturing role that permitted the RCs and DCs to
achieve sufficient effort to change and overcome the effects of inertia while building
agency or selfdirectedness. In Middletown, the institutional leaders recognized the
councils through participation, support and incorporating councils in the SPD system
whereas the other two regions did not. Institutional leaders conferred symbolic and actual
value to the RCs through participation while encouraging involvement of the council
system in AFSS decision-making. ConverseIy, they symbolically devalued councils by
not participating or ignoring their work.
Second, sound leadership and management assisted councils in instituting new
routines and practices. This was most apparent when councils p

m

i leadership roles

to parents who did not have the training or experience in operational management despite
their best intentions. in these regions, AFSS easily dominated the agenda and this result

raises the question of the most suitabIe role of parents and self-advocates as leaders.
Parents and self-advocates are the most effective advocates for rights, equality and
correction of injustices (Roehm Mtute, 1993) but the results in this study question their
effectiveness as managers of change. There was positive results when DCs and RCS were
soundly managed by service provider members who empIoyed planning, goal setting and

-
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decision-making not unlike the factors of leadership identified by Hinings & Greenwood
(1989), Pettigrew et al. (1992) and Ferlie et al. (1996).

Successful transformation in the regions studied emerged fiom a categorically
different dynamic of change than government driven devolution. Government centrally
managed change from the "top down" even though they involved community groups for
consultation and feedback. The direction and forcellness of government directed change
was not unlike devolution described by Ferlie et al. (1996) and Pettigrew et al. (1992) in

England. In contrast, the community governance approach to decentralization closely
resembled collectivist or integrative approach because it self-organized and focused on
collective or shared institutions to fonn its goals and means of operations (Baher, L999;
Handler, 1996; March & Olsen, 1989; McKenzie, 1994). This approach to change is
described commonly as "from the ground up".
The change dynamic underlying successll transformation to community
governance emerged from two different but complementary systems of change. First, the
sequence of aligning-actualizing-influencing strategies formed a model of the stages and
functions of transformation. The sequential application of aligning, actualizing and
influencing strategies was not much different from the planning-implementing-checking
model in many popular change management books (Drucker, 1990; Eden & Ackerman,
1998; Fetterman, 1996; Goodman & Kurke, 1982; Pfefier, 1989). Sequentid
employment of the strategies matched the stages of development h m formationplanning (aligning) to implementation (actualizing) to operations-administration
(influencing).
One significant difference between the model of change found in this study and

models of change in the management Literature is the absence of an evaluation function
(checking results against plans) in the model h m this study. Instead, influencing
strategies were the third step of the model rather than evaluation. The paucity of
evaluative activities may have been due to the dative newness of councils operations
rather than an oversight.
The evidence presented on the strategies suggested that the chief difference
between Middletown and the other regions was the application of a wide range of
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strategies. The absence of strategies in Littleton and Barry prevented them from
changing. When the strategies are examined, they are not sophisticated or unique but
refer to basic planning techniques such as sensing, goal setting, coordinating and
spreading information. It reinforces how sound management techniques are important to
change (Pettigrew et al., 1992).
Strategies served to manage the tension between external forces and the properties
of governance. In the results section, it was shown how these strategies modulated the
tension between the properties and managed the development of the properties. A review
of the literature did not uncover any similar dynamic except for the relationships between
the concepts of autonomy and systems @ah1 & Tufle, 1973) and focus of attention and
decentralization (Eishenhardt & Brown, 1999). While the strategies in themselves were
not innovative, their application was instrumental in effecting transformation.
The second model of change in this study was the planning-implementingparticipation dynamic illustrated in Figure 6. This systemic arrangement of strategies
generated the dynamics of change for participative governance through a formative and
iterative process of discovering a common purpose, goal formation and implementing
projects, which generated participation that in turn, reinvigorated the cycle. This cycle of
change was significant because this dynamic systemically operationalized participatory
governance but also, it only hctioned when it was embedded within a weI1-organized
systemic organization.
Clearly one of the key diffwences between the regions was the presence or
absence of a well-organized system of inputs-processsutputs. Organization of basic
systemic functions permitted a council system to transform plans into projects and this
organization, in turn, permitted the second level of systemic organization found in the
planning-implemendng cycle. It was this systemic "wgine" that generated participation
and permitted the ongoing discovery of purpose so crucial to participatory governance.
Systemicness organized the parts structurally and dynamically into a system that formed
a dynamic of change that constructed the properties of community governance.

The planning-implementing cycle animated the principles of participatory
democracy into a working system by operationalizing common purpose, a key feature of
participatory democracy (Barber, 1984; Pateman, 1970). Next, the system exphined the
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relationship between common purpose and participation through a self-reinforcing loop
of action that produced the venue for d e h i t i o n . Action provided the venue for the
discourse essential for finding common interests, learning and the means for
accomplishment that in turn reinforced participation. Deliberation was less discoursebased and more action-based as discourse merged fiom action rather than the reverse,
and, this finding is at variance from theory (Barber, 1984; Mansbridge, 1983; Sandel,
1996). If discourse is de-emphasized and action elevated in importance, the results
challenge theories of democratization and participation that focus on discourse as the
central means of garnering participation in public decision-making (Habemas, 1998;
Webler & TuIer, 2000).

This model of

change was most responsible for generating formative

participation, Regions differed in the Level of participation even when the effects for
different modes of governance were controlled, Middietown surpassed the other regions
in their participation because this region arranged the strategies systemically to produce a
virtuous, self-reinforcing system that generated participation. Formative participation was
conceptually tied to the principles of participative governance but the outcomes
themselves resulted fiom the systemic arrangement of strategies.
This system of change also resembles change theories in the learning organization
(Argyris & Schon, 1978; Senge et al., 1994) and empowerment literature (Fetterman,
1996). In particular, learning arises fiom practice and then is transferred within the
organization through a double loop of participation. It also illustrates how the principles
of democracy permeate organizational development theory. Approaches to planning that
emphasize planning through participation to find common purpose, values and vision for
the organization (Peters & Waterman, 1982; Senge et al., 1994; Weisbord, 1992) imitate
the notions of the local polity finding a common purpose and virtues through citizen
participation (Ehrenberg, 1999; MacIntyre, 1984).
When councils managed change, it was accompanied by the formation of a
common identity and this established the agency in direction. As previously stated,
councils were inherently fragile and contextually sensitive while selfergaukkg itself
was a hgiIe process that was vulnerabte to the external pertthations of change (Cramer,
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1993; Gersick, 1991; Haken, 1981; Prigogine & Stengers, 1984). Councils needed
strategies of change that constructed a hctional identity to find a common purpose and
then administer influencing strategies.
The problem of identity is an important issue in strategic planning, especially
planning on core competencies and the hture role of an organization in relation to the
external context (Drucker, 1990; Gioia & Chittepeddi, 1991; Hamel & Prahalad, 1994;
Nadler & Tushman, 1989:). By clarifying and redefining identity within the context of
hture planning, the organization can respond efficaciously to the external environment
(Drucker, 1990; Gioia & Chinepeddi, 1991; Hamel & Prahalad, 1994; Nadler &
Tushman, 1989). This school of thought provides support for the importance selfdirectedness as a dimension of governance that constructs a sense of self that acts
efficaciously in relation to the external environment.
Identity, if it is equated with autonomy. is important for a democratic decisionmaking because small polities suffer from the threat of external influences (Dahl. 1998;
Ehrenberg. 1999). While focus of attention defined the boundaries of the polity, selfdirectedness positively defined the identity and purposiveness that created the agency
within those boundaries. When counciis omitted matters of identity, other or external
interests dominated the agenda and purpose drifted.
of Vertical Connectivity

Pettigrew (1987). Pettigrew et a1 (1992) and Ferlie et al (1996) studyied change
by examining the shifting patterns of interactions between the content of change. the

internal and external context and tbe processes of the organization over time. The internal
context includes the structure, pattern of relationships and culture within an
organizational while the external context refers to external institutional arrangements of
the market. government re-datiom and change events. The object of change is the
content of the change (roughly equivalent to focus of attention) studied through the
processes (systems of decision-making or planning for example) of the organization
which change horizontally over time. Reiations of power are explained by studying the
relationship vertically or between the internal and external contexts, but influence the
content and processes of an organization horizontally or across time (Ferlie et al, 1996;
Pettigrew, 1987; Pettigrew et al, 1992).
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By viewing the results through this approach, councils either decentralized

decision-making horizontally through influencing strategies or were captured by a
powerful bureaucratic system using controlling strategies. This o c c d in part because
the vertical relationships between councils and AFSS were structurally continuous or
discontinuous. In Middletown, the external and iaternaI systems were vertically and
horizontally continuous through participation by all levels of AFSS and non-SPD
stakeholders on DCs or the RC. The opposite occurred in the other two regions where
funneied and discontinuous vertical relationships sewed to preserve bureaucratic power
and consequently, controlling strategies prevailed. Middletown began with most
fragmented system but moved to become a vertically and horizontally connected region
and consequently, changed most completely.
Systernicness captured the relationship between the vertical and horizontal
connectivity of councils with the external context of government and community
systems. The features of systemicness suggest that decentralizing decision-making
depends in part on aligning the vertical relationships in a continuous pattern. Otherwise.
more powefil actors control decision-making by ordering the structure of connectivity
that subsequently controls the channels of information and communication and permits
directing the "agenda". The pattern of vertical and horizontal connectivity establishes an
architecrure for power that supports multiple dimensions of influence including
behavioral (Dahl. 199 1; 1957). structural (Bachrach & Baratz. 1962) and practices of
influence (Foucault 1977). Clegg, 1989 descnied a multi-dimensional framework that
included these different forms of influence as 'circuits of power". The attributes of
connectivity created the conditions or circuits for the type of mfluencing practice
(integrating or controlling) to flourish. Equally importantly though, was tbe subject or
self-other who prevailed to administer the type of influencing strategy. Again. autonomy
of the polity is a significant feature in transformation of community governance.
bother perspective on the results is to consider self-organizing by counciis as the
emergence of new institutions community governance. Ostrorn (1990) used an
institutional approach to explain self-orpanizing of common pool resources and defined
institutions as "sets of working rules that are used to determine who is eligible to make
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decisions in some arena, what actions are allowed or constrained, what aggregation rules
will be used, what procedures must be followed, what information must or must not be
provided, and what payoffs will be assigned to individuals dependent on their action."
(Ostrom. 1990. p. 51). Totbert and Zucker (1983) defme institutionalization as the
process in which components of formal structure become wideIy accepted and necessary
while March & OIsen define political institutions as "the process for developing a sense

of purpose, direction, identity and beionging (March & Olsen, 1989, p. 6).
The definition and process of institutionalization capture the forces of change
towards community governance. Council systems in each region were a force for creating

governance institutions, properties embodied the essential traits of institutions and the
strategies were the processes of institutionalization. Within this Framework, the
governance properties embody the "roles and goals" (Grell & Gappert, 1992, p.68) while
the community decision-making was the institution of community governance.
Institutions have been used to examine change in private and public service
organizations while resistance to change and momentum have been descriptors of the
tension of change (Amburgey, Kelly & Barnett. 1993;Goodman & Kurke, 1982; Grindle.
1975; Hannan & Freeman. 1977, 1984: Tolben & Zucker, 1983). Population ecologists

argue that organizations are pressured by the environment to become more predictable

and accountable to institutional standards. As a resuIt, there is pressure for organizations
to create stable and reliable practices and routines that conform to institutions although
this pressure for stability and routine creates a resistance to change (Adey, 1985;
Hannan & Freeman, 1984: Tolbert & Zucker, 1983). Furthermore. there is more inertia
with older organizations who create resistance to change; conversely, new organnations
have a liability of newness that makes them less trustworthy or reliable (Hannan &
Freeman. 1984: Tolben & Zucker. L983). It is a double-edged sword as oIder
organizations resist change due to institutionalization of routines while new organizations
are perceived a s unreliable.
Due to the inertia of existing institutions, change requires persistence and effort to
create new institutions (Goodman & Kurke, L982; ToIbert & Zucker, 1983). The
problems associated with changing institutions has been demonstrated by the failure of
reforms in public services (March& Olson, 1983; Salmon, 1981) but when public
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service changes were successll, they have been driven by persistent top-down pressure
to change that overcomes resistance (Ferlie et al, 1996; Pemgrew et al, 1992). Various
researchers have found professional and management practices; center-periphery tensions
between central government and community boards; and, multiple irnplementors of
policy as sources of resistance to public service change (Ferlie et al. 1996; Grindie,
1975; Hardy, Wistow & Rhodes, 1990; Pettigrew et al, 1992). Resistance to change in
public and private organizations results in structural inertia; ingrained ideologies; and,
systems, processes and structures that become firmly entrenched over time (Mintzberg,
1983; Romanelli & Tushman, 1994; Tushrnan & Romanelli, 1997). When there is a need
to change, considerable effort and persistence (often top-down pressure) was required to
overcome the inertia and resistance to change (Astley, 1985; Goodman & Kurke, 1982;
Hannan & Freeman, 1984; Tolbert & Zucker, 1983).
In this study the region that demonstrated the most change also had the highest
levels of effort while the regions that resisted change had the lowest levels of effort.
Higher levels of effort were achieved through planfulness, leadership and the reinforcing
effects of participation that served to overcame the inertia of the AFSS-run system and
established a momentum to change. Actualizing strategies were instrumental to effort
through a self-reinforcing cycle of accomplishing and participation.
The 'community ecology' approach to change (Astley, 1985) casts a different

perspective on the institutions of community governance where the council system could
be interpreted as an innovation that colonized the governance void created by broader
sociai-political changes and the governance changes in SPD. Since the decentralized
order of participatory democracy matched the scale of communities with the right size
and number of patches or councils within, they naturally evolved along a self-organizing

track to fill this void (Eisenhart & Brown, 1999). Within this approach, participatory
governed councils were a new population of organizations within a community of
populations (Aldrich. 1999; Astley, 1985). Within this interpretation, aligning strategies
were critical by managing the relationship between the system design (pattern of
connectivity) and the focus of change. Aligning strategies created the appropriate figure+ground relationship between focus to systemicness so that systemicness was subordinated

to focus.

A2luwn=
The concept of congruence has been alluded to throughout this study through
terms such as fit, alignment and matching. For the institutional theory of change,
congruence reduces resistance in the change process because the organizational structure,
process or philosophy are isomorphically aligned internally (internal coherence) or
externally (congruence). Resistance is like friction, produced mechanically From conflict
between two parts that do not mesh.
Fry and Smith (1987) argue terms like congruency and coherence are 'fuzzy' and

do not always express a logical relationship between variables. Congruency means a
lawhl telationship between variables where the nature and form of the relationship is
specified (Fry & Smith, 1987). In this study, the terms fit, match and congruency have
been applied to the relationships between variables to interpret and understandhe
phenomenon of change.
First, it was argued there was a direct relationship between the contextual
sensitivity of councils and the necessity to fit the internal system (councils) with the
external context in order to survive. In a similar way, Tushman and O'Reilly (1996)
apply the concept of the congruence to the organizational arrangement between strategy
and context to explain the success or failure of organizations. Congruence has been
linked with change by Goodman & Kurke (19821, Kanter, (1985) and Peters & Waterman
( 1982)

who found congruence between the management philosophy and the efforts to

change reinforced the momentum while incongruence reduced commitment to change.

Aligning strategies matched strategy to their situation while failure to apply these
strategies allowed regions to be swept up by changes.
Second, congruence described the relationship between the council's purpose and
the tasks to the historical and political context. Councils were located within a macro
political environment of decentralizing and shrinking governments and a micro
governance environment characterized by change and uncertainty. It was hypothesized
that these macro and micro trends left a void or gap between the citizen and community
and the state. Consequently, participatory forms of governance filled this governance gap
and this form of participation was congruent with the tasks presented by the political
environment. There was a direct relationship between participatory governance and
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survival as an organizational form within the political environment.
Thirdly 'there was congruence or incongruence between the intended plan and the
practice of community governance. The actual properties of community governance in
two regions were different from or incongruent with their forms of governance. In one
region, the properties of community governance were congruent with their plan and at
this level, there was the direct (congruent) or inverse (incongruent)relationship between
the plan and the practice. Furthermore, the region that successfully changed formed their
properties and strategies into a coherent whole.
Coherence describes the extent the forms of community governance, the
properties and strategies formed an integrated gestalt. The forms, actual properties and
strategies formed a coherent whole in Middletown but the properties and strategies of
Littleton and Barry were inconsistent with their form of governance. Coherence has been
linked to momentum of change through the integrated functioning of systems, strategy
and actions of an organization (Goodman & Dean, 1982; Goodman & Kurke. 1982;
Hambrick, 1998: Pettigrew et al, 1992; Romaneiii & Tushman,l994). Coherence
increases the probability of change because it reduces internal Friction while
inconsistency has been associated with resistance to change.
Lastly, congruence can be used to measure the Ievei of awareness about the
system-in-use and the espoused model or system. In the section on Self-other Direction,
congruence was used to describe the consistency or inconsistency between the espoused
model of the council and the model-in-use. Likewise in the Strategies section, congruence
was used to show the consistency between the system-in-use and the type of influencing
strategy. Change occurred when there was congruence between espoused and model-inuse and suggests awareness of congruence was necessary to form sufficient self-

directedness to institute change. The administration of influencing strategies
demonstrated a notable awareness of the importance of congruence as the type of
influencing strategy showed most accurately whether community governance was
transformed from a plan to an actuality or whether it maintained the status quo.
These examples in total suggest that change transpired when there was an
organizational isomorphism between its purpose, form and context. A certain level of
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awareness accompanied congruence, probably as a consequence of a pervasive
understanding produced by such a complete gestalt.

In conclusion, the total gestalt of community governance was impressive in
Middletown and only partially realized in the other two regions. The forms of
governance, properties and strategies converged into a whole gestalt that represented a
transformation. The properties and strategies operated in a field of balanced tensions that
developed a new form of community governance. The dynamics of the strategies
produced a virtuous cycle within a system that generated participation that in turn
contributed new energy in an expanding cycle. Widespread participation also obtained
authority for the councils that led to legitimacy with communities. When all the
properties and strategies were aligned, there was congruence between the plan and
practice and the external environment and the council system.
In conaxst, when strategies were absent, the form of governance was mismatched
to the environment and there was no systematic arrangement of the parts to generate
participation, the gestalts of community governance vaguely emerged. More importantly,
operationalization of community governance did not occur and the properties languished
upon the seas of change that "swept up" these regions.
AwaThe discussion of change would be incomplete without addressing the awareness
of change since the foregoing discussion implies that regions differed in this ability.
Earlier, it was noted that no one region employed any evaluation function in its
operations or in the model of change. Change models incorporate an evaluative function
to assess the discrepancy between the plan and the results (Dcucker, 1990; Eden &
Ackerman, 1998; Pfeiffer. 1989). An evaluation function might have revealed a
discrepancy between the plan and the actual hctions that might have increased
awareness. At this point this is conjecture and at this stage of the study, such a discussion
adds Iittle.
Awareness was considered within the narrower frame of reference of their plans
rather than considering their level of awareness to the broader questions of the nature of
the changes to governance itself. There was little evidence of critical questioning of the
changes in governance despite some significant contradictions in government policy,
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community beliefs and current practices in SPD. Saul (1995) employs the term
consciousness to the attitude of doubting and questioning the accepted orthodoxy of the
times. Freire (1973) uses the concept of "Conscientizaco" (Freire, L973, p.7) to achieve
critical consciousness versus massification or the manipuIation of unthinking acceptance
of historical changes. The term awareness will be used here rather than consciousness to
avoid some of the phitosophical arguments that surround consciousness (Benhabib, 1992;
Habermas, 1998). Awareness is grounded in the findings of this study and is a plainer
concept that carries less philosophical baggage than consciousness.
First, Councils have been presented so far as an innovation in response to a
governance void, however. it could be argued that councils were an aberrant
compensatory response to a failure in government policy to nurture the social capital
required by Alberta society. Second, community was defined in all three regions as the
community of SPD.Disability differentiated this community from the general community
but typically the general community has been sought after to achieve integration of
persons with disability (Bradley, 1994; McKnight. 1995). if community was disabilityspecific, then all of the council systems in this study reinforced segregation by
differentiating a system specifically for persons with disabilities. This was a contradiction
that was not chaIIenged by participants in this study but accepted as a tenet of
governance.
Third, participants did not question community governance except when it was
considered to be as shield for government. Yet, even in this case, participants believed
community governance could work with the right conditions. There are reasons to doubt
the tenets of community governance, not the least is the manner that community
governance is used as a nostrum for social problems (Staeheli, 1997). Community
governance based on intermediary associations has some serious flaws, including the
problem of the 'paradox of decentralization" and the problems of the 'mischief of
factions', bias and exclusion. The 'mischief of factions' refers to the problem of the
influence of special interest groups in public policy and decision-making (Cohen &
Rogers, 1995; Held, 1996). Intermediary associations can become special interest groups
and have a disproportionate influence on public opinion and policy. The problem has
been extended to the problem of corporatist poIicy that gives preferential status to group
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over individual rights (Held, 1996; Jordan, 1990; Saul, 1995). Community boards and
councils could easily attain group rights by virtue of tbe size of the membership
outweighing individual rights.
Fourth, forms of community governance such could also become the tools for
extending practices of power (Foucault, 1977) into the community that might become
intrusive or discriminatory. The council system could be used as a disciplinary technique
at a community level to influence and bias choices because the system is more personal
and interactive. Furthermore, community governance could be more exclusionary
because of cliques, powerful personalities or arbitrary opinions (Staeheli, 1997).
Fifth, some writers in the empowerment literature maintain there is a reflexive

relationship between participation and constructs such as efficacy, trust and
empowerment (Fetterman. 1996;Zimmerman & Rappaport, 1988; Zinunerrnan, Israel &
Schultz, 1992). Participation in the participatory democracy and empowerment Iitenture
is purported to increase consciousness which in turn influences other variables similar to
planfulness. voice and empowerment (Barber. 1981; Mansbridge. 1983). Participatory
democracy has not always been encouraged but, in fact. representative democracy has
been so popular in the latter half of this century because of manner participatory

democracy was used by fascists in Germany and M y to promote nanrral, race-derived
community (Barber, 1998; Ehrenberg, 1999; Held. I996;Paternan, 1970). Participation in
political action without strong institutional mechanisms to control its 'crowd' power can
suppress deliberation and undermine democracy (Held, 1996; Pateman, 1970). Clearly,
participation possesses a dark side that the empowerment school ofien overlooks.
Finally, autonomy or the sense of instrumentality, individual agency or eficacy is

a hdamental element of democracy (Benhabib. 1992; Dahl. 1998; Held, 1996). In this
study autonomy was reflected in selfdirectedness but the notion of agency has been
challenged by critical theory where the self as agent is embedded and formed in an intersubjective world that is fraught with culturally constructed myths of individuality and
freedom (Benhabib; 1992; Alvesson & Deetz, 1996). The idea of agency in selfdirectedness may be as iilusory as the nostrums of community governance that have
created high "faith to fact" ratios or culturaIIy constructed myths of personal agency
(Benhabib. 1996; Pollit, 1995). If democracy is about deliberation, Habermas (1998)
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argues that deliberation is formed through the exercise of a selfless sphere of

argumentation and discussion to surface and confront contradictions of interests.
Participants in this study did not consider these issues with community
governance nor did the design of their systems address these problems. In conclusion, the
response to the change of governance did not include a broader discourse about what
generated the waves of change to community governance that swept across the province.
The questions these contradictions raise were not answered in a substantive way by the
response to change of participants in the regions of this study; yet, they persist as
significant issues for community governance.
This study can provide some exploratory hypotheses about instituting community
governance within a framework that assumes that community governance is the preferred
mode of governance. Within this framework, the dynamics of community government
can explain how some self-organizing groups were swept up while others swept up. This
study suggests areas for future research both within and outside the Framework of
community governance.
Limitations of the Study
Before proceeding to the implications for future research, it is prudent to consider
some of the limitations of this study. For this study, a qualitative approach was justified
because the research was exploratory, the theoretical constructs were not well-known, the
meaning of those constructs were idiosyncratic and the context was dynamic. While the
qualitative approach may limit generalization to other samples and situations, qualitative
research and case studies in particular have been helpful in the development of theory and
the knowledge base in similar areas of study.
Case study research has produced many exemplary studies in this area of research
upon which theories of change and principles of regionalization have been formed.
Warren et aL(1973) appIied case study methodology to the study of how community
inter-organizations managed the Model City projects in the 1960s. Pettigrew (1985) using
the case study approach within a single corporation developed a comprehensive and
context specific theory of change. Using a similar method Pettigrew et al. (1992) and
Ferlie et al. (1996) examined process of change with regional health authorities in
England while Hinings & Greenwood (1988) constructed their theory of the change using
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regional municipal governments in England. Putman (1993) studied the implementation
of the transfer of authority to twenty regional governments in Italy using a sophisticated
case study technique. The case study method has been utilized in a number of studies to

produce theories of change and examine constructs of governance.
Eisenhardt (1989) and Pettigrew (1987) argue for the case study method for
theory building because it can capture the dynamics of the situation and, with well-

designed procedures. it can "tease out*' cause-effect relations. Case study research when
combined with rigorous procedures has established respected theoretical models. This
study employed grounded theory methodology with the case study to form and then test

theoretical constructs of community governance. As an exploratory study though, it
lacked some methodological features that could have strengthened its findings
This study could have been strengthened by adding more cases and studying the
cases over a longer period of time. The studies just cited used more cases (From ten to

twenty) than this study and collected data longitudinally over many years. Putman (1993)
gathered data over fifteen years while Hinings & Greenwood coIlected data over ten
years with four data points. Additionai cases increase the confidence in the basic
theoretical constructs while additional data points increase the credibility of the findings.
This investigation was limited to the period of implementation and this period was
characterized by high rates of change, and volatility which may have produced atypical
findings. With a longer period of study, the results could have been traced over time to
determine if they were typical rather than a phenomenon of a unique period of events.
Longitudinal coIkction of data reduces the reliance on retrospective data but even in
longitudinal studies retrospective data is used (Pettigrew, 1985). In this study
retrospective data was collected, but it was verified by triangulating information h m a
variety of sources.
Although there are reasons for caution about the transferability of the results,
there are substantive teasons for treating the results confidently. Case study research if
properly executed can construct credible theoreticd constructs (Eisendardt, 1989:
Merriam, 1988; Yin, 1994). En this study, methods to increase trustworthiness were
rigorously applied as descnied in Chapter Three to ensure the research was properly
administered. Since the study was designed as an expIoratory research project, these
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results if considered in that context, are a starting point for more specific research into the
forrns of community governance.
Future Research
Since this study was exploratory, it might be extended longitudinally to examine
the ongoing development of the three regions. It was suggested that representative and
participatory forms of governance can be complementary and it was hypothesized that
there may a complementary relationship between DCs and regional boards. A
continuation of the study into the present and future could examine if such a relationship
develops and how the two forms of governance interact. A continuation of the
development of the council system would verifL or modify the properties of community
governance. It would be usefbl to examine community governance during periods when
there was less dramatic change to determine if the properties are specific to conditions of
change or are inherent with community governance. Alternatively, it would be helpful to
extend the study to other regions with council systems to confirm or expand the
constructs of community.
One question raised. was whether decentralized and participatory councils could
function within an urban setting. Possibly one could start a pilot study or find an example
of a participatory system in an urban setting and compare the findings of this study to an
urban example. One could compare the factors that contribute to or against a "patchy"
organization of community governance in cities.
Another area of research suggested by the literature is the correlation between
individual traits or attitudes with the properties of community governance. Since selfdirectedness was very similar to psychological constructs such as efficacy and trust,
exploring the relationship between participation on councils with notions of efficacy and
optimism as has been done with different studies in the empowerment research tradition
(Rappaport, 1987; Zimrnerman & Rappaport, 1988). In the same vein, the literature
suggests that participation increases trust between members, it would be predicted that
participation in DCs should be d a t e d to increased measures of trust and affiliation
amongst members. This line of research could be extended by factor analysis using the
properties of governance as factors and determining if the same structure of factors is
uncovered with quantitative analysis.
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Another line of research could measure the relationship between participation in
councils and measures of influence between councils and other IeveIs of government.
Studies on participation have found that while participation in local polities increase the
sense of influence, participants believe other levels of government have more influence
on their lives (Mansbridge, t 983). Examining the relationship between participation in
councils and factors that influence participants may inform us on the appropriate role of
these intermediary associations.
This study compared participatory and representative participation but Habermas
(1998) suggests that there are other means of participation that hIfill the democratic
voice. Webler & Tuier (2000) studied the application of the principtes to communicative
action to public participation in forestry policy in Northeastern United States. Their
studies examine participation aiong the dimensions of fairness and competence in the
discourse of public policy. Future research could compare participatory forms of
governance in the council setting with Habermas' approach to democratization. Since this
research produced results that suggested discourse was d a t e d to action, and. autonomy
was an important factor, a comparison could hrther our understanding of the meaning of
democratization in public governance.
Finally, further research could measure the relationship between personal status
characteristics and participation in councils. There is some evidence socio-economic
variables. personal characteristics and social roles influence participation in democratic
institutions (Mansbridge. 1983). Persons with disabilities have historically been devalued
and alienated from the decision-making institutions of their Iives (Bradley, 1994;
McKnight, 1995: Mithaug, 1996). Participants in this study perceived the council system
as an institution for persons with disabilities to increase choices and their voice in

decision-malung. Further research could examine how councils influence the
opportunities for choices and if there is any causal relationship between the quality of life
for persons with disabilities and participation on councils. Research that establishes a
connection between outcomes on quality of life and this community institution would add
credibility or raise doubt to its role, purpose and function in the community.
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APPENDIX A: Participant Idormation

Table 1 Summary of Demographic Characteristics of the Three Regions*
Littleton Middletown
136,613
2 10,773
1 14.056
49420
1.2
4.26

Demographics
Population
square Miles
Persons per Square Mile
Services
Individualized Funding (IF)
Number of Persons with IF
[F Budget (Millions)
Funding Per Person Per Month
Contract Services
Number of Persons
Contract Budget (Millions)
Funding Per Person Per Month
Budget as % of Provincial Budget
Service Providers
Number of Service Providers
Number of Districts Per Region
Statistics Canada. ( 1996).

Barry
Province
799,762
4833
165.5

140
S5.463

565
$17.938

730
$24.6 14

S95.323

S3252

S2646

S28 10

$2912

285

765
$9,879
S1076
16.7%

1785
S21.637

5150
$71.184
$1 151

35
8

70

$4.255
9 1244
5.8 %
1I

8

SlOlO
21.7 %

2727

L

-

Table 2 Littleton Participant Information
Participant Stakeholder
Length of Time Role
District Council Member of Comments
Prior Council
Croup
on Council
Member
I.
Social Services September196 Temporary No
No
SPD
Chair
Regional
Manager
7
-Social Services June/96
Yes
Yes
District
Manager
Yes
3.
Parent
Junel96
Yes
Yes
4.
Parent
Junel96
Yes
No
5.
Self-Advocate
June96
Yes
Yes
6.
Service
June196
Yes

235

-

Table 3 Barry Participant Information
Participant Stakeholder
Length of Time Role
Croup
on Council
I.
Social Services NovJ94
7
-.
Parent
NovJ93
Past
Chair
3.
Parent
NovJ94
Chair
4.
Parent
NOVJ~~
5.
Parent
NovJ96
6.
Service
Nov~94
Provider
7.
Service
Novi9.l
Provider
Other
I.
Soclal Services None
N/A
- Corporate

Member of Prior Comments
Council
Yes
SPD Manager
Yes
Member of Partnership
Council

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
N/A

Policy Coordinator for
Reforms

-

Table 4 Middletown Participant Information
Participant Stakeholder
Croup

Length of Time Rote
on Council

I.

4.
5.

Social Services
Social Services
Social Services
Social Services
Social Services

Dec- 95
OCL95
Oct, 95
0 ~ ~ 9 5
Octi95

6.
7.

Parent
Parent

Jan.i96

d.

Public Guardian Jan.96

9.

Public Guardian Janr96

10.

Service Provider Oct'95

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Service Provider
Service Provider
Senice Provider
Service Provider
Yon-SPD Service
Provider

-.
1

3.

Oct~%

0 ~ 9 5
Oct95
OCL95
Om95
Oct;'95

District Council Member of Comments
Member
Prior
Council
Facilitator No
No
Consultant
Chair
Waverly
Yes
Client Services
Vallewiew
No
Client Services
Comerbrook
Yes
Client Services
Cornerbrook.
Yes
Conwct
Wavclly
Specialist
&Winston
Wavwly
No
ChairValleyview
No
Disuict
Co-Chair Regional
VaIIeyview&
No
Waverly
Winston &
NO
Cornerbrook
Co-Chair - Winston,
Yes
Regional Cornerbrook.
Brookside
Waverly
Yes
VaIleyview
No
Chair
Winston
Yes
Chair
Cornerbrook
Yes
Cornerbrook
Yes

-

Table 5 Summary of Participant Information
Stakeholder Groups
SOCLU SERVICES
SPD Corporate
SPD Managers
District Manager
Conuact Specialist
Council Facilitator
Client Service Coordinators
Total Social Services
PARENTS .ANDSELFADVOC-4TES
Parents
Self-Advocates
Public Guardians
Total Parents & Guardians
SERVICE PROVmERS
SPD Service Providers
Yon-SPD Service h v i d e n
Total Service Providers

GRAND TOTAL

Number in Each

Chairs by StakehoIder

Croup

Croup

Number from Prior
Councils

1

N/A

?I/.&

7

I

I
1
i

I
I

I
3
9

1
7

7

5

7

5

11

2

5

8

4

8
i

-7

9

4

5
I
b

29

8
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Appendi C: Meetings and Communications within the Regions
Table 1 - Proportion oiTotd Agenda Items for Councils in the
First and Last Half of 1996-1997 Year
First Half
Wumber of
Agenda Item

Region
Littleton - Number
Littleton - Average
per Meeting
Middletown Number
Middletown -4verage Per Meeting
Barry - Number
Barry - Average per

F i t Half
Percentage
80

45/58

trst Half
Number of
Agenda Items
12/58

Last Half
Percentage
20

15.33
Sol105
16.66
36366
9

-

Table 2 Sources of Agenda Items
Region

Littieton

Corporate
Regional AFSS
Regional Council
Dismcr Council
Parents
Service Providers
Region
Corporate
Regional AFSS
Regional Council
District Council
Parents
Service Providers
Region

# of Items
6
I8
0

Percentage of Total Agenda
15

IS*
0
0

38

Middktown
# of Items
20
32

Percentage of Total Agenda
13
39
I4
32

5

-

19
54

'1

Barry
# of hems

Corporate
Re@onal AFSS
Regional Council
District Council
Parents
Service Providers

46

31

Percentage of Total Agenda
0
22
56

Y!A

NiA

8

15
1

0

I2

4
* =illof these items occurred in thejirst ncfomeetings.
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'I'wblc 3 Representation on Couriril by I)upart~ricrlLevel and Fu~iction
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SPD
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I

HAHHV

1

I

Yes
Yes
Yes

,

Yes
Yes
N/A

Yes

Dlsmlcr

REXiION
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Yes
Yes

--

----

Yes
Yes

,

A ~ N.4r;TR
A

D/Nt.<.7iYI

Yes
Yes

OITJICK

-

I

D.Q
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Af.4 NAC;ER

AIANAliElt
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Yes
N/A

Yes
Yes
N/A

CI.IEKT
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'I'ablc 4 Nurnbcr of Different Routcs to the Exlcrnaj System

To Regional Director

LIII~DI.ETOWN

I.IlTI.BTON

I.EV~!IJP~SITI~N

BAWRY

2

4

1

To Corporare
To SPD Corporate

1

3

1

2

2

To Deputy Minister

0

2

1

--

1

-----

--

Table 5 - Participation Hates and Per Capita Participation for Litllclon District Councils *
Participation and Per
District Council Districr Council
District Council
District Councll Districl Council
#3
#4
#5
capita-~atcs
#I
#2
4
II
12
Avcragc Nurnbcr per
4
5
~ e e r i *n ~
Participaliu~lus Per Capilu lo
I : 2432
1: 6143
I: 2942
1: 1145
1 : 3242
rJcrlcral I'opulation *
* Three of rlte cotrt~c~ils
\t1cr.c.~rot/irtrctio~iitrg
( h c lo rlecrli~ritig
u~rcttdr~tr~~r.

..

242

Table 6 - farticipation Rates for the Three Regions

Participation Information
Littleton
Middletown
Barry
Average Number of Regional
1 :2 Months
1: 1.4 Months
1: 1.3 Months
council Meetings per Month
Participants per Meeting
9.9
11.5
8.25
Participant per Capita of
1: 13,799
I: 22,186
1: 96.940
~ e n e ~opulatioi
d
*
Participant per Person with
1: 29
I: 66
I: 216
~isabiiityon Contract
Participant per Person with
I: 14
1: 49
I: 88
Disability on IF
Council (District or Regional)
1: 15,179
1: 23,419
1: 799,762
Per Capita of General
Population *
* Based on actual average attendance rather rhan prescribed membership numbers
+

-

Table 7 Summary of Agenda Statistics
Agenda Averages
Average Agenda Items Per Meeting
Average [terns Per Hour
Avenge Meeting Length
Average Travel Time Per Member

Tabie 8

Littleton

Middleton

Barry
8.2

9.6
1.06
1.66

15.4
3.08

5

2.5

3.75

2.5

0.75

3.3

- Participation Rates for the Middletown District Councils

Participation and Per
Capita Rates
.Avemge Number pet

Cornerbrook

Waverly

Winstoa

Valleyview

6

13.5

13.5

13.5

Participation as Per Capita

1: 3556

1: 829

1: I587

1: 1675

Meeting *

to Genera1 Population *

*Based on actual average attendance rather than prescribed membership numbers
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Appendix E: Comparison of Decision Making

Table I: C

u

d Future Svstem

1.i-

Financial Decisions

Department makes Funding Decisions
Dismct Councils Make Funding Decisions

Current System

Future System

616

0

0

3i6

Regional Board Role

516

Provincial Board Role

316

Program and Service Decisions

Current System Future System

Council System is Advisory to Department

516

0

Council System Communicates and Coordinates Information to

516

0

0

616

0

516

Current System

Future System

5i6

0

and From Communities to Region~Department

District Council Plan Identifies Needs. Gaps in Sewices and
Resources for Community
Dismct Council Represents. Advocates and Builds Community
Ownership of PDD
Policy

Policy made Centrally and Transferred to Communities
Board Plans and Coordinates Regional Services
Collaborative Policy ;\Inking Between Board and Community

Board Makes Regional Policy that is Responsive to Community

5!6

Current System

Future System
6i6

Needs

Boards will Decide on Role of Council

3i6

Bidirectional Communication Between Board and Council

316

Dismct Councils Advise Boards on Community N d . Gaps in

616

Service and Resources
Board and Council Take Over Role of Disma Office

316

Table 2: Current a n d e t o ~ l d d l e t o w n
Financial Decisions
Department Makes Funding Decisions
District Council - Makes decisions

Current System

Future System

11/14

0

0

3 14

Regional Board Role

IO/14

Provincial Board Role

7/14

Program and Service Decisions

Council works in Pmnership with Department in Region

C u m n t System

Future System

11/14

Council not used in Parmenhip with Department

3iI4

Council Pian Identifies Needs. Gaps in Services and Resources

3/14

9/14

Council Represenrs. Lobbies and Advocates for Community

7/14

I 1/14

Council Role in Overseeing Services

0

5/14

Council Educates and Communicates Information 10 Community
about PDD

0

5iIZ

Current System

Future System

4/12

0

Current System

Future System

Stakeholders

Policy

Policy made Centrally and Transferred to Cornrnunides

Collaborative Policy Making Between Board and Councils
Board Makes Regional Policy that is Responsive to Community

91 I4

Board will Decide on How to Work with Councils

81 14

Board is Looking for Direction from Councils

5il4

BidirectionaI Communication Berween B o d and Councils

7/14

Open Link bemeen Board and Councils

8/14

Council has Advisory Ro[e to Board with Quasi-Community

Governance Authority

14/14

254

Table 3:

Svst-

Financial Decisions

Current System Future System

Department Makes Funding Decisions

6/6

,

Regional Council - Makes decisions

0

0

Regional Board Role

316

Provincial Board Role

26

Program and Service Decisions

Current System Future System

Advisory to AFSS

516

Advisory to Board

36

-

1/6

Open up Department Decision-making to Stakeholders

516

Respond to SPD Issues for Stakeholders

316

Council Plans Identify Needs. Gaps in Services and Resaurces

0

316

Influmces pianning/evolutionof services

61'6

0

Channeling Information to and from Community and Board

0
4i6

Set Direction and Organize Community for Participation in Decision- 0
Making

Policy
Policy made Centrally and

Current System Future System

rans sf erred ro Communities

6/6

116

Provincial Board Makes Policy

316

Consistent Provincial Policy wirh Flexibility for Regional Policy

316

Board Plans for Region

26

Board uses Collaborative Policy Making aith Community in Region

3i6

Board Uses Sub-Cornminees to tnvolve Community Stakeholders
Board Selects CEO and Oversee Operarions
Board will Decide on How to Work with CounciIs

5i6

